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ABSTRACT

Localization is one of the most important issues in wireless sensor networks. Localization

problems are more challenging when line-of-sight signals between anchors and sensors

are not available. We approach geometrically towards localization of static sensors based

on non-line-of-sight signals. Two range-based deterministic algorithms are proposed for

localization using static anchors. The first algorithm assumes presence of line-of-sight and

one-bound signals. Then we relax the assumption and propose another algorithm which

localizes sensors based on receiving unknown-bound signals.

Usually, large number of static anchors are required to localize all sensors in a network.

Measurement errors are unavoidable in range-based localization algorithms. To overcome

these problems, range-free localization algorithms using mobile anchors are proposed in

literature, where a mobile anchor localizes all static sensors traveling through the sensor

network. There are two different aspects of the existing algorithms. One aspect is to

improve localization accuracy whereas the other tries to reduce path lengths of mobile

anchors. The challenge is to design a movement strategy for mobile anchors which reduces

path length while meeting the requirements of a range-free technique that yields better

positioning accuracy. We propose a distributed range-free path planning algorithm for

mobile anchors to localize sensors in arbitrary connected network. Another path plan-

ning algorithm for mobile anchors is proposed to localize sensors in a rectangular region

with known boundary. The algorithms are designed in such a way that sensors can use

an existing range-free algorithm for better positioning accuracy. Both these algorithms

guarantee full localization.

In mobile wireless sensor networks, mobile sensors are needed to localize frequently un-

like the static sensors. Mobility of the sensors incur additional challenges for localization.

We propose a localization algorithm for mobile sensors assuming sensors do not change

direction during localization. An upper bound on localization error is ensured by this

algorithm. Then we relax the assumption and propose another algorithm which localizes

in presence of obstacles. Both algorithms are range-free, distributed and deterministic.

Each of our proposed algorithms in this thesis are compared with recent works to show

better performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A sensor is an autonomous device consisting of a small processor, a transceiver, a memory

unit, a power source and sensing units. It has a communication range to communicate

with neighboring sensors which are located within its communication circle. Once sensors

are deployed over a region of interest, they form a network. Sensors monitor physical

or environmental conditions like light, temperature, humidity, etc, [39] and cooperatively

send data through the network to a sink. Estimating position of a sensor in wireless sensor

networks (WSNs) is very crucial for many real-life applications since finding location of

data source in very important. Knowledge about position of sensors is the basic require-

ment for geometric routing and many position-based applications such as surveillance

environment monitoring, industrial monitoring, structural monitoring, real time tracking,

habitat monitoring [11, 21, 28] etc. The goal of localization is to estimate position of

each sensor as accurately as possible, depending on the requirements of underlying ap-

plications. Although GPS is one of the widely used technique for location discovery in

outdoor networks [31], from the point of view of accuracy, cost and energy preservation,

it is not always practical to equip each sensor with a GPS receiver. A sensor with its

known position is termed as anchor. Anchor broadcasts signals with its own position

which are received by sensors to estimate their position. Direct signals are termed as

line-of-sight (LOS) signals [4, 6, 10, 15, 20, 27, 35, 70], whereas non-line-of-sight (NLOS)

signals [14, 22, 43, 61, 66, 67, 68, 77, 82, 83] reflect and/or scatter by various obstacles

before reaching to the destination sensors. Signal which reflects once before reaching to

1
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a sensor is defined as one-bound signal [68]. Similarly, multiple time reflected signals are

called as multiple-bound. Information from the received signals and known positions of the

anchors are used to localize rest of the sensors in a WSN. There exist many localization

algorithms [4, 6, 10, 15, 20, 46, 56, 62, 68, 75, 84, 92] by which sensors can compute their

positions. Generally localization algorithms are classified into two categories: range-based

[68] and range-free [75, 84]. Range-based algorithms need to estimate distance or angle

information for positioning sensors, while range-free techniques rely on connectivity infor-

mation between anchors and sensors. Usually range-based techniques give better accuracy

whereas range-free techniques are simpler and cost effective. Range-based techniques use

received signal strength indicator (RSSI) [20], time of arrival (TOA) [92], time difference

of arrival (TDOA) [26, 85] to measure distances and angle of arrival (AOA) [56, 86] to

measure angles. In TOA technique, time synchronization between anchor and sensor is

required to compute distance between them. But time synchronization in WSN is not

very easy to implement. To avoid time synchronization, round trip delay method is used

[71, 72]. Friis transmission equation [49] is used to measure distance between anchor

and sensor in RSSI method. TOA technique provides better distance estimations than

RSSI technique. Time difference of arrival is calculated in TDOA method for distance

calculation. Using AOA technique, a sensor calculates the angle of arrival of signal from

an anchor by using directional antennas or digital compass [56]. Range measurement

errors and absence of LOS signals affect localization accuracy in range-based techniques.

In range-free techniques, usually anchors broadcast beacon periodically with fixed time

period. Ideally communication area of any anchor is a circular disk in two dimension

plane with range of the anchor as its radius. However in practice, radio propagation is

usually not homogenous in all directions because of the presence of multi-path fading and

different path losses depending on the direction of propagation, which is termed as radio

propagation irregularity [78]. Due to irregular radio propagation, signal does not reach up

to the boundary of the circular disk at every direction which affects localization accuracy.

So accurate localization is a challenging problem.

Usually to localize a static sensor, three reference points are required. So for a large

network, several number of static anchors are needed for localization. This motivates

researchers to use mobile anchor so that it can move around the network while serving

2
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as reference points to the sensors [46, 75, 84]. By using a mobile anchor, we can save

large number of anchors with deployment cost in the expense of the mobility of the

mobile anchor. So, path planning of the mobile anchor has become an important issue

in the area of localization. The path planning problem [13, 34, 36, 37, 47, 48, 59] can

be divided in two different types depending on the knowledge of the underlying topology

formed by the sensors and the area of sensor deployment. For the first type, information

like connectivity is used whereas boundary information of the network is known in the

second type. The objectives of path planning are reducing path length, providing good

localization accuracy and full localization.

Mobile wireless sensor networks (MWSNs) is a recent development of WSNs where

sensors have mobility depending on the applications. There are lots of applications [24]

of MWSNs in service industry, house keeping, wildlife tracking, pollution monitoring,

photon detection, shooter detection etc. In MWSN, mobile sensors are more powerful in

terms of energy because they need to localize themselves frequently than static sensors

where localizing a static sensor once is sufficient. Now a days, advanced mobile sensors

who can control their movement, for example, mobile actuated sensor [18, 23], are moti-

vating researchers to find accurate localization methods. Generally there are three phases

in a localization method, (1) coordination, (2) measurement or data gathering and (3)

computation. In MWSN, mobile sensors are used to record time stamps of events like

receiving beacons in the coordination phase. This technique is used in many localization

schemes [40]. Measurement phase is different for range-based and range-free algorithms.

Range-based algorithms [41, 54] depends on distant and angle measurements and gener-

ally produce better results than range-free. In this phase sensors gather information like

hop count [55] in range-free algorithms. In the computation phase, approximate position

of the sensors are determined using the gathered information. Dead reckoning’ [33, 89] is

a technique used in this phase for mobile sensor localization. In this technique the sen-

sor calculates current position using previous position, moving speed and time difference

between current time and the time when the position of the sensor was last updated.

Mobile sensor localization methods can be centralized [40, 41] as well as distributed [69].

Since mobility requires rapid and continuous localization, distributed algorithms are more

effective than the centralized algorithms. Based on mobility of anchors and sensors, it is

3
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possible to classify localization algorithms into four categories: (1) static sensors using

static anchors, (2) mobile sensors using static anchors, (3) static sensors using mobile

anchors and (4) mobile sensors using mobile anchors. In this thesis, we look upon first

three categories of localization problems stated above.

1.1 Scope of the Thesis

In this thesis, we approach towards different kind of localization problems geometrically.

We propose range-based localization techniques for static sensors using static anchors in

absence of LOS signals under different assumptions. Then we propose range-free local-

ization techniques for mobile sensors using static anchors under different assumptions in

presence of obstacles. Finally, we look upon path planning problem for mobile anchor

towards range-free localization. Two range-free path planning algorithms are proposed

for mobile anchor to localize static sensors under different scenario. In this section we

briefly describe the problems with results of this thesis.

1.1.1 Localization in Presence of One-bound NLOS Signal

In chapter 3, we propose range-based localization algorithm for static sensors in presence

of one-bound NLOS signals using static anchors. We use round trip delay method during

TOA technique for distance estimation and AOA technique for angle measurement. We

prove that in presence of measurement errors, the sensor in question lies within a convex

hull. Simulation results show that positioning accuracy of our scheme in presence of

measurement errors is better than the existing localization algorithm [14]. Considering

only two NLOS signals from an anchor, when the maximum error in distance measurement

is 1 meter, we achieve about 40% reduction in the root mean square error (RMSE) in

positioning compared to the semi-definite programming (SDP) scheme [14], which uses

at least eight NLOS signals to localize a sensor. If we use more than two signals then

positioning error decreases. For robust localization anchor needs three reply signals from

a sensor via different paths in absence of measurement errors. Since only one anchor is

sufficient, this gives us an advantage particularly in dealing with the sparse networks.

4
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1.1.2 Analysis of Multiple-Bound Signals towards Localization

Practically, a signal may reflect more than once before reaching to a sensor. In chapter 4,

we analyze multiple-bound signals to use unknown-bound NLOS signals for localization

of static sensors using static anchors based on range estimations. To the best of our

knowledge, there is no geometrical algorithms present in literature taking care of multiple-

bound signals to localize static sensors. This motivates us to approach geometrically

towards NLOS localization of static sensors. We use RSS technique in addition to TOA

and AOA to handle multiple-bound signals. If signal traverses d distance from an anchor

before reaching the sensor then possible locations of the sensor are always within a circle

of radius d centering at the anchor. Now using information of a received multiple-bound

signal, we are able compute a circle with radius less than d, where the sensor is bound

to reside. We propose a technique to localize sensor when it receives multiple-bound

signals and the number of bounds are unknown. In this case, only assumption is that the

maximum possible number of bounds in the system is known. Simulation results show

improvement over trilateration when sensor receives three unknown-bound signals from

different anchors.

1.1.3 Mobile Sensor Localization using Static Anchor under Con-

strained Motion

In chapter 5, we propose range-free localization algorithms for mobile sensors using static

anchors where mobile sensors do not change direction of movement during localization.

Under this assumption, our proposed algorithm LWCD localizes sensors within any prede-

fined error bound ε when it passes through communication circles of two different anchors.

As it passes through more communication circles, positioning error can be further reduced.

Simulation results of LWCD show around 75% improvement of the positioning error over

the existing algorithm [90] in presence of radio irregularity. When mobile sensor passes

through three and five more communication circles, 40% and 55% further reduction in

error has been shown respectively. According to our model, obstacles may lie in be-

tween anchor and sensors to block communication. In presence of obstacles our proposed

algorithm LWCDPO can localize mobile sensors within same error bound as LWCD.

5
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1.1.4 Mobile Sensor Localization in Presence of Obstacles

In chapter 6, we propose range-free localization algorithm for mobile sensors using static

anchors where mobile sensors change direction during localization. Obstacles may present

any where in the network. Simulation results show 67% and 63% improvement of the po-

sitioning error over the existing algorithm [90] corresponding to two different selection

criteria in presence of radio irregularity. We propose a novel technique for obstacle detec-

tion and proposed another algorithm LPO which localizes sensors in presence of obstacles

with change of direction. It achieves 52% and 49% improvements corresponding to two

different selection criteria in terms of localization accuracy compared to [90] in presence

of radio irregularity.

1.1.5 Path Planning for Mobile Anchor in Connected Networks

In chapter 7, we consider path planning problem for mobile anchors in any arbitrary con-

nected network to localize static sensors. We propose a distributed range-free movement

strategy to localize all sensors within r/2 error-bound in a connected network, where r is

the transmission range of the sensors and the mobile anchor. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first work where localization and path planning are done using connectivity

of the network without any range estimation. Simulation results show improvement over

existing work [48] in terms of both path length and localization accuracy.

1.1.6 Path Planning for Mobile Anchor in Rectangular Regions

In chapter 8, we propose path planning for mobile anchors in any rectangular region with

known boundary to localize static sensors. Theoretically we show that the length of the

path traversed by the anchor is lesser in the proposed hexagonal movement strategy com-

pared to other existing path planning methods [25, 34, 37, 59] for covering a rectangular

region. Simulation results support all theoretical results for path planning with localiza-

tion accuracy. Results show 7.35% to 27.74% improvement of our scheme over different

schemes in terms of path length while covering a bounded rectangular region.
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Chapter 2

Review of Related Works

2.1 Introduction

Localization is one of the most important issues in WSNs and it is an widely studied

research area. Many localization algorithms [4, 6, 10, 15, 20, 46, 56, 62, 75, 84, 92] are there

in literature. Localization algorithms can be classified in different categories depending on

range estimation, mobility of sensors and anchors etc. Based on range estimation, there

are two categories; range-based [12, 15, 20, 27, 64, 70, 79, 80] and range-free [9, 30, 44, 55,

60, 81, 84]. Positioning using range-based algorithms are more accurate than range-free

ones. Usually for range estimation, TOA [20, 71], TDOA [15, 26], AOA [22, 54] and RSSI

[16] are used. To improve accuracy in range estimations, better range estimation tools

are designed. Few of the recent developments are listed below. Zhang et al. [91] proposed

a distributed angle estimation method for localization with multipath fading. Oberholzer

et al. proposed ultrasonic-based ranging platform, called SpiderBat [56] which is the first

ultrasonic-based sensor platform that can measure absolute angles between sensors within

an error of 5 degree. It is possible to estimate sensor’s position with a precision of the

order of a few centimeters with the help of measured angles. Srirangarajan et al. [74]

proposed a TOA based ranging technique which gives sub meter accuracy in distance

measurement. Here accuracy does not depend on the distance between the transmitter

and the receiver. Sinha et al. [72] used round trip delay method for distance measurement

using electromagnetic signal and showed that there is an error of 3 meter while measuring
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a distance equal to 1.5 kilometer. On the other hand, range-free techniques rely on

connectivity information, hop-count etc. Hence range-free techniques are cost effective as

they do not need special hardware like range-based schemes. Localization algorithms are

divided into four categories based on mobility of anchors and sensors; (1) static sensors

using static anchors, (2) mobile sensors using static anchors, (3) static sensors using mobile

anchors and (4) mobile sensors using mobile anchors. According to this classification, we

present our literature study.

2.2 Static Sensor Localization using Static Anchor

Trilateration [70] is used for sensor localization when the distances between a sensor

and at least three anchors are known. It finds the intersection point of the three circles

centered at the anchors as the position of the sensor. Error in distance measurement

leads to an intersection area of those three circles instead of a point in the method of

trilateration. When the number of anchors are more than three, then multilateration

is used for positioning. Multilateration provides better accuracy than trilateration as

possible area of presence is less due to more number of reference points. Minimum mean

square error method (MMSE) [92] is used in multilateration which attempts to detect the

position of a sensor by minimizing the error using an objective function. In triangulation

technique, measured angles are used for positioning instead of distances. Patil et al. [62]

used circular triangulation. A time-based positioning scheme (TPS) [15] for outdoor is

proposed, which uses TDOA to detect location of the sensors. TPS is good in terms of

computation overhead and scalability. Bulusu et al. [9] proposed a localization algorithm

based on computing centroid of the proximate reference points using radio frequency

communications. Localization techniques proposed by AbdelSalam et al. [2, 3] used

AOA, RSSI technique and centroid method for localizing sensors using a single anchor.

Ortiz et al. [35] used trigonometric figures for sensor localization in a probabilistic model

and showed improvements over [9] in terms of positional accuracy. Sometimes sensors may

be under the control of some adversaries or some attackers. In that case after calculating

the position, verification is also required to ensure correct position of the sensor before

using the position for some applications. This is known as secure localization. Capkun
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et al. proposed verifiable multilateration [10] for secure positioning using set of verifiers.

Delat et al. proposed a deterministic secure localization algorithm [20] based on RSSI

and TDOA techniques. Authors proved that six and four verifiers are sufficient to detect

a faking sensor using TDOA and RSSI technique respectively and hence provide stronger

results than [10]. In range-free techniques [6], information like hop counts, connectivity are

used. Sub-area localization (SAL) [4] is a range-free technique, where the central server

finds the correct sub-area and sets the center of mass of the sub-area as the sensor’s

position.

Localization becomes more challenging under NLOS scenario i.e., when LOS path is

not available. Ebrahimian and Scholtz [22] proposed a source localization scheme using

reflection, where direct and reflected signals are used. Here the sensors are equipped

with unidirectional antenna. Pahlavan et al. [61] proposed indoor geo-location in the

absence of direct path by mitigating NLOS ranging errors. Considering NLOS ranging

errors, Sinha et al. [73] proposed a technique which finds an area where a sensor is

bound to reside. Technique for refinement of area of presence of sensors is also given in

their scheme. Chen et al. [14] proposed a probabilistic NLOS sensor localization scheme

based on semi definite programming where NLOS localization problem is approximated

by a convex optimization problem using the SDP relaxation technique. In this paper

authors considered different cases depending on the prior knowledge of probabilities and

distributions of NLOS errors. We are intended to approach geometrically towards NLOS

localization problem in this thesis.

2.3 Static Sensor Localization using Mobile Anchor

Now we look at an overview of the existing static sensor localization schemes using mo-

bile anchor. A sphere-based localization algorithm [42] is proposed, which solves multiple

linear equations to estimate positions of sensors. A novel flying landmark localization

algorithm [60] is proposed, where anchor broadcasts its location information as it flies

through the sensing space. Then each unknown node in the sensing space estimates its

own location based on the basic geometry principles. Zhang et al. [92] proposed a secure

localization algorithm for static anchors. Chia-Ho-Ou et al. [17] proposed a localization
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scheme using mobile anchors with directional antenna. Ssu et al. [75] proposed a localiza-

tion scheme, where the sensor’s position is estimated as the intersection of perpendicular

bisector of two computed chords. However this scheme suffers from short chord length

problem. Our proposed range-free deterministic localization algorithms for mobile sen-

sors are motivated by the strategy of beacon point selection used in [75]. Xiao et al. [84]

improved over that scheme using pre-arrival and post-departure points along with the

beacon points to localize a sensor. Later Lee et al. [46] used beacon distance more effec-

tively as another geometric constraint and proposed a more accurate localization scheme.

In all the three schemes [46, 75, 84], since static sensors receive beacons from mobile

anchors, sensors know the co-ordinates of the beacon points. Hence chord formed by two

beacon points is unique [75]. Similarly unique circular lamina with known equations of

the circles can be formed using a beacon point in [46]. All these schemes are range-free

and provides good positioning accuracy. To reduce energy consumption, it is also very

important to propose suitable movement strategy for mobile anchor so that path length

can be reduced. Below we discuss existing path planning algorithms for mobile anchor.

We can view the path planning problem in two different ways depending on the knowl-

edge of the area of sensor deployment and the underlying topology formed by the sensors.

Topology-based path planning, can be viewed as a graph traversal problem. Sensors have

information about their neighbors which they send to the mobile anchor for determining

the path. Li et al. [47] proposed two algorithms named breadth first and backtracking

greedy algorithms. Li et al. [48] proposed a depth first traversal scheme DREAMS to

localize the sensors. Both these works need range estimations. In DREAMS, mobile an-

chor first visits a sensor using random movement before performing depth-first traversal on

the network. An already visited localized sensor provides information to the anchor about

it’s next destination. Algorithm stops when anchor returns to the first sensor. During

depth-first traversal, anchor performs distance-based heuristic movement using received

signal strength from sensors. Kim et al. [36] proposed a path planning for randomly

deployed sensors using trilateration method for localization. An already localized sensor

becomes a reference point to help other sensors to find their position which reduces path

length but localization error may propagate. Chang et al. [13] proposed another path

planning algorithm of the mobile anchor, where localization are done using the scheme
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proposed by Galstyan et al. [1] and mobile sensor calculates its trajectory by moving

around already localized sensors. Our aim is to propose a path planning algorithm which

can decide its trajectory without using any range estimation in a connected network. Us-

ing connectivity of the network, we discover neighbors of a sensor as well as localize it by

the scheme [46] using our proposed path planning algorithm.

Assuming known boundaries of a network, Scan, Doublescan and Hilbert schemes

are proposed by Koutsonikolas et al. [37]. They used the localization scheme [52]. Scan

covers the whole area uniformly where the mobile anchor travels in line segments along

X-axis (or Y -axis) keeping a fixed distance between two line segments. In Doublescan,

anchor moves along both X-axis and Y -axis, which improves localization accuracy in the

expense of traveled distance. Hilbert reduces both error and path length with compare

to the other two. Huang et al. [34] proposed two path planning schemes namely Circles

and S-curves. The authors propose a Gaussian-Markov algorithm [38] to optimize the

path length of mobile anchor. But Gaussian-Markov algorithm can not improve over the

above mentioned algorithms. Based on trilateration, Han et al. [25] proposed a path

planning scheme for a mobile anchor. Using RSSI technique, sensor measures distances

from three different non collinear points and finds its position. Chia-Ho-Ou et al. [59]

proposed a movement strategy of the anchor which helps sensors to localize with good

accuracy by reducing the short chord length problem of the scheme [75]. Another path

planning MAALRH [29] is proposed, but it produces largest path length compared to

other strategies while covering a rectangular region including the corner points using a

boundary compensation method named MAALRH BCM . Our aim is to propose a path

planning which minimizes the path length compared to the existing works in literature

and guarantee positioning of each sensor using scheme proposed by Lee et al. [46].

2.4 Mobile Sensor Localization

Algorithms for localizing static sensors can be applied for localizing mobile sensors, but

computation cost is more since repeated run of the algorithms is needed as the mobile

sensors change their position frequently. Tilak et al. [76] experimented how frequently

localization algorithms for static sensors need to be executed to localize mobile sensors
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with an acceptable accuracy and energy consumption. Navstar global positioning system

[31] is the mostly used technique for localizing mobile sensors. Kostas et al. proposed a

range-based algorithm [8] for navigation of mobile robots. Datta et al. [19] proposed an

algorithm which can be used for both static and mobile sensor networks, where sensors

constructs polygon of presence and shrinks it using received information, while mobile

sensors dilate it before sending to its neighbors. Yu et al. [88] proposed an range based

mobile sensor localization algorithm, assuming that the mobile sensors are not always

moving in the network. A time based self-organizing localization algorithm [53] is pro-

posed, where trilateration is used for localization. Han et al. [27] propose anchor’s position

selection algorithm based on triangulation which shows that the unknown sensor’s local-

ization error is the least when three anchors form an equilateral triangle. In [32], authors

proposed ultrasonic-based localization system for mobile robot. Their proposed algorithm

provides sufficient accuracy in the positioning of a robot based on ultrasonic reflection.

An algorithm proposed [87], where mobile sensors predict their positions using recorded

beacon information by guessing a mobility pattern under a statistical model. Hu et al.

[33] adapted sequential Monte Carlo Localization (MCL) to localize mobile sensors. It

assumes that all the mobile sensors know their maximum speed. Also sampling efficiency

of MCL is low. Number of anchors should be high to achieve good localization accuracy

in this algorithm. Uchiyama et al. [77] proposed urban pedestrians localization (UPL)

algorithm for positioning mobile users in urban area. In this work authors consider known

positions of the obstacles and calculate the area of presence of mobile users with certain

degree of accuracy. UPL provides better localization accuracy compared to MCL [33].

Alikhani et al. [5] proposed iCCA-MAP algorithm and compared it with MCL. Later

Baggio et al. [7] proposed Monte Carlo localization Boxed (MCB), which improved on

MCL by using bounding box (called anchor box here). Sampling efficiency was improved

using bounding box by reducing the scope of the presence of the sensor. Zhang et al.

[90] proposed Weighted Monte Carlo Localization (WMCL), which improved over MCB

by reducing the size of bounding box constructed in MCB. This work is based on se-

quential Monte Carlo Localization [33]. WMCL uses two-hop beacon neighbors negative

effects along with estimated position information of sensor’s neighbors to further reduce

the size of the sensors bounding box. Hence WMCL has higher sampling efficiency than
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MCB as well as MCL. WMCL also improves the localization accuracy by using estimated

position information of sensors. But WMCL has large communication cost. WMCL-A

and WMCL-B [90] reduce communication cost. However, average errors of WMCL-A

and WMCL-B are relatively high than WMCL. A range-free algorithm for mobile sensor

localization is proposed in [58] depending on beacon point selection. The idea of modi-

fying beacon point positions is good but in practice marking beacon points suffers from

mobility of both sensors and anchors. Localization schemes in [50, 57] localizes mobile

sensors based on recorded historical information by predicting coordinates of the mobile

sensor. There are also some range-free algorithms for localizing static sensors using mobile

anchors. Chia-Ho-Ou et al. [17] proposed a localization scheme using mobile anchors with

directional antenna. Authors proposed algorithms based on maximum likelihood estima-

tor in [57, 80] to locate mobile sensors. Venkatesh et al. proposed an algorithm [79] based

on constrained least square estimator for localization of mobile sensors. In [12], authors

used residual test to discard NLOS signals before localize mobile sensors. Schemes based

on statistical models are usually computationally complex. In [45], authors proposed an

indoor mobile sensor localization algorithm based on RSSI measurement using past signal

strength measurements. Miao et al. [51] proposed range-based geometric localization

algorithm considering NLOS signals. Seow et al. [68] proposed a localization algorithm

in presence of multiple-bound signals in the network. A statistical proximity test is used

to discard multiple-bound signals with a high degree of accuracy. Remaining LOS and

one-bound signals are used for sensor localization. Error can be accumulated in [68] since

the discarding technique relays on statistical proximity test. Our aim is to propose a

range-free localization algorithm for mobile sensors using static anchor.
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Chapter 3

Localization in Presence of

One-bound NLOS Signal

3.1 Introduction

In presence of obstacles, LOS signals may get blocked. Then localization under NLOS

condition becomes quite challenging due to absence of LOS signals. In literature, there are

different NLOS mitigation and localization methods using statistical techniques. Our aim

is to localize sensors geometrically under NLOS condition using TOA and AOA ranging

techniques. In absence of LOS signal, reflected signals may reach to the sensors. It is

difficult to figure out how many times a signal reflects before reaching to a sensor. So under

NLOS condition, it is challenging to propose localization technique relying on geometry as

structure of the signal propagation path is difficult to obtain. In this chapter we propose a

localization algorithm imposing constraint on number of reflections/bounds, which helps

to view the problem as a geometric problem. Theoretically, in absence of measurement

errors, accurate positioning is possible for one-bound signal. Area of presence of sensors

is computed in presence of measurement errors.

3.1.1 Our contribution

In this chapter we propose a deterministic algorithm that calculates position of a sensor

using received beacons from an anchor. If a sensor unwillingly measures incorrect AOA of
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a received signal and replies back with an unexpected delay then anchor can detect that

wrong angle information and time delay during localization. For robust localization an-

chor needs three reply signals from a sensor via different paths in absence of measurement

errors. According to our model, each beacon is reflected only once before reaching the des-

tination sensor and maximum possible angle and distance measurement errors are known.

Our scheme gives accurate positioning if there is no range measurement errors, whereas

considering measurement errors, positioning can only be done approximately. Simulation

results show that positioning accuracy of our scheme in presence of measurement errors

is better than the existing localization algorithm [14]. For the sake of comparison, we

introduce Gaussian noise with mean = 0 and standard deviation = 4 meter along with

measurement errors. Simulation results show that considering only two NLOS signals

from an anchor, when the maximum error in distance measurement is 1 meter, about

40% reduction in the root mean square error (RMSE) in positioning is achieved compared

to the semi-definite programming (SDP) scheme proposed in [14], which uses at least

eight NLOS signals to localize a sensor. If more than two signals are used then position-

ing error decreases. For example, if there are eight NLOS signals and the maximum error

in distance measurement is 6 meter, then the RMSE in positioning is reduced by about

74%.

Another good feature of our proposed approach is that in most of the earlier works

[4, 6, 10, 15, 20, 62, 92], usually three anchors are used to locate a sensor. But in our

approach, only one anchor is sufficient to calculate the position of a sensor. This gives

us an advantage particularly in dealing with the sparse networks, by having only a single

anchor, which can locate all other sensors in its range.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. The basic idea on which our proposed

approach is developed, are explained in section 3.2. Section 3.3 discusses about the

positioning in presence of distance and angle measurement errors. In section 3.4, we

present the system model and our proposed algorithm. The simulation results of our

algorithm considering errors in measurements are presented in section 3.5, along with

performance comparison with existing approach. In section 3.6, we show how the proposed

approach can be extended to localization in three dimension. Section 3.7 discusses about

how the anchor can detect wrong angle information or error in round trip delay while
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localizing a sensor, assuming no errors in measurements. We conclude in section 3.8.

3.2 Basic Idea

Sensor with unique id are deployed on a two dimensional plane. There are some reflectors

and anchors in the same plane. The position of a sensor is calculated based on a chosen

coordinate system. The positions of the anchors are known and those can be identified

uniquely by their positions. An anchor broadcasts beacon along with its position. A

sensor may receive the beacon directly (LOS communication) or after a reflection from

some reflector. We assume that there can be at most one reflection in the path from any

anchor to another sensor. One sensor may, however, receive more than one beacons from

different anchors. After receiving a beacon from an anchor, a sensor transmits back the

signal in the same direction from which it received the beacon (the angle of arrival with

respect to the common coordinate system being measured by AOA technique). After

receiving those beacons, the anchors also use TOA and AOA techniques to calculate the

round-trip time of arrival and angle of arrival with respect to the same coordinates system

for the same sensor. We show later that with the help of those angles of arrival and the

distances calculated from the TOA technique, it is possible for the anchors to find the

exact position of a sensor.

The connection between the geometry of Fig. 3.1 used in the following Lemma 3.2.1

and our localization problem is the following: S is considered as an anchor as well as

its position, P is the point of reflection on a reflector and Q is considered as a sensor as

well as its position, which is to be computed. The sensor Q receives the beacon from S

through the path SQ via P , after one reflection at P . We now state the following result:

Lemma 3.2.1. Consider a fixed point S on a straight line l with gradient ml. Let L be

the set of all parallel straight lines with gradient mL such that ml 6= mL. Let Pi be the

point of intersections of l with a line `i ∈ L, for i = 1, 2, · · · (Ref. Fig. 3.1). Let Qis be

the points on `i such that SPi + PiQi = d, for i = 1, 2, · · · , where d is a fixed distance.

Then all the Qis must lie on a straight line.

Proof. Without loss of generality, let the fixed point S on the straight line l be the origin
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of the coordinate system, having the coordinates (0,0). As shown in Fig. 3.1, P is the

point of intersection of l with some straight line ` ∈ L. Let Q be the point on ` such that

SP + PQ = d. We show that the locus of Q is a straight line.
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Figure 3.1: Showing one fixed distance line, Q1Q2

Noting that the equation of the straight line l is y = mlx, let the coordinates of the

point P be equal to (c,mlc), for some c 6= 0 and those of Q = (α, β). Hence, the gradient

of PQ ismL = β−mlc
α−c

, which implies that β = αmL+c(ml−mL). Now, SP = ±c
√

1 +m2
l ,

PQ = ±(α−c)
√

1 +m2
L, the positive or negative signs are chosen depending on the values

of c and (α − c). Then from SP + PQ = d and β = αmL + c(ml − mL), we get β =

α

[

ml

√
1+m2

L
−mL

√
1+m2

l√
1+m2

L
−
√

1+m2
l

]

± d(ml−mL)√
1+m2

L
−
√

1+m2
l

or β = α

[

ml

√
1+m2

L
+mL

√
1+m2

l√
1+m2

L
+
√

1+m2
l

]

± d(ml−mL)√
1+m2

L
+
√

1+m2
l

,

which implies that the locus of Q is a straight line.

Let the coordinates of the point P1 in Fig. 3.1 be (c′, mlc
′), for some c′ 6= 0 and

those of Q1 be equal to (α′, β ′). Then using SP1 + P1Q1 = d and mL = β′−mlc
′

α′−c′
, we get

α′ = c′ ± d±c′
√

1+m2
l√

1+m2
L

and the corresponding β ′ = mlc
′ ±mL

d±c′
√

1+m2
l√

1+m2
L

. Similarly, let the

coordinates of the point P2 in Fig. 3.1 be (k,mlk), for some k such that c′ 6= k 6= 0

and those of Q2 = (α′′, β ′′). Then using SP2 + P2Q2 = d and mL = β′′−mlk
α′′−k

, we get,

α′′ = k ± d±k
√

1+m2
l√

1+m2
L

and the corresponding β ′′ = mlk ±mL
d±k

√
1+m2

l√
1+m2

L
)
.

Considering all combinations of α′, β ′ calculated above, we get four possible positions

Q′
1, Q

′′
1, Q

′′′
1 and Q′′′′

1 for Q1, as shown in Fig. 3.2, with the above computed values of the

coordinates of Q1. Similarly, there are four possible positions Q′
2, Q

′′
2, Q

′′′
2 and Q′′′′

2 for Q2.

Each such possible position of Q1 corresponds to one possible position of Q2 and we get
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2 .

four lines Q′
1Q

′
2, Q

′′
1Q

′′
2, Q

′′′
1 Q

′′′
2 and Q′′′′

1 Q′′′′
2 , as shown in Fig. 3.2. From the computed

coordinate values of Q1 and Q2, the gradient of the line joining Q1 and Q2 is either

M ′ =
ml

√
1+m2

L
−mL

√
1+m2

l√
1+m2

L
−
√

1+m2
l

or M ′′ =
ml

√
1+m2

L
+mL

√
1+m2

l√
1+m2

L
+
√

1+m2
l

. Also, we see that M ′M ′′ = −1

Thus, among the four lines Q′
1Q

′
2, Q

′′
1Q

′′
2, Q

′′′
1 Q

′′′
2 and Q′′′′

1 Q′′′′
2 , as shown in Fig. 3.2, the

non-intersecting lines are parallel to each other, i.e., Q′
1Q

′
2 ‖ Q′′′

1 Q
′′′
2 and Q′′

1Q
′′
2 ‖ Q′′′′

1 Q′′′′
2

and the intersecting lines are perpendicular to each other, i.e., Q′
1Q

′
2 ⊥ Q′′

1Q
′′
2, Q

′′
1Q

′′
2 ⊥

Q′′′
1 Q

′′′
2 , Q

′′′
1 Q

′′′
2 ⊥ Q′′′′

1 Q′′′′
2 , and Q′′′′

1 Q′′′′
2 ⊥ Q′

1Q
′
2.

Definition 3.2.2. The locus of Q is a straight line, which we define as the

fixed distance lineS,ml,mL,d corresponding to the point S on the straight line l with gra-

dient ml, the gradient mL of the set L of parallel lines and the fixed distance d.

We denote fixed distance lineS,ml,mL,d by FDLS,ml,mL,d. However, when the values

of the subscripts S,ml, mL and d are apparent from the context, we would, for simplicity,

denote it only by FDL, by dropping the subscripts. The straight lines Q′
1Q

′
2, Q

′′
1Q

′′
2,

Q′′′
1 Q

′′′
2 and Q′′′′

1 Q′′′′
2 , as shown in Fig. 3.2, are four possible FDLS,ml,mL,d. From the above

discussions, the following result is obtained.

Lemma 3.2.3. Among the four FDLS,ml,mL,d, the intersecting lines are perpendicular to

each other, and the non-intersecting lines are parallel to each other.
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Lemma 3.2.4. A bisector of one of the angles between the straight lines l and any line

belonging to L is parallel to the FDLS,ml,mL,d.

Proof. It follows that gradients of the angular bisectors of the angles between l and any

line ∈ L are
(ml

√
1+m2

L
−mL

√
1+m2

l
)

(
√

1+m2
L
−
√

1+m2
l
)

and
(ml

√
1+m2

L
+mL

√
1+m2

l
)

(
√

1+m2
L
+
√

1+m2
l
)

. According to Lemma 3.2.1,

these are possible gradients of the FDLS,ml,mL,d.

Lemma 3.2.5. The position of a sensor cannot be uniquely identified if and only if the

sensor receives two beacons from the same anchor which are reflected from two parallel

reflectors.

Proof. First, we examine the characteristics of a pair of beacons, received by a sensor from

an anchor. As shown in the Fig. 3.3, S is the anchor, Q is the actual position of the sensor.

Q receives beacons from S through P1 and P2, where P1 and P2 are the two points of

reflection. Let ∠P1QX ′ = θ1, ∠P2QX ′ = θ2, (all the angles are measured counterclockwise

with respect to the positive X-axis), SP1 + P1Q = d1 and SP2 + P2Q = d2. By virtue of

TOA and AOA measurements, all of these parameters, i.e., θ1, θ2, d1 and d2 are known

to S (the exact details of finding the values of these four parameters are explained later

in this section).

In Fig. 3.3, we show another arbitrarily chosen point P ′
1 on the line SP1 of gradient,

say, ml and another point Q′ such that ∠P ′
1Q

′X ′′ = θ1 and SP ′
1+P ′

1Q
′ = d1. This implies

that the point Q′ is on the FDLS,ml,mL,d1 where mL is the gradient of the line P1Q. That

means, line QQ′ itself is the FDLS,ml,mL,d1.

Similarly, if we find another point P ′
2 on the line SP2 having gradient, say, m′

l such that

∠P ′
2Q

′X ′′ = θ2 and SP ′
2 + P ′

2Q
′ = d2, then the line QQ′ will also be the FDLS,m′

l
,m′

L
,d2 ,

where m′
L is the gradient of the line P2Q. Now we have problems in uniquely identifying

the position of the sensor from the signals reflected from P1 and P2, as the solutions for

the possible position of Q in this case are infinitely many (corresponding to the line QQ′).

We note that under such a situation, according to Lemma 3.2.4, QQ′ is parallel to the

bisectors of both the angles ∠SP1Q and ∠SP2Q. Hence, the two reflectors are parallel to

each other.

Conversely, assume that there are two parallel reflectors. Two beacons from an anchor

reflected from those two parallel reflectors reach a sensor. Hence, the bisectors of the
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Figure 3.3: Showing infinite many solutions for the position of a sensor along the line
QQ′

angles formed at the points of reflections are parallel. According to Lemma 3.2.4, the

FDLs corresponding to these two reflected paths have the same gradient, i.e., the possible

solutions for the position of the sensor are on a line.

Whenever a sensor Q receives a beacon from the anchor S, it measures the angle of

arrival, say θ of the received signal, with respect to the positive X-axis (measured in the

counterclockwise direction) and immediately sends back a signal along the same angle

θ which is received by S. Through this signal, S also receives the information about

this angle θ from Q. The anchor S, on receiving this signal back from Q, measures the

round-trip delay of this signal from S to Q and back to S, from which S can compute

the distance between S and Q along this path of signal propagation. S also measures

the angle of arrival, say δ while receiving the signal from Q, with respect to the positive

X-axis (measured in the counterclockwise direction). We now have the following result.

Theorem 3.2.6. A sensor finds its position correctly if it receives either i) the direct

(LOS) signal from an anchor, or ii) two reflected signals from an anchor with the corre-

sponding reflectors not being parallel to each other.

Proof. Without loss of generality, let S be the origin of the coordinate system. Let the

position of the sensor Q be (α, β). We need to compute α and β.
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Figure 3.4: An example showing another possible position Q′ of the sensor Q.

Case 1: Q receives a direct signal from S.

Fig. 3.4 shows a path through which Q receives the beacon from the anchor S directly.

By virtue of the actions taken by Q and S as discussed above, S knows the distances

SQ = d and also the angles ∠SQX ′ = θ1 and ∠XSQ = δ1 as shown in Fig. 3.4. If S

finds that θ1 = δ1 ± π, then S identifies that the signal path SQ is a direct one (LOS)

and then it calculates the position of Q as follows.

The equation of the straight line SQ is y = m1x, where tan δ1 = m1. Hence, β = m1α.

Since SQ = d, we have α2(1+m2
1) = d2, from which we get α = ± d√

1+m2
1

. The coordinates
(

d√
1+m2

1

, m1d√
1+m2

1

)

and

(

−d√
1+m2

1

, −m1d√
1+m2

1

)

are the two possible positions of Q as shown

in Fig. 3.4. S then verifies which of the above two computed coordinate values of Q

corresponds to the required relationship between δ1 and θ1, and selects that one as the

final position of Q.

According to Fig. 3.4, if θ1 = δ1 − π holds, then Q is the position of the sensor else if

θ1 = δ1 + π holds, then Q′ is the position of the sensor.

Case 2: Q receives two reflected signals from S.

S can identify this case if θ1 6= δ1±π and θ2 6= δ2±π. The situation can be illustrated

by Fig. 3.5, where we assume that P ′ and P ′′ are the two points of reflection on the

reflecting surfaces. By virtue of the actions taken by S and Q discussed above for each of

the two reflected signals, S knows the angles ∠XSP ′ = δ1, ∠P
′QX ′ = θ1, ∠XSP ′′ = δ2,
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Figure 3.5: An example showing both reflected beacons received by a sensor Q.

and ∠P ′′QX ′ = θ2, as well as the distances SP ′ + P ′Q = d1, and SP ′′ + P ′′Q = d2. Let

tan δ1 = m1 and tan δ2 = m2. Then the equations of SP ′ and SP ′′ are y = m1x and

y = m2x, respectively. Similarly, let tan θ1 = m3 and tan θ2 = m4. Then the equations of

P ′Q and P ′′Q are y−β = m3(x−α) and y−β = m4(x−α), respectively. Now S computes

the coordinates of the point P ′ in terms of α, β as the intersection point of the straight

lines SP ′ and P ′Q. Similarly, the coordinates of P ′′ are computed by S as the intersection

point of the lines SP ′′ and P ′′Q. Thus, the coordinates of P ′ =
(

β−m3α
m1−m3

, m1(β−m3α)
m1−m3

)

,

and those of P ′′ =
(

β−m4α
m2−m4

, m2(β−m4α)
m2−m4

)

. Then S solves the following two equations:

SP ′ + P ′Q = d1 and SP′′ + P′′Q = d2 (3.2.1)

which actually means solving the following two second degree equations:

α2 + β2 + 2

(

d1

√

1 +m2
1 − (α+m1β)

)

(β −m3α)

(m1 −m3)
− d21 = 0

α2 + β2 + 2

(

d2

√

1 +m2
2 − (α+m2β)

)

(β −m4α)

(m2 −m4)
− d22 = 0
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These two equations give four solutions as the possible position of the sensor, which are

actually the four intersection points of the eight FDLs corresponding to these two reflected

paths. In Fig. 3.6, the four possible positions of the sensor are shown as Q,Q′, Q1 and

Q′
1, resulting from the solutions. All these four points satisfy equation 3.2.1, but only one

of these satisfies the angle constraints (namely, two angles made by the beacons at S and

two angles at Q). Corresponding to the line joining S and one reflection point, say P as

shown in Fig. 3.6, two of the solution points are on one side of this line and the remaining

two are on the other side. The ambiguity about the actual solution point can be resolved

as follows.

1
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2
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1
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1
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π + θ

π + θ

π + θ

π + θ

θ

θ

θ

θ

S

P
P

P

P

P ′

P ′

P ′

P ′

Q

Q

Q′

Q′

X

X ′

X ′′

X ′′′

Figure 3.6: An example showing four possible positions Q, Q′, Q1, Q
′
1 of a sensor Q.

Corresponding to each of the four solution points obtained by solving equation 3.2.1,

the values of α and β are substituted back in equation y − β = m3(x − α) and y − β =

m4(x − α). The first one of these two equations and y = m1x are solved to get the

coordinates of one reflection point, say P ′ (see Fig. 3.5), while the second one and

y = m2x are solved to find the coordinates of the other reflection point, say P ′′ in Fig.

3.5. The angles made by the lines SP ′, SP ′′, P ′Q and P ′′Q are computed and compared

with the actually measured angles δ1, δ2, θ1, and θ2, respectively.

All possible positions, Q,Q′, Q1 and Q′
1 of a sensor are associated with a four-tuple
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(δ′, δ′′, θ′, θ′′), where δ′, δ′′, θ′, θ′′ are the angles made at S and at the sensor respectively

by both the signals with respect to the positive X-axis. According to Fig. 3.6, the

correct position of the sensor is either Q(δ1, δ2, θ1, θ2) or Q
′(δ1−π, δ2−π, θ1+π, θ2+π) or

Q1(δ1, δ2−π, θ1+π, θ2) or Q
′
1(δ1−π, δ2, θ1, θ2+π). As anchor S has the information about

all the four angles made by the signals, it can choose the correct position of the sensor by

matching those known angles with the four-tuples of those four possible positions.

3.3 Positioning in Presence of Errors in Measure-

ment

In a practical situation, there are some errors in measuring angles and distances using AOA

and TOA techniques. Let ∆α and ∆β be the possible errors in finding the coordinates α

and β respectively of a sensor resulting due to such errors in measurement. To obtain the

expressions for these errors ∆α and ∆β in terms of the errors ∆m and ∆d in measuring

the gradient m and distance d respectively, we use the results in Lemma 3.2.1 to evaluate

α and β, instead of the two quadratic equations as in equation 3.2.1. From Lemma 3.2.1,

the locus of the sensor Q is the line AB which intersects with the two straight lines of

gradients m1 and m3 passing through the anchor S at the points A and B respectively.

Exact coordinates of A and B are calculated using angles measured by AOA technique.

We thus get two equations as given in equation 3.3.1 solving which the values of α and β

can be obtained.

(

√

1 +m2
1 −

√

1 +m2
3

)

β −
(

m3

√

1 +m2
1 −m1

√

1 +m2
3

)

α+ d1(m3 −m1) = 0
(

√

1 +m2
2 −

√

1 +m2
4

)

β −
(

m4

√

1 +m2
2 −m2

√

1 +m2
4

)

α+ d2(m4 −m2) = 0







(3.3.1)

To find the effect of errors in measuring angles and distances, first differentiate the above

two equations in equation 3.3.1 with respect to m1, m2, m3, m4, d1, d2. Then to maximize

the errors ∆α and ∆β due to the error in measuring the angles, put ∆m1 = −∆m3 = ∆m

and ∆m2 = −∆m4 = ∆m. Also, we assume that ∆di = ∆d for i = 1, 2. Differentiating

the first equation in equation 3.3.1, we get the following:

p∆α + q∆β = r∆m+ s∆d (3.3.2)
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where, p = m1

√

1 +m2
3 −m3

√

1 +m2
1, q =

√

1 +m2
1 −

√

1 +m2
3,

r =

(

m1√
1+m2

1

− m3√
1+m2

3

)

β −
(

m1m3√
1+m2

1

+ m1m3

sqrt1+m2
3

−
√

1 +m2
1 −

√

1 +m2
3

)

α and

s = m3 −m1.

Similarly differentiating the second equation in equation 3.3.1, we get

p′∆α + q′∆β = r′∆m+ s′∆d (3.3.3)

where, p′ = m2

√

1 +m2
4 −m4

√

1 +m2
2, q

′ =
√

1 +m2
2 −

√

1 +m2
4,

r′ =

(

m2√
1+m2

2

− m4√
1+m2

4

)

β −
(

m2m4√
1+m2

2

+ m2m4

sqrt1+m2
4

−
√

1 +m2
2 −

√

1 +m2
4

)

α and

s′ = m4 −m2.

Solving equation 3.3.2 and equation 3.3.3 for ∆α and ∆β, we get the following:





∆α

∆β



 =
1

pq′ − qp′





q′ −q

−p′ p









r s

r′ s′









∆m

∆d



 (3.3.4)

From the above equation 3.3.4, one can calculate maximum positioning error ∆α and

∆β using multi-variable optimization technique.

Again, through a different approach, however, for each received signal, erroneous mea-

surements of angles and distances lead us to an area instead of a line segment, where the

sensor is bound to reside. To find that area, we state the following theorem which is based

on the assumption that the values of the maximum possible errors in measuring distances

and angles are a priori known to the anchor. This assumption is justified because of the

results reported in [56, 63].

Theorem 3.3.1. On a two-dimensional plane, in presence of errors in measuring the

angles and distances, the anchor can locate any sensor within a convex hull containing the

sensor, if the values of the maximum possible errors in measuring distances and angles

are known.

Proof. Let the maximum possible errors in angle measurement and distance measurement

be φ and w, respectively. In Fig. 3.7, the line QX ′ is drawn parallel to the line SX . Let

the error-free angles at the anchor S and the sensor Q corresponding to a one-bound

signal be δ(= ∠XSP ) and θ(= ∠PQX ′) respectively. Due to the measurement error,
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δ and θ may be measured as δ′ (= ∠XSP ′) and θ′ (= ∠P ′Q′X ′′) respectively, where

δ′ ∈ [δ − φ, δ + φ] and θ′ ∈ [θ − φ, θ + φ]. So, for computing the position of the sensor Q,

the anchor has to consider the range [δ′ − φ, δ′ + φ] and [θ′ − φ, θ′ + φ], which contains

the actual angle of arrivals δ and θ at S and Q respectively. The anchor measures the

distance from S to Q′ via P ′ instead of S to Q via P along the signal path due to error

i.e., measures d′ instead of d, where d′ ∈ [d − w, d + w]. Similarly, the anchor has to

consider the range of distance [d′ − w, d′ + w] which contains the actual distance d.
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Figure 3.7: An example showing the convex hull P1P4P
′
8P

′
7P

′
6P

′
5P1 corresponding to the

measured one-bound signal path SQ′ via P ′, instead of the actual signal propagation path
SQ via P . The sensor Q must lie within this convex hull

According to Lemma 3.2.1, if the sensor Q receives a one-bound signal SQ via P as

shown in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.7 where δ and θ are the angles made by SP and PQ with

the positive X-axis at S and at Q respectively, then AB is the line of presence of the

sensor Q. But, due to the erroneous angle and distance measurements δ′, θ′ and d′, A′B′

would be calculated instead of AB.

According to Fig. 3.7, ∠XSP1 = δ′ − φ, ∠XSP2 = δ′ + φ. Also, assuming that

P3X
′′′ and P4X

′′′′ are two lines in the direction of positive X-axis, ∠SP3X
′′′ = θ′ − φ,
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∠SP4X
′′′′ = θ′ + φ. Each point on arc P1P2 and arc P3P4 is at a distance d′ −w from the

anchor S. Using the Lemma 3.2.1, the sensor Q may lie on any one of the line segments

joining any two points from arc P1P2 and arc P3P4. Similarly, the anchor computes the

arcs P5P6 and P7P8 considering distance d′ + w and all possible angles. The sensor may

lie on any one of the line segments joining any two points from arc P5P6 and arc P7P8 for

d′ + w.

Considering all possible distances in [d′ − w, d′ + w], we can say that the sensor Q

definitely lies on any line joining any two points from region R1 and region R2 such

that both of them are at same distance from S, where R1 is bounded by arc P1P2, line

segment P2P6, arc P6P5, line segment P5P1 and R2 is bounded by arc P3P4, line segment

P4P8, arc P8P7, line segment P7P3 respectively. Let us draw two tangents at the middle

points of the arcs P5P6 and P7P8 respectively which meet the lines SP1, SP2, SP3 and

SP4 to generate the points of intersections P ′
5, P

′
6, P

′
7, P

′
8, as shown in Fig. 3.7. From the

figure, it follows that the sensor Q lies within the convex hull generated by the points

P1, P2, P
′
5, P

′
6, P3, P4, P

′
7, P

′
8, because the points P ′

5, P
′
6, P

′
7, P

′
8 have been generated in such

a way that the convex hull contains all the points on the circular arcs P5P6 and P7P8.

If the received signal obeys the angular constraint (θ′ = δ′±π) of being an LOS signal,

then also by the same method as discussed above, we can find a convex hull where the

sensor definitely lies. The sensor must lie within the intersection area of convex hulls

generated from multiple received signals. As intersection area of convex hulls is also a

convex hull. The center of mass of the intersection area is finally taken as the approximate

position of the sensor.

3.4 Proposed Localization Algorithm

3.4.1 System model

We assume that all anchors are equipped with an omnidirectional antenna for sending

a beacon and also a directional antenna for the measurement of angle of arrival of a

signal from other sensors. An anchor sends its own position as id with the beacon signal.

We further assume that other sensors are equipped with directional antennas for the
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measurement of angle of arrival of the beacon signal from an anchor. An anchor is said to

be a neighbor of another anchor if it is located within twice the transmission range of the

second anchor. Anchors are synchronized with some global clock (possibly through GPS)

such that at a time only one anchor sends a beacon to avoid collision with the beacons

from neighboring anchors. This ensures that a receiving sensor receives only one beacon

at a time from a particular anchor. A sensor receives the beacon from the anchor by using

a directional antenna so that it can also measure the angle of arrival of the beacon signal.

Because of this directional antenna, the sensor does not experience a collision even when it

receives more than one beacon from an anchor coming through different paths at different

angles. After receiving a beacon, a sensor transmits back a signal to the anchor, in the

same direction in which it has received the beacon from the anchor. This signal carries the

id of the sensor and the angle of arrival (AOA) of the beacon in the format, <id, AOA>.

After receiving the reply, the anchor measures the traveled distance by calculating round

trip delay. This method is used to avoid time synchronization between the sensor and the

anchor.

3.4.2 The algorithm

Algorithm 1 FindPosition(φ, w)

1: Anchor S sends a beacon with <anchor id> using omnidirectional antenna.
2: for each sensor Q who hears the beacon do
3: Q measures the angles of arrival (θi) of all received beacon(s), i = 1, 2, · · · , and

transmits back <sensor id, θi > to S via the same path(s).
4: end for
5: S measures the angles of arrival (δi) while receiving all replies and computes the

corresponding distances (di) traveled by the beacon by measuring the TOA.
6: Using known values of φ and w, S finds convex hulls corresponding to each received

signals as described in section 3.3. Same procedure generates line segments instead
of convex hulls if φ = 0 and w = 0.

7: S returns intersection of the line segments if φ = 0 and w = 0; otherwise it returns
the position of the center of mass of the intersection of all the convex hulls, as the
position of Q.

Based on above discussion, the Algorithm 1 (FindPosition) is proposed considering

maximum angle measurement error φ and distance measurement error w as described in
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section 3.3. It finds the position of a sensor Q using the received beacon signals from an

anchor S. Algorithm returns approximate position as the center of mass of the intersection

of the generated convex hulls as in Theorem 3.3.1. In presence of measurement errors,

parallel reflectors do not have any impact on the localization method opposed to the

Lemma 3.2.5 proved in case of errorless range estimations. But if there is no measurement

errors in the environment, i.e. φ = 0 and w = 0, then a line segment is generated instead

of a convex hull corresponding to each signal. In this case accurate position is calculated

as the intersection of two FDLs according to the Theorem 3.2.6.

3.5 Simulation

In the simulation of our proposed Algorithm 1: FindPosition, we consider presence

of errors in both angle and distance measurements. Simulation is done on a MATLAB

platform considering random errors in TOA and AOA measurements within some given

maximum values. Sensors and anchors are placed randomly in a 10 meter by 10 meter

square area on a two dimensional plane. Communication range of the anchors are 25

meter. One-bound signals are generated randomly such that the traveled distance of any

signal obeys the communication range of the anchors. Since we generate one-bound signals

by choosing reflectors randomly, LOS paths may also be encountered, i.e., the signal paths

can be be one-bound as well as LOS. According to SpiderBat [56] and Cricket compass

[63], we consider that the measured angles are within ±5 degree of the actual angle, i.e.,

the value of φ is taken as 5 degree, which is the maximum measurement error in AOA

technique. In [56], authors showed that using ultrasonic signal, distance measurement can

be performed within an error of few millimeter when the range is around 15 meter. With

reference to both [56] and [72], where round trip delay is used, we consider a maximum

error of 0.02 meter in distance measurement for a communication range of 25 meter.

Though known values of maximum possible measurement errors are used for simulation,

yet for some unknown environment, it is possible to estimate the maximum possible

errors. It can be done either theoretically using environmental parameters or practically

by experiments.

In Table 3.1, we show sample outputs of ten different runs out of large number of
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Table 3.1: Positioning errors (Epsn) (in meter) due to measurement errors for a particular
sensor position

for signal one for signal two Computed Actual Epsn

position position

Reflec- Eδ1 Eθ1 Ed1 Reflec- Eδ2 Eθ2 Ed2

ting pt. ting pt.

(8.1,9.0) 3.73 1.32 .016 (0.9,2.7) 0.46 4.64 .018 (7.87,3.42) (7,4) 1.04
(6.5,0.3) 3.49 1.78 .017 (7.5,7.4) 1.07 3.28 .006 (7.09,4.17) (7,4) 0.19
(4.3,3.8) 2.65 3.13 .011 (4.8,4.4) 1.46 2.54 .008 (7.50,2.32) (7,4) 1.75
(2.7,6.7) 1.55 3.81 .013 (4.9,9.5) 1.59 2.76 .003 (6.88,2.80) (7,4) 1.20
(7.5,2.5) 0.05 3.90 .008 (9.5,5.4) 3.61 2.42 .014 (7.66,3.62) (7,4) 0.76
(8.4,2.5) 3.14 4.29 .010 (3.4,1.9) 2.48 0.26 .004 (7.02,3.95) (7,4) 0.05
(0.7,0.5) 0.30 4.34 .011 (1.2,5.6) 0.30 1.62 .019 (6.64,4.57) (7,4) 0.67
(1.6,7.9) 1.88 3.34 .001 (6.0,2.6) 1.54 2.48 .007 (6.28,4.84) (7,4) 1.10
(4.5,0.8) 2.71 3.47 .016 (8.2,5.3) 4.96 0.57 .016 (6.59,4.80) (7,4) 0.89
(1.0,9.6) 4.95 3.17 .011 (8.6,0.8) 1.00 3.00 .009 (8.60,2.82) (7,4) 1.98

runs of our simulation for a particular sensor position (7,4) which receive two signals from

an anchor placed at the origin (0,0). In Table 3.2, sample outputs of our simulation are

shown for ten different randomly selected positions of sensors which receive two signals

from an anchor placed at the origin (0,0). Measurement errors for both the signals are

shown in Table 3.1 and in Table 3.2. To calculate positioning error as shown on Table3.1

and 3.2, signals are randomly generated by generating random reflecting points. In the

tables, errors in angle measurements are shown as Eδi = |δi − δ′i| and Eθi = |θi − θ′i|, for
i = 1, 2, while the errors in distance measurement are shown as Edi = |di − d′i|, i = 1, 2,

for both the signals. The positioning errors (Epsn) as shown in the tables are computed

as the Euclidean distances between the actual positions and the computed positions. In

the tables, all angle differences are shown in degree, distance measurement errors and

positioning errors are given in meter. We take average over such 1000 runs as shown in

Table 3.1 and 3.2 to find average error of our algorithm shown in the first column of Table

3.3 for two received signals against each of the randomly selected anchor points.

From our simulation results, it can be observed that with the increasing number of

received signals, the average positioning error decreases. This happens since the anchor

computes the center of mass of the area of intersection of convex hulls generated from these

received signals. The intersection area decreases as shown in Fig. 3.8 with the increasing
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Table 3.2: Positioning errors (Epsn) (in meter) due to measurement errors for different
sensor positions

for signal one for signal two Computed Actual Epsn

position position

Reflec- Eδ1 Eθ1 Ed1 Reflec- Eδ2 Eθ2 Ed2

ting pt. ting pt.

(8.4,4.4) 1.43 4.27 .003 (5.5,8.5) 2.17 4.80 .010 (1.82,6.21) (1.52,6.92) 0.77
(5.4.1.9) 1.83 2.33 .005 (4.2,1.7) 1.81 0.91 .011 (1.34,3.93) (2.52,3.71) 1.20
(5.0.3.0) 0.11 4.63 .010 (7.8,1.6) 3.19 1.26 .017 (4.70,8.54) (4.90.8.33) 0.29
(0.2,3.8) 3.11 4.91 .008 (2.3,4.3) 3.90 2.21 .019 (3.89,3.32) (3.04,4.42) 1.39
(8.8,2.0) 4.29 2.72 .017 (0.6,7.1) 3.87 1.30 .007 (2.05,4.52) (2.27,4.82) 0.37
(2.4,0.2) 2.98 0.95 .002 (8.9,9.1) 0.30 1.17 .003 (7.44,6.66) (7.55,6.42) 0.26
(4.1,9.5) 1.93 4.92 .002 (9.5,7.9) 0.99 2.61 .010 (0.24,0.26) (0.07,1.08) 0.83
(0.3,8.6) 0.88 0.81 .016 (3.0,6.2) 0.92 3.95 .010 (6.68,7.51) (6.12,8.04) 0.77
(0.6,3.7) 2.63 1.87 .015 (4.5,0.6) 0.88 0.16 .019 (7.31,3.79) (6.66,4.77) 1.17
(4.2,1.1) 3.62 2.19 .019 (4.3,6.7) 1.61 2.39 .015 (7.96,3.30) (8.06,3.46) 0.19

Table 3.3: Average positioning errors (in meter) with varying positions of anchors and
sensors

No of received signals→ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Anchor Position (↓)
(0,0) 1.37 0.69 0.51 0.42 0.37 0.34 0.31 0.29 0.28 0.26 0.23
(3,9) 1.12 0.56 0.43 0.37 0.31 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.24 0.24 0.21
(5,6) 0.99 0.53 0.39 0.35 0.33 0.30 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.23 0.19
(3,2) 1.21 0.62 0.42 0.36 0.34 0.28 0.27 0.27 0.24 0.23 0.22
(8,8) 1.19 0.59 0.39 0.35 0.31 0.29 0.27 0.25 0.25 0.22 0.20
(4,4) 1.04 0.52 0.38 0.34 0.30 0.27 0.27 0.26 0.23 0.22 0.21
(7,6) 1.14 0.54 0.39 0.33 0.31 0.29 0.28 0.26 0.26 0.23 0.21
(1,3) 1.22 0.61 0.37 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.27 0.24 0.22 0.22 0.20
(4,9) 1.06 0.56 0.39 0.36 0.33 0.29 0.28 0.26 0.23 0.22 0.19
(7,5) 0.97 0.46 0.34 0.28 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.23 0.22 0.20 0.18
(6,2) 1.05 0.58 0.41 0.39 0.36 0.34 0.28 0.26 0.24 0.23 0.21
(2,4) 1.15 0.57 0.38 0.34 0.30 0.29 0.29 0.26 0.24 0.22 0.21
(6,6) 0.98 0.44 0.32 0.29 0.27 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.21 0.20 0.18
(1,9) 1.21 0.64 0.43 0.37 0.32 0.30 0.28 0.26 0.24 0.23 0.22
(8,8) 1.11 0.56 0.38 0.34 0.32 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.27 0.24 0.23
(2,5) 1.14 0.55 0.38 0.34 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.28 0.25 0.25 0.23
(5,3) 1.01 0.49 0.36 0.33 0.29 0.28 0.25 0.25 0.24 0.21 0.20
(9,5) 1.22 0.62 0.41 0.37 0.35 0.31 0.30 0.27 0.24 0.24 0.22
(5,1) 1.18 0.63 0.39 0.36 0.33 0.30 0.28 0.27 0.25 0.23 0.22
(4,5) 0.96 0.46 0.35 0.32 0.30 0.28 0.25 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.18
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(f) Intersection of seven convex hulls

Figure 3.8: Error decreases as the intersection area reduces with the increasing number
of convex hulls for different received signals
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Table 3.4: Mean and standard deviation of positioning errors (in meter) corresponding to
Table 3.3

No of received signals→ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Mean 1.11 0.56 0.39 0.34 0.31 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.24 0.22 0.20

Standard
deviation .104 .063 .038 .031 .027 .024 .020 .017 .017 .014 .016
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Figure 3.9: Average error for different number of received signals

number of convex hulls. Fig. 3.8 shows how intersection area as well as positioning error

decreases as number of signals i.e., convex hulls increases. The computed position is

marked as ‘red circle’, while the actual position of the sensor is marked as ‘blue star’ in

these figures.

Simulation is performed considering 2 to 12 received signals from an anchor to find

the effect of increased number of convex hulls on the average positioning error as shown in

each row of Table 3.3. Different rows of Table 3.3 shows the result for different randomly

selected anchor positions. To calculate each entry of the average positioning error in this

table, the simulation has been run 1000 times (100 times each for 10 different sensor po-

sitions) where in each case signals are generated randomly by choosing random reflectors.

Each row of Table 3.3 shows average positioning errors for different number of received

signals from particular anchor. Table 3.3 shows that average errors are similar for any

number of received signal for different anchor positions. Table 3.4 shows values of mean

positioning errors and standard deviations considering all anchors corresponding to each
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column of Table 3.3. Graphical representation of this data is shown in Fig. 3.9, which

shows that average positioning error decreases at a very fast rate when the number of

signals increases from two to six and after that it decreases slowly.

3.5.1 Comparison with existing works

We compare our proposed algorithm with the NLOS sensor localization scheme proposed

in [14]. In that paper, authors shown the RMSE in positioning varying the mean NLOS

measurement error (λ) from 1 meter to 6 meter with fixed measurement noise, which

follows Gaussian distribution with mean = 0 and standard deviation = 4 meter. The

RMSE varied from 3.78 meter to 4.20 meter when the probability of NLOS propagation is

unknown. To built same set up for comparison with [14] through simulation, we place 18

anchors randomly on a 40 meter by 40 meter two dimensional square area and generate

sensor positions randomly inside the square. We consider the values of maximum distance

error, w = 1 meter to w = 6 meter, maximum angle measurement error φ = 5 degree and

introduce Gaussian noise with mean = 0 and standard deviation = 4 meter.

Table 3.5: Comparison of RMSE (in meter) in presence of Gaussian noise with mean = 0
and standard deviation = 4 meter with the SDP scheme

Proposed Algorithm SDP [14]

No. of received signal → 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ≥ 8
Max distance error in meter (w)(↓)
1 2.28 1.51 1.24 1.03 0.91 0.81 0.74 3.78
2 2.44 1.69 1.39 1.14 1.01 0.92 0.88 3.75
3 2.63 1.86 1.47 1.21 1.08 0.99 0.90 3.78
4 2.77 1.95 1.48 1.27 1.14 1.03 1.04 3.78
5 2.88 1.92 1.53 1.29 1.16 1.05 1.06 3.96
6 3.04 2.06 1.62 1.38 1.20 1.12 1.09 4.20

Table 3.5 shows RMSE for different values of maximum distance measurement error

and for different numbers of received signals. Each average value of the RMSE is com-

puted for 1000 runs. All error values are in meter in Table 3.5. Table 3.5 shows that

considering only two NLOS signals from an anchor, when the maximum errors in distance

measurement are 1 meter and 6 meter, we achieve about 40% and 28% reduction respec-

tively in RMSE compared to the SDP scheme proposed in [14], which shows at least eight
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NLOS signals to localize a sensor (as illustrated in their numerical results). If the number

of received signals is increased, our method gives even more accurate results. For exam-

ple, if there are eight NLOS signals and the maximum errors in distance measurement are

1 meter and 6 meter, then the RMSE in positioning is reduced by about 81% and 74%

respectively. For better understanding, graphical representation of these data are shown

in Fig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Graphical representation of Table3.5

3.6 Localization in Three Dimension

Suppose the sensors and the anchors are deployed in a three dimensional space where

location of the anchors are known with respect to a common coordinate system. In that

case if we consider a one-bound signal from an anchor to the sensor, whose position is to

be calculated then the anchor, the sensor and the reflecting point lie on a plane. But these

planes may be different for different one-bound signals received by the sensor. The locus

of the sensor for a one-bound signal is again a straight line in absence of measurement

errors as it was in the two dimensional case (Ref. Lemma 3.2.1). To find the equation

of the straight line AB (see Fig. 3.1), the anchor measures the angles made by the line

segment SP with X , Y , and Z axes and the sensor under consideration measures the

angles made by the line segment PQ with X , Y , and Z axes to get the direction cosines

of both the line segments SP and PQ.
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Let (a1, b1, c1) and (a2, b2, c2) be the direction cosines of SP and PQ respectively. Also

let the distance traveled by the signal be d i.e., SP + PQ = d. Then the coordinates

of A and B are (da1, db1, dc1) and (da2, db2, dc2) respectively considering the anchor S is

located at the origin. There are two possible positions for both A and B since we can

move d distance along the lines with known direction cosines in both directions from S.

We have to choose the correct coordinates of A and B using the known angles. So the

equation of the line on which Q lies is given by,

x− da1
d(a2 − a1)

=
y − db1

d(b2 − b1)
=

z − dc1
d(c2 − c1)

(3.6.1)

Now consider another signal which traveled d′ distance. Let the direction cosines of

the line segments of this signal be (a′1, b
′
1, c

′
1) and (a′2, b

′
2, c

′
2). Then in a similar manner, we

get another equation of a straight line on which Q lies. In this case the equation becomes

x− d′a′1
d′(a′2 − a′1)

=
y − d′b′1

d′(b′2 − b′1)
=

z − d′c′1
d′(c′2 − c′1)

(3.6.2)

To get the actual position of Q, we need to find the intersection point of these two

straight lines represented by equation 3.6.1 and equation 3.6.2. The point of intersection

is

{k′d′(a′2 − a′1) + d′a′1, k′d′(b′2 − b′1) + d′b′1, k′d′(c′2 − c′1) + d′c′1},

where k′ =
dd′(b′2a2 + a′1b1 − b′2a1 − b2a

′
1) + d2(a1b2 − b1a2)

d′((a′2 − a′1)(b2 − b1)− (a2 − a1)(b′2 − b′1))

If the equation of the two straight lines are same then S can not find the actual

position since there are infinitely many possible positions of Q along the straight line.

The following result is very much similar to the one we have for avoiding the situation of

having infinitely many solutions in two dimension.

Theorem 3.6.1. The position of a sensor can be uniquely identified by the above method,

if and only if the sensor receives two beacons from the anchor where the reflecting planes

are not parallel to each other.

Proof. We can say from Lemma 3.2.4 that the straight line 3.6.1 (corresponding to equa-
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tion 3.6.1) is parallel to the bisector of the angle ∠SPQ (see Fig. 3.1) which is perpendic-

ular to the reflecting plane. Similarly, the straight line 3.6.2 (corresponding to equation

3.6.2) is also perpendicular to the other reflecting plane from where the corresponding

signal is received.

First assume that the reflecting planes are not parallel. Then the straight lines 3.6.1

and 3.6.2 are also not parallel. So, these straight lines intersect at Q. Conversely, assume

that we can uniquely compute the position of Q. That means, the straight lines 3.6.1 and

3.6.2 intersect, i.e., the slopes of the straight lines 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 are different. Hence,

the planes which are perpendicular to the straight lines 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 are not parallel,

i.e., the reflecting surfaces are not parallel to each other.

3.7 Robust Localization in NLOS

In this section we show that our proposed localization technique is robust if wrong posi-

tion information get assigned to some sensors by accident. Consequently, anchor receives

wrong angle and distance information from those sensors. Here wrong position informa-

tion means wrong angle information somehow sent by the sensor to the anchor as well as

the unwilling occurrence of time delay at the sensor while replying the signal back. Dis-

tance measurement errors generate due to unwilling delay introduced by the sensor while

replying back the received signal as anchor uses round trip delay to calculate distance.

We show below that in absence of measurement errors, an anchor can detect such kind of

errors generated at the sensor.

Theorem 3.7.1. In absence of errors in measurement, three signals are sufficient for

the anchor to detect inconsistent angle of arrival and/or distance information sent by the

sensor.

Proof. Suppose a sensor Q receives three reflected signals from an anchor S via P ′, P ′′,

and P ′′′ as shown in Fig. 3.11. First consider the signals SQ via P ′ and SQ via P ′′. Let

S receives wrong information θ′1 and θ′2 instead of θ1 and θ2 and calculates wrong traveled

distance due to delay in reply at Q. S calculates two FDLs which intersect at Q′, say,

as shown in Fig. 3.11. S can misinterpret Q′ as the correct position of Q if it would
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Figure 3.11: Q′ is a wrong position ofQ based on received one-bound signals (SQ reflected
at P ′ and SQ reflected at P ′′)

have received only these two reply signals. Now consider the third signal i.e., the signals

SQ via P ′′′. We discuss about the possible values of θ′3 and the replying delay at Q so

that the FDL for SQ via P ′′′ also passes through Q′. If it happens, S can not detect

the inconsistency. First, the calculated distance should be at least equal to SQ′, which

may happen if there is an appropriate time delay at Q. Let d′3 be the wrongly calculated

traveled distance for the third signal such that d′3 ≥ SQ′. So, one end point of the FDL

for SQ via P ′′′ is fixed as S calculates it using the values d′3 and δ3. Let this point be

B, as shown in Fig. 3.11. The other end point A, of this FDL depends on the wrongly

sent value θ′3 by Q. But only for a particular position of A, Q′ lies on the line segment

AB. That is only for a particular value of θ′3, Q
′ lies on the line segment AB. Let θ′3 = α

be that particular value for this instance as shown in Fig. 3.11. θ′3 can take any value

among the infinite possible values 0 to 360 degree as there is no control of the sensor over

θ′3. Probability of choosing the value α among infinitely many possible values ranging

from 0 to 360 degree is equal to zero. So, passing of three FDLs through a single point
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is an impossible event if arbitrarily wrong information are accumulated at S. Hence, in

absence of errors in measurement, three signals are sufficient for S to detect inconsistent

information.

3.8 Conclusions

In this work, we have proposed a deterministic algorithm to find the position of a sensor

based on receiving at least two reflected signals without having any knowledge about

the positions of those reflectors. If sensor receives signals from different anchors then

communication between the anchors are required. Simulation results in presence of mea-

surement errors show better positioning accuracy of proposed scheme compared to [14].

The positioning error does not increase significantly with significant increment of distance

measurement error. Strong point of our approach is that our algorithm works in a sparse

network since only two reflected signals from an anchor are sufficient for finding the posi-

tion of a sensor. We have also shown that with accurate range measurements the anchor

can detect some erroneous situations like wrong angle information and error in round trip

delay while localizing the sensor. However, further studies are needed for detecting such

situations in presence of errors in measurements.
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Chapter 4

Analysis of Multiple-Bound Signals

towards Localization

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we generalize the localization problem of the previous chapter by allowing

multiple reflections of a signal before reaching to a sensor. We first solve it for two-bound

signals and then generalize it for multiple-bound signals. An area of presence is found

for a sensor which receives a signal reflected more than once. Since it is not possible

to know number of reflections of a received signal, we propose solution for unknown-

bound signal. Theoretically, we prove that it is possible to localize sensor which receives

unknown-bound signals, within an area, assuming that we know the maximum possible

number of bounds in the environment. Comparison with trilateration shows improvement

when sensor receives three unknown-bound signals from different anchors.

4.1.1 Our contribution

In this chapter we analyze multiple-bound signals so that sensor can use received signals

irrespective of the number of reflections. If signal traverses d distance from an anchor

before reaching the sensor then the possible location of the sensor is always within a

circle of radius d centering at the anchor. Now using information of a received unknown-

bound signal, we are able compute a circle with radius less than d, where the sensor is
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bound to reside. We also propose a technique to localize sensor when it receives multiple-

bound signals and the number of bounds are unknown. In this case, assumption is that

the maximum possible number of bounds in the system is known. To the best of our

knowledge there is no work in literature considering multiple-bound (reflected more than

once) signals to locate the position of a sensor deterministically. Simulation results show

that on an average 35% improvement in terms of area of presence and 40% improvement

in terms of average error over trilateration using three two-bound signals, whereas on an

average, 10% improvement in terms of area of presence and 4% improvement in terms of

average error over trilateration when a sensor receives three unknown-bound signals from

different anchors.

The organization of the remaining part of this chapter is as follows. Basic idea is

explained in section 4.2. Analysis of two-bound signal is given in section 4.3. Analysis

of multiple-bound signal is discussed in section 4.4. In section 4.5, area of presence of

a sensor which received an unknown-bound signal is computed. Proposed localization

algorithm is presented in section 4.6. Comparison with simulation results are shown in

section 4.7. Finally, we conclude in section 4.8.

4.2 Basic Idea

According to the algorithm proposed in the previous chapter, position of a sensor is

calculated based on TOA and AOA measurement techniques under the model which

allows up to one-bound signals. Using AOA technique, receiving angles of arrival θ at the

sensor and δ at the anchor are measured, whereas the path length d traveled by the signal

is measured by TOA technique. Following theorem shows that in presence of multiple-

bound (more than one-bound) signal, AOA and TOA measurements are not sufficient to

localize a sensor.

Theorem 4.2.1. (Impossibility) Under the model which allows multiple-bound signal,

TOA and AOA measurements are insufficient to locate a sensor in a specific position with

multiple-bound signals.

Proof. We prove it for a two-bound signal. Let a sensor Q receives two-bound signal from
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an anchor S. Now, we show that for any position ofQ within the circle of radius d centering

at S, there exist reflecting points P and P ′ satisfying TOA and AOA measurements. Let

Q′ be an arbitrary position of Q. Total distance d is calculated by the anchor S using

TOA technique, which is actually the sum of the three distances, say, d1, d2, d3, where d1,

d2, d3 are the distances from anchor S to first reflecting point P , first reflecting point to

second reflecting point P ′ and second reflecting point to the sensor Q′ respectively. Let

two angles δ and θ are calculated using AOA technique at S and Q′ respectively with the

positive direction of X-axis in the counter clockwise direction as shown in Fig. 4.1.

C

  

1

2

T

C

θ

δ

Q′

S

P

P ′

X

X ′

Figure 4.1: Showing a two-bound signal from S to Q′

Since the sensor receives a two-bound signal, so Q′ should satisfy SQ′ = D < d = ST

as shown in Fig. 4.1. SC1 and Q′C2 are two straight lines such that ∠XSC1 = δ and

∠C2Q
′X ′ = θ, where X,X ′ are the direction of the positive X-axis. We have to find

two points P, P ′ on SC1 and Q′C2 respectively such that SP + PP ′ + P ′Q′ = d. Using

property of continuity of a real line, existence of P, P ′ can be easily shown. Hence it is

possible to locate Q only somewhere within the circle of radius d; no further accuracy is

possible.

So for further reduction of possible area of presence of the sensor which receives a

two-bound signal, another ranging technique is required. We use RSSI technique for that

purpose. Communication model between anchor and sensors is explained below.

Communication model: Sensors with unique ids are deployed in a two dimensional

plane, where reflectors and anchors are also located. The anchors are uniquely identified
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by their known positions in a common coordinate system. An anchor uses ultrasonic

and electromagnetic signals to broadcast beacons along with its position. Signal strength

of the electromagnetic signal for sending beacons is denoted by Ss. A sensor receives

LOS signal if there are no obstacles or reflectors on the direct path, otherwise the sensor

may receive NLOS signal after one/multiple reflections. On receiving beacons, a sensor

measures (i) receiving angle of arrival θ of a ultrasonic signal with the positive X-axis

using directional antenna and (ii) receiving signal strength Sr of the electromagnetic

signal. Then it transmits back the ultrasonic signal with the angle information θ, received

signal strength Sr along the same path using its directional antenna. Anchor measures

the angle of arrival δ of the beacon using directional antenna while receiving from the

sensor. It calculates the distance d traversed by the beacon using round trip delay of

arrival of the ultrasonic signal using TOA technique.

Now we discuss how RSSI technique provides another constraint to compute the sen-

sor’s position. In case of LOS signal the Friis transmission equation [49] given below is

used for RSSI technique:

Sr = Ss

(

λ

4πd

)n

, (4.2.1)

where Ss is the sending signal strength, Sr is the receiving signal strength, d is the distance

between sender and receiver and n is the path loss exponent, in case of multi-path effect

n ∈ [2, 6]. In this work, we take n is equal to 2. But our algorithm will work for any

specific n depending on the environment where the sensors are deployed. So, the equation

for LOS signal is,

Sr = Ss
c

d2
, (4.2.2)

where c =
(

λ
4π

)2
is a known constant. In case of one-bound signal as shown in Fig. 4.2,

the signal travels from S to Q via the reflecting point P where SP = d1 and PQ = d2.

We apply the Friis transmission equation on the path SP , then S ′
r = Ss

c
d2
1

if S ′
r is the

signal strength at P . Let h percentage of the signal strength be decreased after reflection

at P . Then Friis transmission equation for the remaining path PQ is Sr =
100−h
100

S ′
r

c
d2
2

=
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Figure 4.2: Figures showing one-bound and two-bound signals reach to Q
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, where Sr is the receiving signal strength at Q.

Similarly, the Friis transmission equation in case of a two-bound signal is given below.

Sr = Ss
c′′3

d21d
2
2d

2
3

where c′′ = c

(

100− h

100

)
2

3

, (4.2.3)

where
∑

i∈{1,2,3} di = d.

The value of d1×d2×d3 of a two-bound signal is calculated from equation 4.2.3. In the

following analysis we explain how to find location of a sensor Q with two-bound signal.

4.3 Analysis of Two-Bound Signal

Let sensor Q receives a two-bound signal from anchor S and d be the total distance

traveled by the signal which is measured using TOA technique, then,

d = d1 + d2 + d3 (4.3.1)

Combining equation 4.3.1 and equation 4.2.3,

d = d1 + d2 + d3 and d1d2d3 =

√

c′′3
Ss

Sr
(= k, say) (4.3.2)

There is a possibility of infinitely many solutions of d1, d2, d3 for the above two equations,
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which indicates that the possible solution of Q is not unique. The possible solution space

of Q always lies within a circle of radius d with the center at the anchor S. Our objective

is to reduce the solution space as much as possible compared to the circle with radius d

centering at the anchor. Equation 4.3.2 can be viewed as follows.

d1d2(d− d1 − d2) = k where d1, d2 > 0 (4.3.3)

Equation 4.3.3 represents a curve Γ in a two-dimensional plane with the variables d1, d2.

Each point (d1, d2) on Γ corresponds to a solution of the equation 4.3.3. Only the pos-

itive values of d1 and d2 are considered as they represent distances. As the equation is

symmetric with respect to d1 and d2, if (a, b) is a solution then (b, a) is also a solution

and vice versa. For any given point (d1, d2) on Γ, now we analyze the possible positions

of sensor Q.

A point (d1, d2) on Γ implies an instance of the two-bound signal is made of three

parts with lengths d1, d2 and d− d1 − d2. Fig. 4.3 shows such a signal. According to Fig.

4.3, sensor Q receives a two-bound signal of length d via reflecting points P , P ′ such that

∠XSP = δ, ∠P ′QX ′ = θ, SP = d1, PP ′ = d3 and P ′Q = d2, where d3 = d − d1 − d2

as d3 is substituted with the given d1 and d2. Since the angle ∠SPP ′ is unknown, locus

of P ′ is the circle with radius d − d1 − d2 centering at P . Q is at a distance d2 from

P ′ maintaining the angle constraint θ, so each point on the locus of P ′ corresponds to a

possible position of Q. That is, locus of Q is also a circle generated by shifting the locus of

P ′ by d2 distance maintaining θ. Basically the center P of locus of P ′ moves d2 satisfying

θ and reaches to a point P ′′ in Fig. 4.3, which is the center of locus of Q.

We find the center P ′′ of the circle on which Q lies, by moving d1 at an angle δ and

then by moving d2 at an angle θ. Q lies on the circle with radius d− d1 − d2 centering at

P ′′. So, for a particular solution of equation 4.3.3, say, d̄1 and d̄2, Q lies on the circle with

radius d− d̄1 − d̄2 and center at

(

± d̄1√
(1+m2

1
)
± d̄2√

(1+m2
2
)
,± m1d̄1√

(1+m2
1
)
± m2d̄2√

(1+m2
2
)

)

as shown

in Fig. 4.3, where, PP ′′ = P ′Q, P ′′Q = PP ′ and tan δ = m1, tan θ = m2. We can choose

signs according the known angles.

Based on the above discussion, according to every point (d1, d2) on the curve Γ, we

can find the center (T1(d1, d2), T2(d1, d2)) of the corresponding circle as shown in Fig. 4.3
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using the following linear transformations:

T1(d1, d2) = ± d1
√

(1 +m2
1)

± d2
√

(1 +m2
2)

T2(d1, d2) = ± m1d1
√

(1 +m2
1)

± m2d2
√

(1 +m2
2)

(4.3.4)

 d  = d 1

 d 2 

 d 2  d1

    

   3
 d

θ
θ

δ

Q

S

P

P ′

X

X ′

P ′′ X ′′

Figure 4.3: The circle on which the sensor lies in case of the two-bound signals

Γ is a continuous curve and the transformations of equation 4.3.4 are linear, so it maps

Γ to another continuous curve T (Γ). T (Γ) is the locus of the centers of all the circles on

which the sensor Q may lie. Now look on the range of the radius of the circles. For the

maximum range, we need to find the max(d− d1 − d2) among every point (d1, d2) on the

curve (equation 4.3.3), which is same as to find the min(d1 + d2). Similarly, we can find

the circle of minimum radius by finding min(d− d1 − d2).

We can find the points (d′1, d
′
2) and (d′′1, d

′′
2) corresponding to the minimum and max-

imum values of (d1 + d2) for all (d1, d2) on the curve (equation 4.3.3), using Lagrange

method of several variables or using some numerical scheme. Now the radius of the circles

are varying from (d− d′′1 − d′′2) to (d− d′1 − d′2) continuously over a continuous curve. The

area covered by the circumferences of the all circles is the area where Q lies. The following

Theorem 4.3.1 helps to find the area.

Theorem 4.3.1. Let C = (T1(d1, d2), T2(d1, d2)) and C ′ = (T1(d
′
1, d

′
2), T2(d

′
1, d

′
2)) be two
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points corresponding to points (d1, d2) and (d′1, d
′
2) respectively from equation 4.3.3. Then

the circle with center C is contained in the circle with center C ′ if d1 > d′1, d2 > d′2.

Proof. First we have to find the center corresponding to (d1, d2) and (d′1, d
′
2). There are

several cases.

Case 1: If δ ∈
(

0, π
2

)

∪
(

3π
2
, 2π

)

and θ ∈
(

0, π
2

)

∪
(

3π
2
, 2π

)

then

((T1(d1, d2), T2(d1, d2)) =

(

d1√
(1+m2

1
)
− d2√

(1+m2
2
)
, m1d1√

(1+m2
1
)
− m2d2√

(1+m2
2
)

)

and

((T1(d
′
1, d

′
2), T2(d

′
1, d

′
2)) =

(

d′
1√

(1+m2
1
)
− d′

2√
(1+m2

2
)
,

m1d′1√
(1+m2

1
)
− m2d′2√

(1+m2
2
)

)

.

Let Cr = d−d1−d2 and C ′
r = d−d′1−d′2 be the radius of the circles with centers C and

C ′ respectively. (CC ′)2 ≤ (d1−d′1)
2+(d2−d′2)

2+2(d1−d′1)(d2−d′2) if

∣

∣

∣

∣

(1+m1m2)√
(1+m2

1
)(1+m2

2
)

∣

∣

∣

∣

< 1

and (d1 − d′1)(d2 − d′2) > 0.

Assume that for some values of m1 and m2,

(

(1+m1m2)√
(1+m2

1
)(1+m2

2
)

)2

> 1 holds. That

implies (m1 −m2)
2 < 0, which is a contradiction. So, (CC ′)2 ≤ {(d1 + d2) −(d′1 + d′2)}2 if

(d1 − d′1)(d2 − d′2) > 0. Implies, CC ′ + Cr ≤ C ′
r if d1 > d′1, d2 > d′2. Therefore, the circle

with center at C is contained in the circle with center at C ′ as shown in Fig. 4.4, where

C ′
r = C ′G′ and Cr = CG are the radius of the circles with center at C ′, C respectively.

T
T ′

G′

C ′
C

G

X

Y

Figure 4.4: Figure showing circle with center at C is lying within the circle with center
at C ′, T and T ′ are the points on the curve (equation 4.3.3) and C and C ′ are the
corresponding centers from equation 4.3.4

Case 2: δ ∈
(

0, π
2

)

∪
(

3π
2
, 2π

)

and θ ∈
(

π
2
, 3π

2

)

((T1(d1, d2), T2(d1, d2)) =

(

d1√
(1+m2

1
)
+ d2√

(1+m2
2
)
, m1d1√

(1+m2
1
)
+ m2d2√

(1+m2
2
)

)

and

((T1(d
′
1, d

′
2), T2(d

′
1, d

′
2)) =

(

d′1√
(1+m2

1
)
+

d′2√
(1+m2

2
)
,

m1d′1√
(1+m2

1
)
+

m2d′2√
(1+m2

2
)

)

.
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(CC ′)2 = (d1 − d′1)
2 + (d2 − d′2)

2 − 2(d1−d′
1
)(d2−d′

2
)(1+m1m2)√

(1+m2
1
)(1+m2

2
)

≤ (d1 − d′1)
2 + (d2 − d′2)

2 + 2(d1 − d′1)(d2 − d′2) if (d1 − d′1)(d2 − d′2) > 0.

That implies, CC ′ + Cr ≤ C ′
r if d1 > d′1, d2 > d′2.

Case 3: δ ∈
(

π
2
, 3π

2

)

and θ ∈
(

0, π
2
) ∪ (3π

2
, 2π

)

((T1(d1, d2), T2(d1, d2)) =

(

−d1√
(1+m2

1
)
− d2√

(1+m2
2
)
, −m1d1√

(1+m2
1
)
− m2d2√

(1+m2
2
)

)

and

((T1(d
′
1, d

′
2), T2(d

′
1, d

′
2)) =

(

−d′
1√

(1+m2
1
)
− d′

2√
(1+m2

2
)
,

−m1d′1√
(1+m2

1
)
− m2d′2√

(1+m2
2
)

)

.

This is same as Case 2.

Case 4: δ ∈
(

π
2
, 3π

2

)

and θ ∈
(

π
2
, 3π

2

)

((T1(d1, d2), T2(d1, d2)) =

(

−d1√
(1+m2

1
)
+ d2√

(1+m2
2
)
, −m1d1√

(1+m2
1
)
+ m2d2√

(1+m2
2
)

)

and

((T1(d
′
1, d

′
2), T2(d

′
1, d

′
2)) =

(

−d′
1√

(1+m2
1
)
+

d′
2√

(1+m2
2
)
,

−m1d′1√
(1+m2

1
)
+

m2d′2√
(1+m2

2
)

)

.

This is same as Case 1.

4.3.1 Area of presence for a two-Bound signal

The above result of Theorem 4.3.1 is used to cover all possible circles on which Q may lie.

Using Lagrange multiplier for several variable or using some numerical techniques, we can

find ym = min{y} and xm = min{x} on equation 4.3.3. Note that the values of xm and

ym are same due to the symmetric nature of the curve (equation 4.3.3). Now, by the above

Theorem 4.3.1, the circle with center at (T1(xm, ym), T2(xm, ym)) and radius d− xm − ym

includes all the circles (where Q may lie) corresponding to all other points on equation

4.3.3. So, the area bounded by the circle with center at C = (T1(xm, ym), T2(xm, ym)) and

radius R = d − xm − ym is the possible location of Q. We call this circle as minimum

enclosing circle.

We can further reduce possible area of Q by choosing appropriate numbers of over-

lapping circles such that the area of the union of the circles is less compare to the circle

with center at C and radius R. Let, cover the area by three circles. How to chose three

circles (for example, in general p circles) instead of one circle for reducing the area is given

below and corresponding illustration is given in Fig. 4.5. Let C1 = (T1(x1, y1), T2(x1, y1)),
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C2 = (T1(x2, y2), T2(x2, y2)) and C3 = (T1(x3, y3), T2(x3, y3)) be centers and R1, R2 and

R3 be the radiuses of the three circles. Now find three set of center and radius for the

circles. For which we can compute x0 from equation 4.3.3 corresponding to ym and the

interval, x0−xm

3
= u (say). Now x1 = x0−u, y1 = ym and R1 = d−x1−y1 specify the first

circle. For second circle, compute y2 = y corresponding to x1 from equation 4.3.3 and

x2 = x1 − u and radius R2 = d− x2 − y2. Like second circle for the third circle, compute

y3 = y corresponding to x2 from equation 4.3.3 and x3 = x2 − u which is same as xm and

radius R3 = d− x3 − y3.

Γ

T T ′

T ′′

T ′′′

X

Y

Figure 4.5: Figure showing points T = (xm, ym), T
′ = (x1, y1), T

′′ = (x2, y2), T
′′′ = (x3, y3)

for the curve Γ (equation 4.3.3) and corresponding to the circles with center at C, C1, C2

and C3 respectively

With reference to Fig. 4.5 we can say that the three circles corresponding to the points

T ′, T ′′ and T ′′′ also covers all the circles as the circle corresponding to T does. For any

p 6= 1, we get lesser area than p = 1. It happens since the radius of the circle is the largest

when p = 1. Since the radius of the circles decreases as p increases, the efficiency increases

with p. Simulation studies give this result for p = 1, 2, 3. If Q receives multiple number of

two-bound signal from S then S finds the intersection of the areas calculated using each

of the two-bound signal as the possible position of the sensor in question. Then center

of gravity of the intersected area can be considered as the approximate position of the

sensor Q.
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4.4 Analysis of Multiple-Bound Signal

In this section we analyze area of presence of a sensor which receives a multi-bound signal.

From now onward the notation di,n is used as distance between (i−1)th and ith reflecting

points for an n-bound signal, where 1 < i < n + 1. Distance between anchor and the

first reflecting point is d1,n. Distance between the n-th reflecting point and the sensor

is dn+1,n. The minimum possible value of di,n for 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1 is denoted by dmin,n.

Let d1,n, d2,n, · · · dn+1,n be a known instance of distances for a n-bound signal. By AOA

technique, angles δ and θ made by the signal at S and Q with positive X-axis are also

known. As we did in case of two-bound signal, similarly move d1,n and dn+1,n distance

starting from S maintaining known angle constraints and reach at a point L. Now draw

a circle of radius d2,n + d3,n + · · · + dn,n centering at L, then the sensor must lie within

that circle. Since the angles made by the reflectors in between are not known, we consider

d2,n + d3,n + · · ·+ dn,n as the radius of the circle within which the sensor must lie. In Fig.

4.6 an example for a three-bound signal is shown. We move SP and P ′′Q respectively

from S maintaining known angles δ and θ made by the signal at S and Q with positive

X-axis. Since ∠PP ′P ′′ is not known, we consider the circle centering at P ′′′ with radius

PP ′ + P ′P ′′. The sensor must lie within this circle.

P

P ′

P ′′

P ′′′

Q

S

C

Figure 4.6: Showing the circle within which sensor must lie for a known instance of a
three-bound signal
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In case of two-bound signal, for known values of d1,2, d2,2, d3,2, δ and θ, we got a circle

on which the sensor must lie. But in case of n-bound signal, we get the area within a

circle if d1,n, d2,n, · · · , dn+1,n, δ and θ are known. For a received signal strength Sr there

are infinitely many combination of d1,2, d2,2, d3,2. Union of those infinitely many circles is

the area within which the sensor is bound to reside as described in section 4.3.1. Similarly,

in case of n-bound signal, there are infinitely many possible values of d1,n, d2,n, · · · , dn+1,n.

Each possible instance corresponds to a circle. Anchor have to find the union of all such

infinitely many circles to find the possible area of presence of a sensor which received a

n-bound signal. We proceed in the same way as we did for a two-bound signal to get a

circle within which the sensor must lie. Using the value of received signal strength Sr, the

value of d1,2d2,2d3,2 which was denoted by k can be calculated for a two-bound signal from

equation 4.3.2. From now onwards we use kn for d1,nd2,n · · · dn+1,n of a n-bound signal.

The generalized version of equation equation 4.3.2 for finding kn of a n-bound signal is

given below:

Sr = Ss

cn+1
(

100−h
100

)n

d21,nd
2
2,n · · ·d2n+1,n

d1,nd2,n · · · dn+1,n =

√

cn+1

(

100− h

100

)n
Ss

Sr
= kn (4.4.1)

We find dmin,n satisfying d1,nd2,n · · · dn,n(d−d1,n−d2,n−· · ·−dn,n) = kn, where d is measured

using TOA for the received n-bound signal. If we move dmin,n and dmin,n distance starting

from S maintaining known angle constraints and draw a circle of radius d− 2dmin,n, then

the sensor must lie within that circle. Following Theorem 4.4.1 illustrates what would

happen if a sensor is localized after receiving a n-bound and a p-bound signal such that

kp = kn.

Theorem 4.4.1. If dmin,n < dmin,p then the minimum enclosing circle of the p-bound

signal is contained within the minimum enclosing circle of the n-bound signal, otherwise

minimum enclosing circle of the p-bound signal contains the minimum enclosing circle of

the n-bound signal, where both signal traveled d distance.

Proof. In Fig. 4.7, SP = PP ′ = dmin,p and P ′C = d − 2dmin,p such that the circle

centering at P ′ is the possible area of presence for a p-bound signal with d, kp, δ and
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θ. Let dmin,n < dmin,p. In Fig. 4.7, SL = LL′ = dmin,n. Now, L′C = L′P ′ + P ′C <

L′T +TP ′+P ′C = (dmin,p−dmin,n)+(dmin,p−dmin,n)+(d−2dmin,p) = d−2dmin,n = L′C ′.

So, the circle centering at L′ with radius d − 2dmin,n contains the point C, which is the

furthest point from L′ among the points on the circle centering at P ′. Hence, the circle of

the n-bound signal contains that of p-bound signal. Now, let dmin,n ≥ dmin,p. Following

similar logic, the minimum enclosing circle of the p-bound signal contains that of n-bound

signal.

T

S

P

P ′

L

L′

C
C ′

Figure 4.7: Showing possible area of presence for a p-bound signal and of a n-bound signal

Lemma 4.4.2. Maximum possible value of kn−1 is equal to
(

d
n

)n
where d1,n−1 d2,n−1 · · ·

dn−1,n−1 (d− d1,n−1 − · · · − dn−1,n−1) = kn−1 and di > 0 for all i = 1 to n− 1.

Proof. Consider the function f = d1,n−1d2,n−1...dn−1,n−1(d−d1,n−1−d2,n−1−· · ·−dn−1,n−1).

We have to find the values of di,n−1, for which f attains maximum. f ′(di,n−1) = 0 implies

d = di,n−1 + (d1,n−1 + d2,n−1 + · · · + dn−1,n−1) for all i, which implies di,n−1 = d
n
for all

i. f ′′(di,n−1) < 0 implies f attains maximum when di,n−1 = d
n
and hence the maximum

value of kn−1 is
(

d
n

)n
.

Lemma 4.4.3. If dmin,n−1 = di,n−1 for some i in the equation d1,n−1 · · · dn−1,n−1(d −
d1,n−1 − · · · − dn−1,n−1) = kn−1, then dj,n−1 =

d−dmin,n−1

n−1
for all j 6= i.

Proof. Without loss of generality let d1,n−1 = dmin,n−1. So, d2,n−1 · · · dn−1,n−1dn,n−1 =
kn−1

dmin,n−1
. Now consider g = d2,n−1 · · · dn−1,n−1dn,n−1, where d2,n−1+· · ·+dn−1,n−1+dn,n−1 =
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d− dmin,n−1. Using Lemma 4.4.2, we can say, g attains maximum when d2,n−1 = d3,n−1 =

· · · = dn−1,n−1 = dn,n−1 =
d−dmin,n−1

n−1
and maximum value of g =

[

d−dmin,n−1

n−1

]n−1

. Clearly

dmin,n−1 ∈
(

0, d
n

]

. So,
[

d−dmin,n−1

n−1

]n−1

≥ kn−1

dmin,n−1
. Consider function h(c) = c

[

d−c
n−1

]n−1
.

h′(c) ≥ 0 implies h is increasing ∈
(

0, d
n

]

. If dmin,n−1

[

d−dmin,n−1

n−1

]n−1

= kn−1, then the

lemma is proved. Else if dmin,n−1

[

d−dmin,n−1

n−1

]n−1

> kn−1, then the property of function h

implies that dmin,n−1 can not be the minimum, which is a contradiction. Hence proved.

Lemma 4.4.4. There may not exist a p-bound signal with same d and kn of a n-bound

signal and vice versa.

Proof. If p is such that kn >
(

d
p+1

)p+1

, then using Lemma 4.4.2, we can say that for those

values of d and kn a p-bound signal can not exist. The other part is similar.

For example we can find d and k2 corresponding to a two-bound signal, such that a

three-bound signal cannot exist. Such values of d must satisfy the inequality
(

d
3

)3
>

(

d
4

)4
,

which implies d < 256
27

= 9.48. So, for d < 9.48 and k2 >
(

d
4

)4
, no three-bound signal can

exist.

Theorem 4.4.5. The minimum enclosing circle of a n-bound signal is contained within

the minimum enclosing circle of a p-bound signal (p > n) if both the signals have same d

and kn = kp with d > (p+ 1)
(

p
n

)
n

p−n .

Proof. We can write dmin,p

(

d−dmin,p

p

)p

= kp using Lemma 4.4.3. Let

H(n) = dmin,p

(

d− dmin,p

p

)p

− dmin,p

(

d− dmin,p

n

)n

= dmin,p (d− dmin,p)
n

(

(d− dmin,p)
p−n

pp
− 1

nn

)

If d > dmin,p + p
(

p
n

)
n

p−n then H(n) > 0.

Since dmin,p ∈
(

0, d
p+1

]

H(n) > 0 if d > (p+ 1)
(p

n

)
n

p−n

(4.4.2)
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Again H(n) > 0 implies k = dmin,p

(

d−dmin,p

p

)p

> dmin,p

(

d−dmin,p

n

)n

. Since f(x) =

x
(

d−x
n

)n
is an increasing function for x ∈

(

0, d
n+1

]

, there exists x̂ > dmin,p such that

x̂
(

d−x̂
n

)n
= kn. Using Lemma 4.4.3, x̂ = dmin,n. Finally,

H(n) > 0 implies dmin,n > dmin,p (4.4.3)

So, dmin,n > dmin,p for all d > (p + 1)
(

p
n

)
n

p−n . Using Theorem 4.4.1, we can conclude

that the minimum enclosing circle of a n-bound signal is contained within the minimum

enclosing circle of a p-bound signal if both the signals have same d and kp = kn with

d > (p+ 1)
(

p
n

)
n

p−n .

4.5 Area of Presence for an Unknown-Bound Signal

Practically it is not possible to know the actual value of n of a received n− bound signal.

Hence we can not calculate kn for unknown n (Ref. equation 4.4.1). In this section we

analyze and find conditions on d such that localizing a sensor is possible after receiving

any n-bound signal, where n is unknown, using received signal strength Sr. However, we

assume that the value N , of maximum possible bound in the system is known.

Theorem 4.5.1. For a n-bound signal (n ≤ N), the sensor lies within a circle calculated

assuming the signal is N-bound if d ≥ (N + 1)
(

N+1
N

)N
√

c(100−h)
100

.

Proof. Let a sensor receives a signal with signal strength Sr and let distance traveled by

the signal be d, measured by TOA technique. The number of bounds for the signal is

not known to the receiver. Let originally the received signal be a n-bound signal. We

can establish the following relation using equation 4.4.1, assuming that it is a N -bound

signal,

kN = kn

(

c(100− h)

100

)
N−n

2

(4.5.1)

Using Lemma 4.4.2, if kN ≤
(

d
N+1

)N+1
, then for the signal, nmay be equal to N . So, there

exists dmin,N such that dmin,N

(

d−dmin,N

N

)N

= kN . We find a range of d such that kN ≤
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(

d
N+1

)N+1
always occurs. From the equation 4.5.1 and Lemma 4.4.2, we can rewrite this

expression as
(

d
n+1

)n+1
(

c(100−h)
100

)
N−n

2 ≤
(

d
N+1

)N+1
, i.e., d ≥ (N +1)

(

N+1
n+1

)( n+1

N−n)
√

c(100−h)
100

.

Since (N + 1)
(

N+1
n+1

)( n+1

N−n)
√

c(100−h)
100

is an increasing function for n = 1 to N − 1, we can

conclude if d ≥ (N + 1)
(

N+1
N

)N
√

c(100−h)
100

, then kN ≤
(

d
N+1

)N+1
always occurs.

For the n-bound signal, there exist dmin,n such that dmin,n

(

d−dmin,n

n

)n

= kn. Let W (n)

be a function defined below:

W (n) = dmin,N

(

d− dmin,N

N

)N

−
(

c(100− h)

100

)
N−n

2

dmin,N

(

d− dmin,N

n

)n

= dmin,N(d− dmin,N)
n







(d− dmin,N)
N−n

NN
−

(

c(100−h)
100

)
N−n

2

nn







If d ≥ dmin,N +N
(

N
n

)
n

N−n

√

c(100−h)
100

then W (n) ≥ 0,

i.e., if d ≥ (N + 1)
(

N
n

) n
N−n

√

c(100−h)
100

, then W (n) ≥ 0 since dmin,N ∈ (0, d
N+1

].

As (N + 1)
(

N
n

)
n

N−n

√

c(100−h)
100

is an increasing function for n = 1 to N − 1, we can

conclude if d ≥ (N + 1)
(

N
N−1

)N−1
√

c(100−h)
100

then W (n) ≥ 0.

Again, W (n) ≥ 0 implies dmin,N

(

(d−dmin,N )

N

)N

≥
(

c(100−h)
100

)
N−n

2

dmin,N

(

(d−dmin,N )

n

)n

which implies kn ≥ dmin,N

(

d−dmin,N

n

)n

, using equation 4.5.1.

Since f(c) = c
(

d−c
n

)n
is increasing in

(

0, d
n+1

]

, kn ≥ dmin,N

(

d−dmin,N

n

)n

implies dmin,n ≥
dmin,N . So, W (n) ≥ 0 implies that dmin,n ≥ dmin,N .

Again, (N + 1)
(

N+1
N

)N
√

c(100−h)
100

> (N + 1)
(

N
N−1

)N−1
√

c(100−h)
100

. So, we can conclude

if d ≥ (N + 1)
(

N+1
N

)N
√

c(100−h)
100

then minimum enclosing circle of any n-bound signal

where n ≤ N is contained within the minimum enclosing circle of a N -bound signal with

same received signal strength Sr.
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4.6 Proposed Localization Algorithm

4.6.1 System model

All anchors are equipped with an omnidirectional antenna for sending beacons and also

a directional antenna for the measurement of AOA of a signal from other sensors. Other

sensors are equipped with directional antennas to avoid collision when it receives more

than one beacon from an anchor coming through different paths at different angles. An

anchor is said to be a neighbor of another anchor if it is located within twice the trans-

mission range of the second anchor. Anchors are synchronized with some global clock

(possibly through GPS) such that at a time only one anchor sends a beacon to avoid

collision with the beacons from the neighboring anchors. This ensures that a receiving

sensor receives only one beacon at a time from a particular anchor.

4.6.2 The algorithm

Based on the above discussions, Algorithm 2 (LocalizeSensor) given below finds the

position of a sensor Q using the beacon signals from an anchor S.

Algorithm 2 LocalizeSensor

1: Anchor S sends beacon by omnidirectional antenna with < anchor id > first, using electro-
magnetic signal and second, using ultrasonic signal.

2: for each sensor Q who hears the beacons do
3: Receives electromagnetic signal and measures receiving signal strength Sr.
4: Measures the angles of arrival (θ) of the ultrasonic signal and transmits back <

sensor id, θ, Sr, φ > to S via the same path.
5: end for

6: S measures the angles of arrival (δ) while receiving the reply and computes the corresponding
distances (d) traveled by the beacon by measuring the TOA.

7: Anchor computes the area of presence of the sensor according to section 4.5.
8: If Q receives different signals then intersection of all such areas (calculated in the preceding

step) is the area of presence of Q.
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4.7 Simulation Results

Simulation is done in Matlab platform. First, we present simulation for the case of two-

bound signals by randomly deployed sensors and reflectors over a square area with sides

100 meter. The anchors are also deployed randomly over the square. The range of sensors

and anchors are taken as 30 meter. If total distance traveled by a two-bound signal is

d then possible position of the sensor is inside the circle of area πd2, which is the red

Figure 4.8: Sensor Q lie on any one of the infinitely many green circles when Q receives
a two-bound signal

(largest) circle shown in Fig. 4.8. The union of infinitely many green circles in Fig. 4.8

is the exact area of presence of the sensor which is covered by finite circles. We compute

the possible area as π(d− xm − ym)
2 for Q which is the black (second largest) circle. Fig.

4.8 shows that if we cover the area by two (pink-dotted) or three (blue-dotted) circles,

then area of presence can be further reduced as discussed in the section 4.3.1. For each

run of our simulation 100 two-bound signals are generated. The average reduced area

is calculated for one circle. The Table 4.1 is showing the area reduced by our proposed

algorithm with a two-bound signal. On an average 50% area of presence has been reduced

when one two-bound signal is received by a sensor.

Table 4.1: Percentage of average area reduced using one two-bound signal

No of Runs → 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Percentage of reduction

48.2 53.7 51.9 54.1 49.4 47.6 50.5 50.9 52.3 49.8
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Table 4.2: Reduction in average area compared to trilateration when sensor receives three
two-bound signals

No of Runs → 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Percentage of reduction 34.2 37.7 32.1 41.3 33.2 39.8 42.2 37.2 30.4 30.9

Table 4.3: Error comparison when sensor receives three two-bound signals

No of Runs → 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Error in our technique
(in meter)

3.7 4.8 3.1 3.1 3.7 3.9 3.3 2.9 3.2 3.8

Error in trilateration (in
meter)

5.3 6.9 6.2 5.2 8.0 6.2 6.4 4.6 6.5 6.4

Percentage of improve-
ment

30.2 30.7 49.1 39.9 53.2 37.0 48.2 37.2 50.4 40.4

Table 4.4: Reduction in average area compared to trilateration when sensor receives three
unknown-bound signals

Maximum number of bounds → 3 4 5 6 7 8
Percentage of reduction 24.54 14.7 8.6 6.1 4.5 4.1

Table 4.5: Error comparison when sensor receives three unknown-bound signals

Maximum number of bounds → 3 4 5 6 7 8
Error in our technique (in meter) 8.17 9.60 10.19 9.70 7.28 10.76
Error in trilateration (in meter) 9.45 10.16 10.46 9.80 7.33 10.78
Percentage of improvement 13.54 5.49 2.63 1.00 0.60 0.25
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Figure 4.9: Figures showing localization using three two-bound signals

We generate three two-bound signals, found corresponding circles, to compute the

center of gravity of the intersection area of the three circles as the position of the sensor.

Average area of presence as well as average error of our method are compared with tri-

lateration method by applying trilateration over same set of data. The results in Table

4.2 and Table 4.3 show on an average 35% improvement in terms of area of presence and

40% improvement in terms of average error over trilateration. All the error values are

in meter. Sample outputs of our simulation are shown in Fig. 4.9 where positioning are

done using three received two-bound signals by the sensor. In this figure, S1, S2, S3 are

the anchors represented by red stars, Q is the actual position of the sensor represented

by green star and Q′ is the computed position of Q using our method.

Next, simulation are done for unknown-bound signal assuming the maximum possible

bound of the environment is known. Sensor receives three unknown-bound signals and

its position is computed using our method varying the number of maximum possible

bound from three to eight. We compare average area of presence as well as average

error of our method with trilateration and show percentage of improvement in Table 4.4

and Table 4.5. On an average, 10% improvement in terms of area of presence and 4%

improvement in terms of average error over trilateration is achieved by our technique.

Sample outputs of our simulation are shown in Fig. 4.10, where positioning is done using

three received unknown-bound signals by the sensor. In this figure, S1, S2, S3 are the
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Figure 4.10: Figures showing localization using three unknown-bound signals

Table 4.6: Reduction in average area assuming maximum number of bound is 7

Actual maximum number of bounds→ 3 4 5 6 7
Percentage of reduction 2.2 3.6 4.7 3.8 4.9

anchors represented by red stars, Q is the actual position of the sensor represented by

green star and Q′ is the computed position of Q using our method. In Table 4.6 and

Table 4.7: Error comparison by assuming maximum number of bound is 7

Actual maximum number of bounds→ 3 4 5 6 7
Error in our technique (in meter) 9.72 5.42 8.5 9.9 7.4
Error in trilateration (in meter) 9.73 5.47 8.6 10 7.5
Percentage of improvement 0.10 0.86 1.37 0.6 1.38

Table 4.7, we show improvement over trilateration in terms of both area of presence and

average error assuming that the value of actual maximum bound signal in the environment

is not known. The value of possible maximum bound is taken as 7 and computed average

improvement varying actual maximum bound from 3 to 7.
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4.8 Conclusions

In this work we have proposed a localization algorithm under a model where multiple-

bound (up to N -bound, any known N) signals are allowed. To the best of our knowledge

there is no deterministic algorithm for localization where the received multiple-bound

(more than one-bound) signals are used in absent of LOS signals. Comparison with

trilateration shows on an average 35% improvement when sensor receives three two-bound

signals from different anchors and on an average 10% improvement when sensor receives

three unknown-bound signals from different anchors in terms of area of presence. In future

we will try to solve the localization problem under a more practical model relaxing the

condition of known N and introducing measurement errors.
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Chapter 5

Mobile Sensor Localization using

Static Anchor under Constrained

Motion

5.1 Introduction

Mobile wireless sensor networks (MWSNs) is a recent development of WSNs. In MWSN

mobile sensors are needed to be localized in such a way that their position can be known

at any time instant. This work is motivated by the beacon point selection strategy used in

[46, 75, 84] for static sensor localization using mobile anchors. In all these three schemes

since static sensors receive beacons from mobile anchors, sensors know the co-ordinates of

the beacon points. Hence chord formed by two beacon points is unique in [75]. Similarly

unique circular lamina with known equations of the circles can be formed using a beacon

point in [46]. Contrary to that in our proposed algorithm, as anchors are static and mobile

sensors are receiving beacons at different positions, so co-ordinate of beacon points are

not known and a unique chord can not be formed using two beacon points. Hence we use

communication circles of two different anchors to identify the chord and localize the mobile

sensor in proposed Algorithm 3. We modify the definition of beacon point accordingly and

propose range-free deterministic localization algorithms under different circumstances.
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5.1.1 Our contribution

According to our proposed algorithm LWCD, a mobile sensor can localize itself within any

predefined error bound when it passes through communication circles of two different an-

chors. As it passes through more communication circles, positioning error can be further

reduced. Simulation results of LWCD show around 75% improvement of the positioning

error over the existing algorithm [90]. When mobile sensor passes through three and five

more communication circles, 40% and 55% further reduction in error are shown respec-

tively. In presence of obstacles, our proposed algorithm LWCDPO can localize mobile

sensors within same error bound as LWCD.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We propose a localization algorithm

LWCD assuming mobile sensor does not change its direction during movement in section

5.2. With the same assumption, we propose another algorithm LWCDPO to localize

mobile sensors in presence of obstacles in section 5.3. The simulation results of our

algorithms are presented in section 5.4, along with performance comparison with relevant

algorithms. Finally we conclude in section 5.5.

5.2 Localization without Change of Direction

In this section we propose a mobile sensor localization algorithm assuming sensors do not

change their direction during localization. System model for the algorithm is given below.

5.2.1 System model

Static anchors with equal communication range are deployed sparsely in a two dimensional

plane. All mobile sensors have the information about the communication range of the

anchors. Also mobile sensors and anchors have equal communication range r. Anchors

are identified by their locations. The anchors periodically broadcast beacons with their

locations. The time interval between two consecutive broadcasts of beacons is t, which is

fixed and same for all anchors. The mobile sensors move according to the requirement of

underlying application. During localization phase, mobile sensors move with a uniform

velocity until localization.
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When a mobile sensor receives first beacon from an anchor, it recognizes that it is

in the communication range of that anchor. The position of receiving first beacon is an

approximate end point of the chord of the communication circle of that anchor, along

which it is moving. Similarly, the position of receiving the last beacon from that anchor

denotes the approximate position of the other end point of that chord. As mobile sensor

does not know the positions of receiving beacons, it records the time of receiving the first

and last beacon according to it’s own clock to calculate the approximate chord length.

We denote the time of receiving any beacon according to the sensor’s clock as the time

stamp of the beacon. Definition of the key terms used in this paper are given below.

Definition 5.2.1. (Beacon distance) Distance traveled by the mobile sensor between

receiving two consecutive beacons from an anchor is called beacon distance.

The beacon distance is denoted by u and is equal to vt, where v is uniform velocity

of the mobile sensor during localization and t is time interval of periodical broadcasts of

beacon by the anchor.

Definition 5.2.2. (Beacon point) Beacon received by a mobile sensor from an anchor at

time x is marked as a beacon point by the sensor if and only if the sensor does not receive

any beacon either in time interval [x− t0, x) or in time interval (x, x+ t0] from the same

anchor, where t < t0 < 2t and t is time interval of periodical broadcasts of beacon by the

anchor.

Definition 5.2.3. (Communication circle) The circle with radius r centering at an anchor,

where r is the communication range of the anchor.

Beacon distance should be much lesser than communication range in order to receive

a good number of beacons. When a mobile sensor moves into the transmission area of

an anchor and receives a beacon, it knows the equation of the communication circle in

which it is moving since the communication range and position of the anchor is known.

We call the line along which a mobile sensor is moving within a communication circle as

it’s actual line of movement. The mobile sensors are equipped with a electronic compass

[65] for knowing the direction of movement and a timer to record the time stamps of the

received beacons. Electronic compass yields an in-plane heading accuracy of ±1 degree

[65].
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5.2.2 Beacon list

Each mobile sensor maintains a beacon list with two columns. Each entry of the list

contains time stamp (time stamp) of the received beacon and corresponding anchor id

(anchor id) according to it’s own clock. When a mobile sensor receives a beacon from

an anchor, it records < time stamp, anchor id > in the beacon list. Here a beacon is

represented as < time stamp, anchor id >. At the beginning, list is empty. Let a sensor

receives a beacon from an anchor with anchor id = i. It records < time stamp, i > in the

first column and marks it as a beacon point. If another beacon is received from the same

anchor by time t0 then sensor replaces the last beacon with latest one provided the last

beacon is not marked as beacon point. If last beacon is marked as beacon point then it

adds this beacon in the same column. If no beacon is received by the time t0 then the last

beacon is marked as beacon point. A sensor may receive many beacons but the beacons

marked by above rule, are the beacon points. In between whenever any beacon comes

from a different anchor with anchor id = j, say, (j 6= i), it records < time stamp, j >

in the second column and marks it as a beacon point. If both the columns are non-

empty and a beacon is received from an anchor with anchor id = s (s 6= i, j), then that

beacon is ignored. Following the procedure discussed above, sensor records at most two

beacon points for each anchor. There is possibility of receiving only one beacon from an

anchor, in that case only one beacon point appears in a column of the list. So, there can

be maximum of four entries in the list. After localizing itself, the sensor deletes those

marked beacon points to make the list empty, as explained in section 5.2.6.

S

M PP

P ′P ′
1

1 2

2

Figure 5.1: Showing two possible lines of movement including the actual one (P1P2)
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5.2.3 Finding line of movement

We explain how a mobile sensor can identify its actual line of movement based on beacon

points corresponding to two anchors. A mobile sensor calculates the time difference

between receiving two beacon points from an anchor, to calculate the chord length 2l.

Using the electronic compass, the sensor also knows the gradient of the line along which

it moves. As there exist only two possible chords of same length and gradient in a circle,

the sensor is moving along any one of those two lines (Ref. Fig. 5.1). For simplicity, let the

sensor moves along a line parallel to X-axis. Throughout the chapter, in the figures, filled

circles denote beacon points and unfilled circles denote received beacons except beacon

points, on the line of movement of a mobile sensor.

Let one anchor be placed at S = (0, 0) and P1P2 is the actual line of movement of the

mobile sensor, where filled circles labeled as P1 and P2 are the beacon points as shown in

Fig. 5.1. The equation of the communication circle is x2 + y2 = r2 and SM =
√
r2 − l2,

where P1P2 = 2l. Hence, the possible line of movement of the mobile sensor is either P1P2

or P ′
1P

′
2, whose equations are y = ±

√
r2 − l2. More information is needed to identify

the actual line. For which the sensor continues its movement along the same line until it

crosses the communication circle of another anchor. Let S ′ = (a, b), b 6= 0 be a different

anchor as shown in Fig. 5.2. Let P3, P4 be the beacon points corresponding to S ′ and

S ′M ′ =
√
r2 − l′2, where P3P4 = 2l′. Similarly, the possible line of movement of the

mobile sensor is either P3P4 or P
′
3P

′
4, whose equations are y = b±

√
r2 − l′2. Now, among

these four lines, equations of two lines should be same with the actual line of movement,

since there is exactly one line along which the sensor is moving. According to Fig. 5.2,

the equation of the actual line is y =
√
r2 − l2 i.e., y = b+

√
r2 − l′2.

Using the selected equation of the line of movement, the sensor can calculate the coordi-

nates of the points P1, P2, P3, P4. Current position of the mobile sensor can be calculated

based on any Pi for i = 1 to 4, and elapsed time from timer. To localize itself, a sensor

has to pass through communication circles of two different anchors where the line joining

those two anchors should not be parallel with the line of the sensor, i.e., SS ′ ∦ P1P4.
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Figure 5.2: Two communication circles are required to find the correct line of movement

5.2.4 Error analysis

The above technique of choosing the line of movement among four calculated chords is

not applicable for finding actual line of movement unless beacon points are located on

the perimeter of the communication circles of the respective anchors. In practice beacon

points, C, C ′ marked with filled circles (Ref. Fig. 5.3) may lie inside the communication

circles due to periodic broadcast of anchors. This may lead to a situation where equation

of no two chords are common. In that case mobile sensor finds approximate line of

movement instead of actual one. Hence localization error occurs.

Again, P1C ≤ u and P2C
′ ≤ u, where P1 and P2 are the points of intersection of the

actual line of movement of the mobile sensor with communication circle of the anchor S.

For some h1, h2 ∈ [0, 1], we can write

P1C = h1u

P2C
′ = h2u (5.2.1)

According to Fig. 5.3, possible approximate lines of movement are P ′
1P

′
2 and P ′′

1 P
′′
2 . Mobile

sensor can measure the length CC ′ from its velocity and time stamps of the beacon points.

The sensor misinterprets the length CC ′ as the length of the chords P1P2 along which

it is moving. So, the actual line of movement P1P2 is projected to the approximate line

of movement P ′
1P

′
2 such that CC ′ = P ′

1P
′
2. Due to the symmetric nature of circle, we
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Figure 5.3: Showing error C ′P ′
2 for the line

of movement P1P2, where P ′
2 is the calcu-

lated position with respect to the actual
position C ′

P

P ′

S r

.95r

Figure 5.4: SP and SP ′ are
radii of the maximum and min-
imum possible communication
range of S due to effect of irreg-
ular radio propagation where
SP − SP ′ = .05r.

get another possible line of movement P ′′
1 P

′′
2 . It is possible to discard P ′′

1 P
′′
2 as a line of

movement using one more communication circle of another anchor as discussed later. The

error in calculating line of movement is C ′P ′
2 as shown in Fig. 5.3. According to Fig. 5.3

the actual line of movement is P1P2 and the selected approximate line of movement is

P ′
1P

′
2. Let T be the time stamp of receiving beacon at C ′. The mobile sensor calculates

position of the beacon point as P ′
2 instead of C ′ with the knowledge of P ′

1P
′
2. So, error

in positioning is equal to C ′P ′
2. P ′

1P
′
2 = 2l, say. C ′P ′

2 =
√

(P ′
2H)2 + (C ′H)2. Again

P ′
1P

′
2 = CC ′′ = P1P2 − (h1u+ h2u).

Hence, C ′H = C ′P2 −HP2 = (h2 − h1)
u
2
.

Also, P ′
2H = MM ′ = SM ′ − SM =

√
r2 − l2 −

√

r2 −
(

l + h1u+h2u
2

)2
.

Here, P ′
2H and C ′H are the perpendicular and horizontal components of the error C ′P ′

2.

We denote perpendicular component of error as perpendicular error EP and horizontal

component of error as horizontal error EH . The error in positioning, C ′P ′
2 is denoted as
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ζ which is equal to
√

E2
P + E2

H .

EH = (h2 − h1)
u

2

EP =
√
r2 − l2 −

√

r2 −
(

l +
h1u+ h2u

2

)2

ζ =
√

E2
P + E2

H (5.2.2)

For any chord length 2l, maximum EP is denoted by MaxEP (2l). We find maximum

possible value of perpendicular component of error considering all possible chord lengths.

Lemma 5.2.4. The value of the possible perpendicular component of the error is maxi-

mum when mobile sensor passes along the diameter of the communication circle of any

anchor.

Proof. Perpendicular component of positioning error is equal to MM ′ as shown in Fig.

5.3. Hence, maximum possible value of MM ′ for all possible chords is the maximum

possible perpendicular component of error in localization. As the values of P1C and P2C
′

increases, MM ′ also increases. Without considering the irregularity in signal propagation,

[0, u] is the range of possible values of P1C and C ′P2, where u is the beacon distance.

When P1C = u = C ′P2, then the length of the actual chord along which the sensor is

moving becomes 2l + 2u, where 2l is the calculated chord length.

So, length of MM ′ = MaxEP (2l) =
√
r2 − l2 −

√

r2 − (l + u)2.

This expression gives maximum value when u + l = r. That is, if the sensor moves

along diameter and calculates chord length as 2(r − u) instead of 2r, then error becomes

maximum and hence the maximum possible perpendicular error is
√

r2 − (r − u)2.

We denote ε as the maximum possible perpendicular error and ε =
√

r2 − (r − u)2.

In case of irregular radio propagation (Ref. Fig. 5.4) if radius of larger circle is the

communication range, due to irregular radio propagation, sometimes signal reaches only

up to the boundary of the smaller circle in some direction. Now, according to Fig. 5.3,

the range of possible values of P1C and C ′P2 is [0, u+0.01ρr), where ρ is the percentage of

maximum possible reduction of the communication range due to radio propagation irreg-

ularity. Expression of the maximum possible error becomes ε =
√

r2 − (r − u− .01ρr)2.
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We can keep ε under control by choosing appropriate values of u and r. For our sim-

ulation study we consider ρ = 5 in section 5.4. Simulation results are also shown varying

ρ from 0 to 20. However, if ρ is not known, it can be estimated by sending radio signals

and measuring the maximum and minimum communication ranges of environments. In a

dynamic environment when the radio irregularity changes frequently and sensor node also

moves out quickly from the communication range of the anchor, it is not easy to estimate

ρ perfectly because of low number of sampling. But in such a dynamic environment, in-

stead of online estimation of ρ, we can use minimum communication range for maximum

value of ρ i.e., the maximum possible radio irregularity of the environment. The upper

bound of ρ could be estimated off line with large sample for such a dynamic environment.

Now error in localization is less than the maximum of

√

ε2 +
(

(h2−h1)u
2

)2

, for all

h1, h2 ∈ [0, 1] (according to equation 5.2.2). Error ζ , is less than
√

ε2 +
(

u
2

)2
. But this is

an upper bound of ζ . We now find the least upper bound of ζ in the following lemma.

Lemma 5.2.5. Least upper bound of ζ is ε.

Proof. For any calculated chord length 2l, the horizontal component of error is EH =

|h2 − h1|u2 (Ref. equation 5.2.2). Let |h2 − h1| = f . So f ∈ [0, 1]. If horizontal error is

nonzero then f > 0. Then value of horizontal error is fu
2
. Without loss of generality, let

h2 = h1+f . Perpendicular error increases as h1+h2 increases, i.e., calculated chord length

decreases. So, maximum possible value of h1 = 1 − f and h2 = 1. Hence using equation

5.2.2, for any l, perpendicular error becomes EP =
√
r2 − l2 −

√

r2 −
(

l + (2−f)u
2

)2

.

From Lemma 5.2.4, for any f , EP is maximum when the original line passes along the

diameter, i.e., l + (2−f)u
2

= r. So, for any f , ζ also attains maximum if l + (2−f)u
2

= r and

the expression of maximum value of ζ becomes

√

r2 −
(

r − (2−f)u
2

)2

+ (uf
2
)2, which is a

decreasing function of f ∈ (0, 1].

Using limit of function and existence of

√

r2 −
(

r − (2−f)u
2

)2

+ (uf
2
)2 at f = 0, we can say,

it attains maximum at f = 0 i.e., least upper bound of error ζ is
√

r2 − (r − u)2 = ε.

The value of maximum possible error is ε if we can select the line of movement which

is closer to the original line of movement among two calculated lines of movement. An

interesting observation is that if there is any error while selecting the line of movement,
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the erroneous line is always far from the anchor than the actual line of movement. It

happens because the length of the chord always decreases in case of wrong chord length

estimation. As discussed in section 5.2.3, a sensor chooses the actual line of movement

among four lines calculated by passing through two communication circle of different an-

chors in ideal situation, when beacon points are on the perimeter of the communication

circles. But the following result ensures that the sensor chooses the approximate line of

movement with error bound ε in practical situation, when beacon points may lie inside

the communication circles.

Theorem 5.2.6. Among four equations of possible lines of movements, a mobile sensor

finds the pair of line such that perpendicular distance between them is the least. If the

sensor chooses a line from that pair then error would always be at most ε, where perpen-

dicular distance between the lines passing through the anchors with same gradient with the

actual line of movement is at least ε.

Proof. For simplicity, we prove the theorem assuming that the mobile sensor is moving

along a line parallel to X-axis. Let coordinates of two anchors, S and S ′, be (a, b) and

(c, d) respectively where a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0, c ≥ 0, d > 0 and (d−b) ≥ ε. There are two possible

cases:

Case 1: If actual line of movement passes through same side of two anchors. According

PP PP

P ′
P ′P ′ P ′

P ′′

P ′′

P ′′

P ′′

S

S ′

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

Figure 5.5: Anchors are at same side of the line of movement

to Fig. 5.5 the actual line of movement is P1P4, passes through upper side of the anchors
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S and S ′. Let equation of the actual line of movement which passes through both the

circles be

y = dk where k ≥ 1 (5.2.3)

Let the chord length corresponding to the communication circles of the anchors S and S ′

be 2l and 2l′ respectively. Sensor calculates equation of the line P ′
1P

′
2 and P ′′

1 P
′′
2 as,

y = dk +
MaxEP (2l)

q1
where q1 ≥ 1 and (5.2.4)

y = 2b− dk − MaxEP (2l)

q1
where q1 ≥ 1 (5.2.5)

respectively. Similarly, sensor calculates equation of the line P ′
3P

′
4 and P ′′

3 P
′′
4 as

y = dk +
MaxEP (2l

′)

q2
where q2 ≥ 1 and (5.2.6)

y = 2d− dk − MaxEP (2l
′)

q2
where q2 ≥ 1 (5.2.7)

respectively. Distance between the lines (equation 5.2.4 and equation 5.2.6) is equal to
∣

∣

∣

MaxEP (2l′)
q2

− MaxEP (2l)
q1

∣

∣

∣
≤ max

(

MaxEP (2l)
q1

, MaxEP (2l′)
q2

)

.

We denote distance between lines (equation 5.2.i) and (equation 5.2.j) byD(i, j) hereafter.

So, D(4, 6) ≤ max
(

MaxEP (2l)
q1

, MaxEP (2l′)
q2

)

.

Let it be the smallest distance among those six possible distances D(i, j). If we choose

equation 5.2.4 or equation 5.2.6, we are choosing lines within max
(

MaxEP (2l)
q1

, MaxEP (2l′)
q2

)

error, since D(3, 4) = MaxEP (2l)
q1

as well as D(3, 6) = MaxEP (2l′)
q2

. Actually we are finding

distances between correct line (equation 5.2.3) and the line we are choosing according to

our technique and checking it is less or equal to ε or not. Equation 5.2.4 and equation

5.2.6 make sure that there is at least one pair of lines whose perpendicular distance is less

than or equal to max
(

MaxEP (2l)
q1

, MaxEP (2l′)
q2

)

.

Let D(4, 5) be the least. We have to check D(3, 5) only.
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D(3, 5) = 2dk − 2b+ MaxEP (2l)
q1

≤ 2dk − 2b+ 2MaxEP (2l)
q1

= D(4, 5) < D(4, 6)

=
∣

∣

∣

MaxEP (2l′)
q2

− MaxEP (2l)
q1

∣

∣

∣
≤ max

(

MaxEP (2l)
q1

, MaxEP (2l′)
q2

)

.

Let D(4, 7) be the least. We have to check D(3, 7) only.

D(3, 7) = 2dk−2d+ MaxEP (2l′)
q2

≤ 2dk−2d+ MaxEP (2l)
q1

+ MaxEP (2l′)
q2

= D(4, 7) < D(4, 6) =
∣

∣

∣

MaxEP (2l′)
q2

− MaxEP (2l)
q1

∣

∣

∣
≤ max

(

MaxEP (2l)
q1

, MaxEP (2l′)
q2

)

.

D(5, 6) = 2dk−2b+MaxEP (2l)
q1

+MaxEP (2l′)
q2

> 2dk−2d+MaxEP (2l)
q1

+MaxEP (2l′)
q2

= D(4, 7),

since d > b. So, it cannot be the least.

D(5, 7) = 2d − 2b + MaxEP (2l)
q1

− MaxEP (2l′)
q2

≥ ε, since d ≥ b + ε. So it cannot be the

least.

Let D(6, 7) be least. We have to check D(3, 7) only.

D(3, 7) = 2dk−2d+MaxEP (2l′)
q2

≤ 2dk−2d+2MaxEP (2l′)
q2

= D(6, 7) ≤
∣

∣

∣

MaxEP (2l′)
q2

− MaxEP (2l)
q1

∣

∣

∣
≤

max
(

MaxEP (2l)
q1

, MaxEP (2l′)
q2

)

.

Hence we show that if D(i, j) is the least and we choose any one of the 5.2.i-th and

5.2.j-th equation, then we are choosing a line of movement which is within

max
(

MaxEP (2l)
q1

, MaxEP (2l′)
q2

)

perpendicular error with the actual line of movement.

Case 2: If actual line of movement passes through different sides of two anchors.

According to Fig. 5.6, the actual line of movement is P1P4 passes through the different

P P
PP

P ′P ′

P ′
P ′

P ′′ P ′′

P ′′ P ′′

S

S ′

1

1

1 2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

Figure 5.6: Anchors are at different sides of the line of movement

sides of S and S ′. Let the equation of the actual line of movement which passes through

both the circles be

y =
d

k
where k ≥ 1 (5.2.8)
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Let the chord length corresponding to the communication circles of the anchors S and S ′

be 2l and 2l′ respectively. Sensor calculates equation of the line P ′
1P

′
2 and P ′′

1 P
′′
2 as,

y =
d

k
+

MaxEP (2l)

q1
where q1 ≥ 1 and (5.2.9)

y = 2b− d

k
− MaxEP (2l)

q1
where q1 ≥ 1 (5.2.10)

respectively. Similarly, sensor calculates equation of the line P ′
3P

′
4 and P ′′

3 P
′′
4 as,

y =
d

k
− MaxEP (2l

′)

q2
where q2 ≥ 1 and (5.2.11)

y = 2d− d

k
+

MaxEP (2l
′)

q2
where q2 ≥ 1 (5.2.12)

respectively. Now perpendicular distance between equation 5.2.9 and equation 5.2.11 is

equal to
∣

∣

∣

MaxEP (2l′)
q2

+ MaxEP (2l)
q1

∣

∣

∣
≤ 2max

(

MaxEP (2l)
q1

, MaxEP (2l′)
q2

)

.

So, D(9, 11) = MaxEP (2l)
q1

+ MaxEP (2l′)
q2

≤ 2max
(

MaxEP (2l)
q1

, MaxEP (2l′)
q2

)

.

Let it be the smallest distance among those six possible distances. If we choose equation

5.2.9 or equation 5.2.11, we are choosing lines within max
(

MaxEP (2l)
q1

, MaxEP (2l′)
q2

)

error,

since D(8, 9) = MaxEP (2l)
q1

as well as D(8, 11) = MaxEP (2l′)
q2

. Equation 5.2.9 and equation

5.2.11 make sure that there is at least one pair of lines whose perpendicular distance is

less than or equal to 2max
(

MaxEP (2l)
q1

, MaxEP (2l′)
q2

)

.

Let D(9, 10) be least. We have to check D(8, 10) only.

D(8, 10) = 2 d
k
−2b+MaxEP (2l)

q1
≤ 2 d

k
−2b+2MaxEP (2l)

q1
= D(9, 10) < MaxEP (2l)

q1
+MaxEP (2l′)

q2
=

D(8, 11), implies, D(8, 10) = 2 d
k
− 2b+ MaxEP (2l)

q1
≤ MaxEP (2l′)

q2
.

Let D(9, 12) be least. We have to check D(8, 12) only.

D(8, 12) = 2 d
k
−2d−MaxEP (2l′)

q2
≤ 2 d

k
−2d+MaxEP (2l)

q1
−MaxEP (2l′)

q2
= D(9, 12) < MaxEP (2l)

q1
+

MaxEP (2l′)
q2

= D(9, 11), implies, D(8, 12) = 2 d
k
− 2d− MaxEP (2l′)

q2
≤ MaxEP (2l′)

q2
.

D(10, 11) = 2 d
k
−2b+MaxEP (2l)

q1
+MaxEP (2l′)

q2
> 2 d

k
−2d+MaxEP (2l)

q1
+MaxEP (2l′)

q2
= D(9, 12),

since d > b. So, it cannot be the least.
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D(10, 12) = 2d − 2b + MaxEP (2l)
q1

− MaxEP (2l′)
q2

≥ 2ε, since d ≥ (b + ε). So it cannot be

the least.

Let D(11, 12) be least. We have to check D(9, 12) only.

D(9, 12) = 2 d
k
− 2d + MaxEP (2l′)

q2
≤ 2 d

k
− 2d + 2MaxEP (2l′)

q2
= D(11, 12) < D(9, 11) =

MaxEP (2l)
q1

+ MaxEP (2l′)
q2

, implies, D(8, 12) = 2 d
k
− 2d+ MaxEP (2l′)

q2
≤ MaxEP (2l)

q1
.

Hence in this case also, if D(i, j) is the least and we choose any one of the 5.2.i-th or

5.2.j-th equation, that means we select a line of movement which is within

max
(

MaxEP (2l)
q1

, MaxEP (2l′)
q2

)

perpendicular error with the actual line of movement.

Without loss of generality, let 5.2.i-th equation is chosen. Now 5.2.i-th equation is

generated from first(second) communication circle. Then according to Lemma 5.2.5, if

sensor localizes itself corresponding to the last beacon received from the first(second)

communication circle, then the error remains less than equal to ε.

5.2.5 Error minimization

Sensor localizes itself using the above theorem within error bound ε. There is a possi-

bility of reducing error by updating the line of movement whenever it passes through

communication circle of some anchor as explained below. Suppose a sensor computed its

approximate line of movement y = mx + c. Currently the sensor is passing through the

communication circle of an anchor S ′′, where the actual line of movement is P1P2 and

the approximate line of movement is P ′
1P

′
2 as shown in Fig. 5.7. Error can be reduced

P

P

P ′

P ′

P ′′

P ′′

S ′′C

C ′1

1

1

2

2
2

Figure 5.7: Sensor minimizes error by updating line of movement from P ′
1P

′
2 to P ′′

1 P
′′
2

by finding a suitable approximate line of movement between P ′
1P

′
2 and P1P2. To do this,
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the sensor approaches as follows: The sensor calculates length l (say) of P ′
1P

′
2 from the

equations of the communication circle and the line y = mx + c. The sensor also calcu-

lates length L (say) of the chord along which it is moving using two beacon points C, C ′

corresponding to the anchor S ′′. If it finds L > l, error usually reduces by updating the

approximate line of movement P ′
1P

′
2 to y = mx + c′, which is equation of the chord of

length L, where c′ =

[

ma− b±
√

(4r2−l2)(m2+1)

2

]

and (a, b) is the position of S ′′. Among

these two lines y = mx+ c′ (for different values of c′), which is closer to P ′
1P

′
2 is chosen as

the new approximate line of movement. According to Fig. 5.7, P ′′
1 P

′′
2 is the updated line.

If the sensor finds L ≤ l, no improvement in error is possible, hence it does not change

the approximate line of movement.

5.2.6 Position calculation

When a mobile sensor finds four marked beacon points in its beacon list, it calculates

the time difference in the time stamps of two beacon points corresponding to an anchor

for calculating approximate chord length of the communication circle of the same anchor.

It calculates two equations of possible lines according to the chord length. Similarly, it

calculates two equations of possible lines for the second anchor. According to Theorem

5.2.6, finds the pair of lines with minimum distance between them. Our technique selects

any one of those lines. Let the equation is generated from first(second) communication

circle. Find the time stamp of the last beacon received by the sensor from first(second)

anchor. Find the coordinate of the intersection point of the communication circle of the

same anchor with the selected equation of line. Since it is moving along the same line

until localization, using the current time in its clock find its current position. The sensor

removes used beacon point entries from the beacon list. Once a sensor localizes itself, if it

keeps track of its direction changes and corresponding time using the directional antenna,

then it can calculate its position at any time instance.

5.2.7 Algorithm for localization without change of direction

The algorithm for localization without change of direction (LWCD) is presented below.

Each mobile sensor localizes itself using the Algorithm 3 (LWCD). The expression of ε is
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chosen for the algorithm depending on the presence of radio propagation irregularity as

described in section 5.2.4.

Algorithm 3 LWCD

1: Mobile sensor begins localization process by moving with a uniform velocity until localiza-
tion.

2: Maintains beacon list as described in section 5.2.2.
3: if there are four marked beacon points in beacon list such that the distance between the lines,

which are passing through the anchors parallel to the direction of the sensor’s movement is
at least ε then

4: The sensor calculates the current position according to section 5.2.6.
5: end if

5.3 Localization without Change of Direction in Pres-

ence of Obstacles

In this section we localize mobile sensors in presence of obstacles. By obstacles, we mean

anything which are blocking the beacons from reaching to the sensor. In this method,

the perpendicular error remains same with LWCD, i.e., maximum perpendicular error on

any calculated chord length 2l is MaxEP (2l). Beacons are obstructed by the obstacles

as shown in Fig. 5.8. Here, the actual line of movement is P1P2, whereas P ′
1P

′
2 is the

calculated chord length corresponding to the beacon points. In presence of obstacles,

there are two possible cases which effect localization as mentioned below. In case 1, the

sensor receives at least two beacons including the first and last beacons but the remaining

beacons are blocked by the obstacles. Here the problem is, whenever beacons are blocked

after receiving at least the first beacon c1, sensor marks the beacon c2 as the last beacon

point for the communication circle as the waiting time t0 (Ref. section 5.2.2) exceeds

before receiving next beacon c3. So last beacon point is selected wrongly. Hence the

actual last beacon c4 is received but is not marked as beacon point as shown in Fig. 5.8a.

We can avoid this problem by increasing the waiting time t0 of the sensor to t2r, where

t2r is defined as the time required for a sensor to travel 2r distance. Since 2r is the length

of the diameter of the communication circle, by setting the waiting time equal to t2r, a

sensor always detects the actual last beacon in case 1. So, according to Fig. 5.8a, now
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sensor marks c4 as the last beacon point instead of c2. In case 2, either first or last or both

beacons are blocked. Here sensor marks two beacons as the first and last beacons wrongly

since it does not receive the actual first or(and) last beacon(s). It calculates wrong chord

length accordingly. Case 2 is illustrated in Fig. 5.8b-5.8d.

obstacle

c

c3

c4

cP P

P ′ P ′

S

1

1

1
2

2

2

(a) Case 1

obstacle

P P

P ′P ′

S

1

1

2

2

(b) Case 2a

obstacle

PP

P ′ P ′

S

1

1

2

2

(c) Case 2b

obstacles

P P

P ′P ′

S

1

1

2

2

(d) Case 2c

Figure 5.8: Wrong chord length (P ′
1P

′
2) estimation due to obstacles located at different

positions

Our aim is to detect obstacles where it may cause larger localization errors. We

localize sensors when we are sure that the perpendicular error lies within MaxEP (2l) for

any calculated chord of length 2l. We prove that for any calculated chord of length 2l,

sensor localizes itself within perpendicular error MaxEP (2l) on the same communication

circle and detects obstacles in those cases where perpendicular error may become greater

than MaxEP (2l). Fig. 5.8 shows the mobile sensor moves along the line P1P2 and enters

in the communication circle of anchor S. Due to the obstacles in the figure, the sensor

receives the first beacon or the last beacon or both, well inside the communication circle.

The calculated chord length may be less than 2l− 2u, where 2l is the length of the chord
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P1P2, which creates an error greater than MaxEP (2l) according to the section 5.2.4. We

prevent this by detecting obstacles by the following theorem.

Theorem 5.3.1. A sensor either localizes itself within MaxEP (2l) perpendicular error

on the communication circle where it calculates a chord of length 2l or detects presence of

obstacles, if distance between lines which are passing through the anchors parallel to the

actual line of movement is at least r.

Proof. For simplicity, we prove it considering the line of movement is parallel to X-

axis. Only two equations of lines among four calculated lines pass through both the

communication circles. It is because sensor localizes itself only when it finds that the

difference between the Y -coordinates of the anchors are at least equal to their radius.

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

M

M ′

M ′′

M ′′′

S

S ′

P PPP
P ′

P ′P ′

P ′

P ′′
P ′′

P ′′
P ′′

N

Figure 5.9: Showing communication circles for localization in presence of obstacles such
that only two chords (P ′

1P
′
2 and P ′

3P
′
4) out of four calculated chords pass through both

the circles

According to Fig. 5.9, let coordinates of two anchors, S and S ′, be (a, b) and (c, d)

respectively where a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0, c ≥ 0, d > 0 and (d− b) ≥ r. Let P1P4 be the actual line

of movement which passes through both the circles and equation of the line of movement

be y = d
k
, for some k > 1. Let 2l (= P ′

1P
′
2) and 2l′ (= P ′

3P
′
4) be the calculated lengths of

the chords P1P2 and P3P4 respectively. Without loss of generality, let 2l ≥ 2l′.

If there are no obstacles, then the equations of the calculated chords P ′
1P

′
2 and P ′

3P
′
4

which pass through both the communication circles are y = d
k
+ MaxEP (2l)

q1
, q1 ≥ 1 and
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y = d
k
− MaxEP (2l′)

q2
, q2 ≥ 1 respectively. MM ′ and M ′′M ′′′ are the perpendicular errors

corresponding to the chords of length 2l and 2l′ respectively. Then the distance between

those two calculated chords MM ′ + M ′′M ′′′ should be less or equal to MaxEP (2l) +

MaxEP (2l
′) when q1 = 1 = q2.

If MM ′ + M ′′M ′′′ > MaxEP (2l) + MaxEP (2l
′) then either MM ′ > MaxEP (2l) or

M ′′M ′′′ > MaxEP (2l
′). Without loss of generality let MM ′ > MaxEP (2l), which implies

sensor failed to receive first and/or last beacon corresponding to the anchor S due to

presence of obstacles. So it is possible to conclude presence of obstacles ifMM ′+M ′′M ′′′ >

MaxEP (2l) +MaxEP (2l
′).

Otherwise, if MM ′ +M ′′M ′′′ ≤ MaxEP (2l) +MaxEP (2l
′), sensor is not sure about

presence of obstacles and localizes itself. Sensor chooses the line which lies exactly in

between two calculated lines P ′
1P

′
2 and P ′

3P
′
4 on the circle where it calculated the chord of

larger length 2l. Now we show that the perpendicular error bound is MaxEP (2l) in this

case.

obstacle

1

1

2

2

3 4M

M ′

S

S ′

PP
PP

P ′ P ′

Figure 5.10: In presence of obstacle, error in the first communication circle may greater
than MaxEP (2l) but using second communication circle, the resultant error becomes less
than MaxEP (2l)

Since 2l ≥ 2l′, so MaxEP (2l) ≥ MaxEP (2l
′). The worst case occurs when either P ′

1P
′
2

or P ′
3P

′
4 coincides with the original line of movement and distance MM ′ = MaxEP (2l) +

MaxEP (2l
′) due to presence of obstacles as shown in Fig. 5.10. Then perpendicular

error becomes MaxEP (2l)+MaxEP (2l′)
2

. The maximum perpendicular error is MaxEP (2l)

as MaxEP (2l) ≥ MaxEP (2l
′). So sensor localizes in such cases where obstacle affects
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localization but the perpendicular error remains within its bound.

In presence of obstacles, percentage of localization is an important factor along with

localization error. For better localization percentage, we can relax the condition from

MM ′ + M ′′M ′′′ ≤ MaxEP (2l) + MaxEP (2l
′) to MM ′ + M ′′M ′′′ ≤ 2(MaxEP (2l) +

MaxEP (2l
′)) for doing localization. Then perpendicular error increases accordingly and

perpendicular error bound becomes 2MaxEP (2l). Section 5.4 shows average errors for

both these cases.

5.3.1 Position calculation in presence of obstacles

Sensor calculates two lines which pass through both the communication circles using the

calculated chord lengths 2l, 2l′, say, from the communication circles of the anchors as

explained above. If distance between these two lines is less than equal to MaxEP (2l) +

MaxEP (2l
′), it chooses the line lies exactly in between of those two lines and on the

communication circle on which it calculated the chord with greater length. Then it

localizes itself using the elapsed time between the current time and time stamp of the

last beacon received from that anchor. Otherwise sensor avoids localization detecting

obstacles and looks for beacons from other anchors for localization.

5.3.2 Algorithm in presence of obstacles

The algorithm for localization without change of direction in presence of obstacles (LWCDPO)

is given below. Each sensor localizes itself using the proposed Algorithm 4 (LWCDPO)

in presence of obstacles.

Algorithm 4 LWCDPO

1: Mobile sensor does not change its direction of movement during localization.
2: Maintains beacon list as described in section 5.2.2 with waiting time t2r.
3: if there are at least four marked beacon points in beacon list such that the distance between

the lines, which are passing through the anchors parallel to the actual line of movement is
at least r then

4: Sensor either detects obstacles or calculates the current position according to Theorem
5.3.1.

5: end if
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5.4 Simulation Results

We use MATLAB platform to study the performances of our proposed schemes. Simu-

lation is done under different communication range r varying from 10 to 50 meter and

beacon distance varying from 1 to 5 meter. To be more practical, we consider irregular

radio model for the simulation study. Through out the simulation, we take ρ = 5 for radio

irregularity as discussed in section 5.2.4 if not otherwise mentioned.

5.4.1 Simulation for LWCD

Random straight lines are generated as the equation of actual lines of movement corre-

sponding to two communication circles of distinct anchors, such that the distance between

the lines passing through those two anchors with same direction as of the sensor is at least

ε. Table 5.1 shows the average error with and without considering irregular radio model

Table 5.1: Showing values (in meter) of average error (AE), average error under radio
irregularity (AERI) and maximum possible error under radio irregularity (MERI) for
different communication range (CR) and beacon distance (BD)

BD→ 1 3 5
CR↓ AE AERI MERI AE AERI MERI AE AERI MERI
10 0.87 1.18 5.26 1.82 2.21 7.59 2.47 2.86 8.93
20 1.02 1.79 8.71 2.36 2.91 12.00 3.29 3.89 14.28
30 1.15 2.36 11.98 2.61 3.60 15.80 3.70 4.58 18.64
40 1.22 2.80 15.19 2.87 4.14 19.36 4.16 5.35 22.60
50 1.28 3.36 18.37 3.02 4.77 22.79 4.39 6.06 26.33

with respect to different communication ranges as well as beacon distances. The average

error is very much less than the maximum possible error, which makes the algorithm

very effective. It also shows that the average error under irregular radio model increases

compared to the average error without radio irregularity. For each beacon distance (BD),

there are three columns in Table 5.1 showing the values of average error (AE), average er-

ror under radio irregularity (AERI) and maximum possible error under radio irregularity

(MERI) for different communication ranges (CR). All data are in meter. This table is also

represented in Fig. 5.11. We show errors along Z-axis. For each communication range

(along Y -axis) and beacon distance (along X-axis), AERI is greater than AE, whereas
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Figure 5.11: Errors varying communication range and beacon distance

Table 5.2: Showing values (in meter) of average error after passing through three more
communication circles (AE3) and five more communication circles(AE5) under radio ir-
regularity for different communication range (CR) and beacon distance (BD)

BD
→

1 2 3 4 5

CR↓ AE3 AE5 AE3 AE5 AE3 AE5 AE3 AE5 AE3 AE5
10 0.71 0.57 1.09 0.89 1.44 1.21 1.82 1.54 2.16 1.85
20 0.99 0.78 1.41 1.15 1.82 1.48 2.17 1.82 2.56 2.14
30 1.26 1.01 1.73 1.38 2.12 1.74 2.53 2.07 2.85 2.39
40 1.54 1.20 2.01 1.63 2.41 1.91 2.87 2.30 3.28 2.65
50 1.80 1.43 2.28 1.80 2.65 2.13 3.17 2.52 3.54 2.85

MERI is greater than AERI.

As discussed in the section 5.2.5, that sensor can minimize the localization error as it

passes through the communication circles of other anchors. Following Table 5.2 shows the

average error (AE3) as the mobile sensor passes through three more communication circles

and the average error (AE5) as the mobile sensor passes through five more communication

circles after localization. For each beacon distance, AE3 and AE5 are shown in two

columns. Average error reduces to 0.07r and 0.057r respectively from 0.12r after sensor

passes through three and five more communication circles. So error reduces around 40%

and 55% after passing through three and five more communication circles respectively. In

Fig. 5.12, surface plot of Table 5.2 shows that the average error (AE5) along Z-axis as the

mobile sensor passes through five more communication circles is lesser than the average

error (AE3) as the mobile sensor passes through three more communication circles for

any communication range and beacon distance.
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Figure 5.13: Average errors versus radio irregularity ρ

In Table 5.3, we compare our result with some of the existing mobile sensor localization

algorithms WMCL-A [90], WMCL-B [90], MCL [33] and MCB [7]. Communication range

is taken as 20 meter, beacon distance 2 meter and radio irregularity as discussed before.

Among those, WMCL-A and WMCL-B give best results. These two are sequential monte

carlo analysis based algorithms. Simulation results show around 75% improvement over

WMCL-A of the positioning error as shown in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Average error (r) of our proposed algorithm compared with some existing
algorithms, where r is the communication range of anchor

Algorithm Proposed algorithm WMCL-A WMCL-B MCB MCL
Error(r) 0.1205 0.5034 0.5683 0.6628 0.7669

In Fig. 5.13, we show a two dimensional plot of average error versus ρ, where ρ is

varying from 0 to 20. Here communication range and beacon distance are 20 meter and

2 meter respectively. Average error is varying from 2 meter to 4.1 meter according to the

figure.
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5.4.2 Simulation for LWCDPO

Simulation of LWCDPO are performed under different communication ranges and beacon

distances with different level of obstacles varying from 20% to 50% considering irregular

radio model. Here by 20% obstacle level, we mean, blockage of up to 20% beacons by

the obstacles within a communication circle of an anchor. We generate random straight

lines as the equation of actual line of movement corresponding to communication circles

of two distinct anchors, such that the distance between the lines passing through those

two anchors in the same direction of the actual line is at least equal to the communication

range r. In Table 5.4 and Table 5.5, we show average localization error in presence of

Table 5.4: Showing values (in meter) of average error in presence of radio irregularity
(AERI) and localization percentage (%) under irregular radio range for different commu-
nication range (CR) and beacon distance (BD) in absence of obstacle

BD
→

1 2 3 4 5

CR↓ AERI % AERI % AERI % AERI % AERI %
10 0.74 100 1.05 100 1.37 100 1.60 100 1.83 100
20 1.10 100 1.49 100 1.86 100 2.10 100 2.42 100
30 1.43 100 1.83 100 2.20 100 2.52 100 2.89 100
40 1.73 100 2.18 100 2.61 100 2.97 100 3.27 100
50 2.04 100 2.55 100 2.95 100 3.32 100 3.73 100

radio irregularity (AERI) and percentage of localization (%) for different communication

ranges and beacon distances keeping the obstacle level at 0% (no obstacles) and 30%

respectively. It shows that under this model we get better positioning accuracy and 100%

localization if there are no obstacles. If percentage of localization is `, that indicates

(100 − `) percent of cases sensor detects obstacles. Results of Table 5.4 and Table 5.5

reflect the cases where sensor localizes if distance between the calculated lines passing

through both the circles are less than or equal to MaxEP (2l) + MaxEP (2l
′) according

to section 5.3. In Table 5.5, for fixed communication range r, localization percentage

increases with increasing beacon distance since MaxEP (2l) +MaxEP (2l
′) also increases

at the same time. In Fig. 5.15 we show that percentage of obstacle detection increases

as obstacle level increases for different obstacle levels varying from 20% to 50%. For

the same, the localization percentage is shown in Fig. 5.14. In this figure percentage of
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Table 5.5: Showing values (in meter) of average error in presence of radio irregularity
(AERI) and localization percentage (%) under irregular radio range for different commu-
nication range (CR) and beacon distance (BD) with 30% obstacle level when perpendicular
error bound is MaxEP (2l) for calculated chord of length 2l

BD
→

1 2 3 4 5

CR↓ AERI % AERI % AERI % AERI % AERI %
10 0.87 34.43 1.24 53.48 1.60 64.25 1.86 72.60 2.18 79.49
20 1.26 23.83 1.72 35.25 2.13 45.73 2.49 51.75 2.84 59.88
30 1.68 19.59 2.15 27.57 2.56 34.94 3.03 41.85 3.38 47.85
40 2.00 17.40 2.49 23.16 3.01 29.57 3.45 35.67 3.83 39.38
50 2.42 15.88 2.88 21.79 3.39 26.68 3.81 30.50 4.35 34.93

Table 5.6: Showing values (in meter) of average error in presence of radio irregularity
(AERI) and localization percentage (%) under irregular radio range for different com-
munication range (CR) and beacon distance (BD) with 30% obstacle level perpendicular
error bound is 2MaxEP (2l) for calculated chord of length 2l

BD
→

1 2 3 4 5

CR↓ AERI % AERI % AERI % AERI % AERI %
10 1.23 65.25 1.70 84.85 2.04 91.93 2.30 95.68 2.53 97.34
20 1.84 47.83 2.46 64.99 2.96 76.31 3.40 84.74 3.75 89.23
30 2.42 42.44 3.12 55.23 3.67 64.87 4.22 73.65 4.66 79.82
40 3.06 37.24 3.68 48.49 4.31 58.04 4.91 65.57 5.45 72.74
50 3.61 34.66 4.33 43.55 4.97 51.70 5.54 60.09 6.17 65.25

localization decreases as obstacle level increases.

In Fig. 5.16, we show a graph of average error versus beacon distance and commu-

nication range for 30% obstacle level. In all these three figures, beacon distance and

communication range is along X-axis and Y -axis respectively. Table 5.6 shows better

localization percentage but larger average error where sensor localizes itself if distance

between the calculated lines passing through both the circles are less than or equal to

2(MaxEP (2l) +MaxEP (2l
′)) according to section 5.3.
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(c) 40% obstacle level
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(d) 50% obstacle level

Figure 5.14: Percentage of localization decreases as obstacle level increases
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(c) 40% obstacle level
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Figure 5.15: Obstacle detection increases as obstacle level increases
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Figure 5.16: Average error increases with communication range and beacon distance

5.5 Conclusion

In this work we have proposed three deterministic range-free localization algorithms for

mobile sensors with static anchors. We have given a bound on error for localization.

Our algorithm LWCD is able to localize mobile sensor within any predetermined error

bound by fixing appropriate beacon distance. To use LWCD, sensor needs to move in a

straight line during localization. Simulation results show improvement over the existing

approaches in terms of positional accuracy. Using our technique, a mobile sensor can

further reduces localization error whenever it passes through the communication circle of

different anchors by repeated calculations of the approximate line of movement. Sensor

localizes itself using LWCDPO in presence of obstacles. Simulation results show good

positioning accuracy for different levels of obstacle.
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Chapter 6

Mobile Sensor Localization in

Presence of Obstacles

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, localization of mobile sensors is done assuming sensors do not

change direction during localization. Practically, sensors may need to change direction

within a communication circle depending on the requirements of the underlying applica-

tions. In this chapter we allow change of direction of mobile sensors during localization

and propose the algorithm LCD. LCD localizes a sensor within the communication circle

of one static anchor based on polygonal structures generated by direction changes of mo-

bile sensor. Then we consider the problem where obstacles may present anywhere in the

network and propose another algorithm LPO to localize sensors.

6.1.1 Our contribution

The algorithm LCD localizes mobile sensors which change direction during localization.

Simulation results show 67% and 63% improvement of the positioning error over the ex-

isting algorithm [90] corresponding to two different selection criteria. We propose another

algorithm LPO which localizes sensors in presence of obstacles with change of direction.

It achieves 52% and 49% improvements corresponding to two different selection criteria

in terms of localization accuracy compared to existing works.
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In section 6.2, the localization algorithm LCD is proposed. We propose LPO in sec-

tion 6.3. Simulation results of our algorithms are presented in section 6.4 along with

performance comparison. Finally we conclude in section 6.5.

6.2 Localization with Change of Direction

Mobile sensors may change direction during localization. We start with one direction

change of a mobile sensor within a communication circle. It enters the communication

circle of anchor S along the line P1P2 as shown in Fig. 6.1. Mobile sensor marks the

first and last received beacon as beacon points within the communication circle. It marks

C as the first beacon point. The sensor changes it direction at P2 and exits from the

communication circle along the line P2P3. It records the time of changing direction at

P2 according to it’s own clock. We denote the time of changing direction at some point

according to sensor’s clock as the time stamp of direction change at that point. Then it

marks C ′ as the last beacon point. Beacon points are marked according to the definition

given in chapter 5. Using compass, sensor knows the gradients of CP2, P2C
′ and hence

P

P

P

P ′

P ′

P ′

P ′′

P ′′

P ′′

S

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

C

C ′

Figure 6.1: Sensor changes direction of movement once at P2 within the communication
circle of anchor S

can calculate the ∠P1P2P3. It computes the length L of CC ′, which is the third side of
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the 4CP2C
′ using the following formula.

(CC ′)2 = (CP2)
2 + (P2C

′)2 − 2(CP2)(P2C
′) cos∠CP2C

′ (6.2.1)

Now the sensor knows all three sides of the triangle and hence finds the ∠P2CC ′ and

gradient M of CC ′. It finds two possible chords P ′
1P

′
3 and P ′′

1 P
′′
3 of the communication

circle of S with length L and gradient M as shown in Fig. 6.1. Both P ′
1, P

′′
1 are the

possible positions of C. Sensor draws line segments P ′
1P

′
2, P

′′
1 P

′′
2 from P ′

1, P
′′
1 respectively

with length and gradient equal to the length and gradient of CP2. The points P ′
2 and

P ′′
2 are the possible positions of P2. It accepts P ′

1P
′
3 or P ′′

1 P
′′
3 depending on whether P ′

2

or P ′′
2 lies within the communication circle respectively. The sensor accepts P ′

1P
′
3 as the

correct chord as P ′
2 is inside the communication circle as shown in Fig. 6.1. Here P ′

3 is

considered as the position of the sensor at that time when it marked C ′ as a beacon point.

So error in positioning is equal to the Euclidian distance C ′P ′
3 between C ′ and P ′

3. So for

localization, three recorded time stamps are needed including two beacon points. If both

P ′
2 and P ′′

2 lies inside or outside the communication circle, then this technique is unable

to localize the sensor with those information.

We generalize this technique when the sensor changes it’s direction several times within

a communication circle of an anchor. As shown in Fig. 6.2, sensor changes it’s direction

thrice at P2, P3, P4 while moving within the communication circle of S. Sensor records

time stamps at P2, P3 and P4 to calculate the lengths CP2, P2P3, P3P4 and P4C
′. The

sensor finds length and gradient of CP3 from 4CP2P3. Similarly, from 4CP3P4, sensor

finds length and gradient of CP4. Finally, from 4CP4C
′, sensor finds length L and

gradient M of CC ′. Sensor computes chords P ′
1P

′
5 and P ′′

1 P
′′
5 with length L and gradient

M. Sensor computes P ′
2, P

′
3, P

′
4 and P ′′

2 , P
′′
3 , P

′′
4 starting from both P ′

1 and P ′′
1 as possible

positions of P2, P3, P4.

Based on the possible positions P ′
i or P

′′
i of Pi for i = 2, 3, 4, we propose following two

selection criteria to find approximate location of the mobile sensor.

Selection criterion 1: Sensor selects the chord corresponding to which all the points

P ′
i or P

′′
i , i = 2, 3, 4, but not both, lie within the communication circle.

Selection criterion 2: Sensor selects the chord corresponding to which more of the
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Figure 6.2: Sensor changes direction of movement thrice at P2, P3 and P4 within the
communication circle of anchor S

points among P ′
i and P ′′

i , i = 2, 3, 4, lie within the communication circle.

Sensor uses either selection criterion 1 or selection criterion 2 for localization. If number

of points lying inside the communication circle become equal for both the chords, then

localization is not possible using any of the given criteria. In this circumstances, sensor

avoids localization with the anchor S and looks for beacons from another anchor. Accord-

ing to Fig. 6.2, P ′
1P

′
5 is the chord selected using selection criterion 1. Hence it calculates

P ′
5 as it was the approximate location when it received the last beacon C ′ and P ′

5C
′ is the

localization error.

If sensor moves in curved shaped trajectories instead of straight lines, then also LCD

can localize the sensor if it is possible to compute the trajectories based on the two

possible approximate chords. Selection criterion 1 is applicable if all points of exactly

one of the two approximate trajectories lies within the communication circle. As vertex

is not defined over curves, selection criterion 2 can be modified such that it selects the

trajectory, larger portion of which lies within the communication circle.

6.2.1 Algorithm for localization with change of direction

We propose a technique to localize mobile sensor when it changes it’s direction randomly

while moving. To do so, mobile sensor needs to enter and exit communication circle of
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an anchor. Hence it marks two beacon points. But in addition to those two beacon

points, sensor also records time stamps whenever it changes direction of movement within

the communication circle. Like LWCD, sensor uses elapsed time and known direction of

movement of itself from the last marked beacon point and localizes itself starting from

the calculated position. We proposed the Algorithm 5 for localization with change of

direction (LCD).

Algorithm 5 LCD

1: Mobile sensor records time stamp whenever it changes direction, say, N -times.
2: Maintains beacon list as described in section 5.2.2 and starts localization whenever two

beacon points appears in the list from a particular anchor.
3: Computes approximate chord length and two possible chords as described in section 6.2.
4: Computes two possible sets of N points where the sensor changed directions with respect to

those two chords as described in section 6.2.
5: Computes number of points, say n1 and n2, which lie within the communication circle from

both sets.
6: if n1 6= n2 then

7: if sensor uses selection criterion 1 then

8: if n1 = N or n2 = N then

9: Selects corresponding chord and computes the current position.
10: end if

11: if n1 6= N and n2 6= N then

12: Sensor can not localize and looks for beacons from different anchors.
13: end if

14: end if

15: if sensor uses selection criterion 2 then

16: Selects corresponding chord with more number of points inside the communication
circle and computes the current position.

17: end if

18: end if

19: if n1 = n2 then

20: Sensor avoids localization with this anchor and looks for beacons from different anchor.
21: end if

LCD works in absence of obstacles. In the following section we propose an algorithm

LPO which localizes sensors in presence of obstacles.
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6.3 Localization in Presence of Obstacles

Obstacles may present anywhere in the network, which may block movement of mobile

sensor as well as beacons from reaching to the sensor. If movement of the mobile sensor

is obstructed by some obstacles, then sensor has to change its direction to continue move-

ment. Here LWCD is not applicable but we can apply LCD unless beacons are blocked

by the obstacles. The explanation is given in the following section.

6.3.1 Problems due to Obstacles

Problems due to obstacles are explained with examples shown in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.4.

According to Fig. 6.3, sensor enters in the communication circle of the anchor S along

the line P1P2. Then it changes its direction at P2 and moves along P2P3. As its path

is obstructed by some obstacle (obs 1), it changes direction at P3 and then again at P4

(due to obstacle obs 2). After that the sensor leaves the communication circle of the

anchor S along P4P5. Sensor marks C, C ′ as beacon points according to the definition

given in chapter 5. Hence it is possible to localize the sensor using LCD since path
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Figure 6.4: Wrong beacon point
marking due to obstacle

of the mobile sensor is obstructed but no beacons are blocked by the obstacles. Now

consider another obstacle (obs 3) as shown in Fig. 6.4. Due to this obstacle, sensor does

not receive any beacon from S after receiving the beacon at C ′′. Those positions are

indicated by circle with a cross in it as shown in Fig. 6.4. For the remaining part of this

chapter, crossed circles are used in this purpose. Hence sensor marks the beacon received
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at C ′′ as a beacon point instead of C ′. Consequently sensor computes inappropriate chord

length, which incurs larger localization error. So, in presence of obstacles, beacon points

are marked using the definition given in chapter 5 may not be appropriate. Thus we

introduce below a new system model for localization in presence of obstacle and propose

a technique to select appropriate beacon points for reducing localization error.

6.3.2 System model in presence of obstacle

Static anchors are deployed sparsely in a two dimensional plane. Mobile sensors have equal

communication range r. Anchors are identified by their locations and periodically broad-

cast beacons with their locations. The time interval between two consecutive broadcasts

of beacons is t, which is fixed and same for all anchors. The beacon distance is denoted

by u and is equal to the distance which a sensor can travel in time t during its movement.

In this model activities of the static anchors and mobile sensors are as follows.

Anchor: Broadcasts beacons with two different signal strengths alternatively, such that

one beacon reaches up to r distance (denoted by (r)) and other beacon reaches up

to r + u distance (denoted by (r + u)). That is, if anchor broadcasts first beacon

which reaches up to r distance, then second beacon reaches up to r + u distance,

again third beacon reaches up to r distance and so on.

Mobile sensor: Performs move-wait-move movement during localization, i.e., sensor

moves u distance with fixed velocity v, waits there for a time t, then moves an-

other u distance, again waits for a time t, then moves u distance and so on.

Sensor detects obstacles as well as appropriate beacon points with the move-wait-move

movement based on received beacons from the anchor. The logic behind introducing two

different signal strengths is, if a sensor receives beacons (r + u) and (r) at some position

while waiting, then it must receive at least (r + u) at the next position if there is no

obstacle, since the next position is at a distance u from the previous one. How sensor

marks beacon points are discussed below.
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6.3.3 Beacon point selection in presence of obstacles

There are three possible states of a sensor based on receiving beacons by the sensor at

any point. We define those states as < 2, S >, < 1, S > and < 0 >, where receiving

both beacons (r + u) and (r) at a point from anchor S is denoted by < 2, S >, receiving

only (r + u) at a point is denoted by < 1, S > and not receiving any beacon at a point

is denoted by < 0 >. From now onwards, we write < 2 >, < 1 > instead of < 2, S >,

< 1, S > respectively assuming beacons are received from same anchor. By < 2 >, < 1 >

and < 0 >, we also denote the corresponding points of receiving the beacons and achieving

corresponding states. A sensor executes move-wait-move movement during localization

and may need to change its state. It is possible to make some decisions whenever sensor

achieves different states at two consecutive positions. Different decisions are explained

below.

• If a sensor achieves state < 2 > after achieving state < 1 > at the previous point,

then < 2 > is marked as beacon point. Following example clarify this. A sensor

is moving along P1P4 as shown in Fig. 6.5, where S is the anchor, radius of larger

dotted circle is r + u and radius of smaller solid circle is r with respect to two

different signal strengths of S. At P1, sensor updates its state < 1 > after waiting t

time. It is possible only when the sensor lies within the circular lamina formed by

two circles. At the next point C, it updates its state < 2 > after waiting t time,

which implies it is within the circle of radius r now. Hence the beacon received at

C is marked as a beacon point.

P1

P4

C
C ′

S

Figure 6.5: Beacon point marking
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P1
P3

P4

C
S obs 1

Figure 6.6: Obstacle detection
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• If a sensor achieves state < 1 > after achieving state < 2 > at the previous point,

then < 2 > is marked as beacon point. According to Fig. 6.5, at C ′, sensor receives

< 2 >, but it receives < 1 > at P4. P4 must be in the circular lamina otherwise

sensor should have received < 2 > also at P4, since presence of obstacle between

S and P4 is ruled out as sensor receives < 1 >. Hence sensor marks the beacon

received at C ′ as a beacon point.

� � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � �

       
       
       P1

P2 P4C

Sobs 1

Figure 6.7: Obstacle detection
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� � � � � � �� � � � � � �

P1

P2

P3 P4

P5

S

obs 1

obs 2

Figure 6.8: Obstacle detection

• If a sensor achieves state < 0 > after achieving state < 2 > at the previous point,

obstacles are detected. As shown in Fig. 6.6, there is an obstacle within the com-

munication circle, which obstructs receiving beacon at P4. The sensor moving along

P1P3 achieves state < 2 > by receiving beacons (r+u) and (r) at P3 but it does not

receive any beacon at the next point P4 of its movement. Hence the sensor detects

presence of an obstacle in between the sensor and the anchor along that path.

• If a sensor achieves < 2 > after receiving < 0 > at the previous point, obstacles

are detected. According to Fig. 6.7, the sensor moving along P1P2 updates its state

< 2 > by receiving beacons (r+ u) and (r) at P2 and it did not receive any beacon

before P2. The sensor realizes presence of obstacles since otherwise at least it should

have achieved state < 1 > when it passed through the circular lamina at some point

P1.

• If a sensor achieves < 0 > after achieving < 1 > at the previous point, obstacles are

detected. According to Fig. 6.8 the sensor moving along P1P2 and receives (r + u)

at P1 and it does not receive any beacon at the next point P2. The sensor detects
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presence of obstacle. Similar observation is also occur when a sensor moves along

P3P4 in the same figure. It may also be the case that the sensor is going out of the

larger circle after receiving beacon only at P5 as shown in Fig. 6.8.

• Sensor achieves < 1 > after achieving < 0 > implies sensor is in the circular lamina.

This happens at P1 in Fig. 6.5.

From above discussion we can say, sensor makes some decisions if it achieves different

states at two consecutive points. According to those decisions, sensor takes some actions

such that it can mark correct beacon points in presence of obstacles. Those decisions

and actions are shown in Table 6.1 where < a >→< b > implies a sensor changes state

to < b > from < a > at two consecutive positions. However, a sensor can change its

direction of movement if it achieves same state in two consecutive points. But like LCD,

it has to record time stamp whenever it changes direction.

Table 6.1: Decisions and actions taken by sensor after receiving two consecutive beacons
with different states to select correct beacon points in presence of obstacles

Case Decision Action

< 2 >→< 1 > < 2 > is a beacon point Sensor returns to previous po-
sition, marks < 2 > as a bea-
con point and changes direc-
tion if needed

< 2 >→< 0 > Obstacle is detected Sensor returns to previous po-
sition then changes direction
and records time stamp simul-
taneously

< 1 >→< 2 > < 2 > is a beacon point Sensor marks < 2 > as a bea-
con point and continues move-
ment along same direction

< 1 >→< 0 > Obstacle is detected or sensor
is passing through the larger
circle only

Sensor returns to previous po-
sition then changes direction
and records time stamp simul-
taneously

< 0 >→< 1 > Sensor is in the circular lamina Sensor continues movement
along same direction

< 0 >→< 2 > Obstacle is detected Sensor continues movement
along same direction
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To localize a sensor, when it changes direction during the process, according to section

6.2, at least formation of a triangular structure is needed whose one side is a possible chord

of the communication circle. So it needs two beacon points with at least one direction

change. That is, time stamps of at least three events are needed including two beacon

points. Now, if sensor receives two consecutive beacon points without any direction change

in between, it needs another point within the circle to formulate a triangle. So it changes

direction from the last beacon point in search of another time stamp of either a direction

change or of a beacon point, whichever comes earlier. From Table 6.1, one can see, when

a sensor achieves < 0 > at some point, it always returns to previous point and change

it’s direction. Also when it achieves < 1 > at some point P1 after achieving < 2 > at

the previous point P2, it marks the beacon atP2 as a beacon point and if it requires time

stamps of more events, it returns back to P2 and changes direction to stay within the

communication circle. This confirms that a sensor always marks time stamps of at least

three events including two beacon points.

P1

P4

P5
C

C ′

S

obs 1

obs 2

Figure 6.9: Sensor marks consec-
utive beacon points

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6
P7

C

C ′

S

obs 1

obs 2

obs 3

Figure 6.10: Direction changes in
between beacon points

Now we show by example how this beacon point selection method works in presence

of obstacle. Let sensor achieves < 1 >, < 2 > at P1, C respectively as shown in Fig. 6.9.

Sensor marks the beacon received at C as a beacon point and continue it’s movement.

Then it achieves < 2 >, < 1 > at C ′, P4 respectively, returns to C ′, marks the beacon

received at C ′ as a beacon point and changes it’s direction in the search of time stamp of

another event. As it already has two beacon points, localization can be done if it changes
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direction or receives another beacon point, whichever is earlier. According to Fig. 6.9,

sensor changes direction at P5 due to obstacle (obs 2). It records the time stamp at P5.

Now sensor can compute length CC ′, C ′P5 and ∠CC ′P5. So it can form a triangle by

finding CP5 to localize itself as explained in section 6.2.

Consider another case where sensor does not receive two beacon points without any

direction change in between. Sensor received < 2 > first at P6 as shown in Fig. 6.10. Then

it achieves < 2 >, < 1 > at C, P2 respectively, returns to C, marks the beacon received

at C as a beacon point and changes it’s direction. Then sensor achieves < 2 >, < 0 > at

P3, P4 respectively. So it detects obstacle (obs 2), returns back to P3, records the time

stamp and changes it’s direction. Then sensor changes direction at P5 after obstructed by

obstacle (obs 3). It records the time stamp at P5. Then it achieves < 2 >, < 1 > at C ′,

P7 respectively. It marks the beacon received C ′ as another beacon point and finds four

time stamps along with two beacon points. Sensor has to calculate lengths of the line

segments for localization. In this model, while calculating distance from those recorded

time stamps of beacon points and points of direction changes, sensor has to take care of

move-wait-move movement as well as the event of returning back from some point to the

previous position. Let sensor wants to compute distances between two points P1, P2 with

recorded time stamps t1, t2 respectively. Let v be the velocity of the mobile sensor. The

distance calculation is as follows. If movement path was obstructed at P2, then length of

P1P2 is equal to
(t2−t1)v

2
. If sensor returns to P2, then length of P1P2 is equal to

(t2−t1−3)v
2

.

6.3.4 Algorithm for localization with change of direction in pres-

ence of obstacle

Here we adopt the Algorithm 5 along with beacon point selection technique from section

6.3.3 to localize sensors in presence of obstacles. Like earlier algorithms LWCD and LCD,

sensor uses elapsed time and known direction of movement from the last marked beacon

point and localizes itself starting from the calculated position. We present the Algorithm

6 for localization with change of direction in presence of obstacle (LPO).
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Algorithm 6 LPO

1: Sensor marks beacon points, records time stamps of direction changes and computes lengths
of line segments according to section 6.3.3.

2: Computes two possible chords as described in section 6.2.
3: Computes two possible sets of N (say), points where the sensor changed directions excluding

two beacon points with respect to those two chords as described in section 6.2.
4: Use selection criterion 1 or selection criterion 2 according to the Algorithm 5 for localization.

6.4 Simulation Results

We use MATLAB platform to study the performances of our proposed schemes. We

simulate it under different communication range r varying from 10 to 50 meter and beacon

distance varying from 1 to 5 meter. To be more practical, we use irregular radio model for

the simulation study. Through out the simulation, we consider ρ = 5 for radio irregularity

as discussed in section 5.2.4, if not mentioned otherwise. Values of average errors are given

in meters.

6.4.1 Simulation for LCD

We place an anchor at the origin (0, 0) on a two dimensional plane and simulate random

movements of a sensor within the communication circle of the anchor. Mobile sensor

changes its direction randomly up to 5 times. We calculate localization error for each ran-

dom movement of a sensor considering radio irregularity. Then average localization error

for 10000 such random movements of the sensor are calculated for each communication

range and beacon distance as shown in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 according to Algorithm 5.

For selection criterion 1, Table 6.2 shows average error (AEsc1) in presence of ra-

dio irregularity and percentage of localization (LPsc1) of Algorithm 5. The percentage

of localization decreases and average error increases with respect to increasing beacon

distance for fixed communication range. These happens because of greater beacon dis-

tances, usually sensor calculates lesser chord length than the actual chord length. As

a result approximate chord moves further from the actual chord and consequently few

points of both the calculated trajectories, where sensor changed direction, go out of the

communication circle. Hence 100% localization is not possible. Table 6.3 shows a much

better percentage of localization (LPsc2) for selection criterion 2, since it does not require
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Table 6.2: Average error in presence of radio irregularity and percentage of localization
using selection criterion 1 of LCD

BD
→

1 2 3 4 5

CR↓ LPsc1 AEsc1 LPsc1 AEsc1 LPsc1 AEsc1 LPsc1 AEsc1 LPsc1 AEsc1

10 72.66 1.60 65.32 2.37 60.04 3.15 54.10 3.76 48.83 4.45
20 75.42 2.32 72.16 3.23 67.77 4.04 62.70 4.91 59.86 5.60
30 76.43 3.04 73.21 3.95 69.86 4.79 67.50 5.70 64.55 6.56
40 76.63 3.67 74.09 4.71 71.98 5.59 69.32 6.46 67.60 7.39
50 76.57 4.52 74.49 5.48 71.86 6.50 70.57 7.42 70.27 8.21

Table 6.3: Average error in presence of radio irregularity and percentage of localization
using selection criterion 2 of LCD

BD
→

1 2 3 4 5

CR↓ LPsc2 AEsc2 LPsc2 AEsc2 LPsc2 AEsc2 LPsc2 AEsc2 LPsc2 AEsc2

10 86.59 1.81 86.23 2.71 85.63 3.49 84.67 4.23 84.12 4.80
20 86.95 2.63 86.89 3.69 86.42 4.61 85.97 5.62 85.15 6.33
30 86.31 3.41 86.09 4.49 85.65 5.51 86.18 6.44 86.11 7.46
40 86.60 4.21 86.75 5.40 86.76 6.44 86.44 7.44 85.68 8.35
50 85.66 4.99 86.17 6.10 86.58 7.21 86.00 8.39 86.33 9.23
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Figure 6.11: Simulation outputs as sensor changes direction during localization

all points of a trajectory to be inside the communication circle to localize the sensor.

Percentage of localization decreases and average error (AEsc2) increases with respect to

increasing beacon distance according to Table 6.3 for selection criterion 2.

Four simulation outputs are shown in Fig. 6.11 with the actual trajectory and two

calculated trajectories of a mobile sensor in each of the figures. The dashed trajectory is

selected to localize the sensor in each of Fig. 6.11. Selection criterion 1 is used in Fig.

6.11a - 6.11c and selection criterion 2 is used in Fig. 6.11d. Fig. 6.12 shows graphical

representations of the tables. In Fig. 6.12a, it can be observed that localization percentage

in selection criterion 2 is higher than localization percentage in selection criterion 1 for

any communication range and beacon distance. Also average error in selection criterion 2

is higher than average error in selection criterion 1 as shown in Fig. 6.12b. In Table 6.4,
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Figure 6.13: Average errors of LCD versus radio irregularity ρ

we compare our proposed algorithm with existing algorithms. Simulation results show

around 67% and 63% improvement over WMCL-A for selection criterion 1 and selection

criterion 2 of LCD respectively in terms of average localization error.

Table 6.4: Average error (r) of our proposed algorithm compared LCD with some existing
algorithms, where r is the communication range of anchor

Algorithm LCD WMCL-A WMCL-B MCB MCL
selection selection
criterion 1 criterion 2

Error(r) 0.165 0.185 0.503 0.568 0.662 0.766

In Fig. 6.13, we show a two dimensional plot of AEsc1 and AEsc2 versus ρ, where ρ is

varying from 0 to 20. Here communication range and beacon distance are 20 meter and 2

meter respectively. AEsc1 is varying from 2.3 meter to 5.6 meter whereas AEsc2 is varying

from 2.7 meter to 6.3 meter according to the figure.
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6.4.2 Simulation for LPO

We place an anchor at the origin (0, 0) on a two dimensional plane. We considere different

level of obstacles within the communication circle. According to our simulation, 20%

obstacle level implies, at each position where sensor waits, there is 20% possibility that

obstacles either obstruct path of the sensor or block beacons. Mobile sensor enters in

the communication circle randomly, find beacon points in spite of obstacles and localizes

itself. Few simulation outputs are shown in Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15. Sensor receives < 1 >

first at the point which is marked using blue star. Direction of movement is shown using

black arrows. Green solid lines are the lines joining beacon points. Fig. 6.14a shows that
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Figure 6.14: Simulation output of localization using LPO

a sensor changes it’s direction once before finding two beacon points. Fig. 6.14b shows

sensor computes approximate chord length and find two possible chords. Blue solid and
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Figure 6.15: Simulation output of a failure of localization using LPO
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Table 6.5: Average error in presence of radio irregularity and percentage of localization
using selection criterion 1 of LPO for 20% obstacle level

BD
→

1 2 3 4 5

CR↓ LPsc1 AEsc1 LPsc1 AEsc1 LPsc1 AEsc1 LPsc1 AEsc1 LPsc1 AEsc1

10 75.70 2.72 68.30 3.26 63.20 4.46 53.50 5.24 44.00 6.27
20 69.30 3.74 65.0 4.80 62.70 5.81 65.70 7.04 63.50 7.79
30 61.30 5.92 63.20 6.58 61.60 7.83 63.40 7.97 62.60 9.81
40 54.20 11.14 58.60 8.40 61.50 9.15 57.70 9.43 59.30 11.32
50 45.50 13.50 54.80 9.49 59.90 11.16 53.10 11.72 57.10 11.29

blue dotted lines show two approximate chords with same length and gradient. Finally

in Fig. 6.14c, sensor finds that the blue dotted trajectory is within the circle of radius r

centering at the anchor and localizes accordingly. Fig. 6.15 shows failure of localization.

Sensor changes direction thrice before finding two beacon points in Fig. 6.15a. For the

last two direction changes, sensor returns back to previous positions and then changes

direction which happened due to receiving no beacon at those points. Returning back to

previous positions are shown using red dotted arrows. Fig. 6.15b shows sensor computes

approximate chord length and find two possible chords. Blue solid and blue dotted lines

show two approximate chords with same length and gradient. In Fig. 6.15c, sensor finds

both the trajectories are entirely within the circle with radius r centering at the anchor,

hence localization can not be done.

We calculate localization error for each run of LPO by a sensor considering radio irreg-

ularity. Average localization error for 10000 such runs for each communication range and

beacon distance are calculated as shown in Table 6.5 and Table 6.6 according to Algorithm

6. For selection criterion 1, Table 6.5 shows average error (AEsc1) in presence of radio ir-

regularity and percentage of localization (LPsc1) of Algorithm 6 considering 20% obstacle

level. For selection criterion 2, Table 6.6 shows average error (AEsc2) in presence of radio

irregularity and percentage of localization (LPsc2) of Algorithm 6 considering 20% obsta-

cle level. In most of the cases, average localization errors increase as communication range

increases for any fixed beacon distance in both Tables 6.5 and 6.6. In most of the cases,

percentage of localization (LPsc1) for selection criterion 1 in Table 6.5 decreases as com-

munication range increases for any fixed beacon distance. On the other hand, percentage
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Table 6.6: Average error in presence of radio irregularity and percentage of localization
using selection criterion 2 of LPO for 20% obstacle level

BD
→

1 2 3 4 5

CR↓ LPsc2 AEsc2 LPsc2 AEsc2 LPsc2 AEsc2 LPsc2 AEsc2 LPsc2 AEsc2

10 85.30 2.79 84.40 3.33 81.60 4.62 80.50 5.41 79.00 6.29
20 89.90 4.02 87.30 5.07 85.60 6.14 83.30 7.10 84.20 7.94
30 91.30 6.53 90.60 6.49 87.40 8.01 86.10 8.23 85.10 10.44
40 92.50 11.31 91.00 8.56 88.30 9.41 87.30 9.73 86.80 11.11
50 93.40 13.33 93.20 10.50 91.30 11.23 89.80 11.69 88.50 12.11

Table 6.7: Average number of direction changes in LPO for 20% obstacle level

BD → 1 2 3 4 5
CR↓
10 7.8700 5.7700 5.4650 5.3320 4.7440
20 12.1140 7.6360 6.6060 5.9580 5.4510
30 17.0100 10.2160 7.6990 6.7500 6.1300
40 22.4360 12.7290 9.2670 7.9420 7.0700
50 30.9790 13.9330 10.9960 9.1810 7.9480

of localization (LPsc2) for selection criterion 2 in Table 6.6 increases as communication

range increases for any fixed beacon distance. Values of (LPsc2) in Table 6.6 are larger

than (LPsc1) in Table 6.5 for LPO, since selection criterion 2 does not require all points of

a trajectory to be inside the communication circle to localize the sensor. Average number

of direction changes required to localize a sensor is shown in Table 6.7 for 20% obstacle

level. Number of direction changes increases for fix beacon distance as communication

range increases. It happens since sensor needs to travel more distance within larger circle.

For a fixed communication range, number of direction changes decrease with increasing

beacon distance since number of beacon decreases with larger beacon distance.

In Fig. 6.16, three dimensional plots of average error of LPO selection criterion 1 are

shown for different communication range and beacon distances keeping obstacle level 20%

and 30%. Similarly in Fig. 6.17, three dimensional plots of average error of LPO selec-

tion criterion 2 has been shown for different communication range and beacon distances

keeping obstacle level 20% and 30%. In both the figures, average errors are along Z-axis.

Figures suggest that average errors increase with obstacle degree. In Fig. 6.18, we show
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Figure 6.16: Average error for selection criterion 1 of LPO for different obstacle levels
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Figure 6.17: Average error for selection criterion 2 of LPO for different obstacle levels

a two dimensional plot of AEsc1 and AEsc2 versus ρ, where ρ is varying from 0 to 20.

Here communication range and beacon distance are 20 meter and 2 meter respectively.

AEsc1 is varying from 3.5 meter to 8.1 meter whereas AEsc2 is varying from 4.2 meter

to 8.3 meter according to the figure. Fig. 6.19 shows graphical representations of the

localization percentages for both selection criteria of LPO in presence of 20% obstacle

level. Localization percentages are along Z-axis. From Fig. 6.19, it can be observed that

localization percentage in selection criterion 2 is higher than localization percentage in

selection criterion 1.

Average time (in second) needed to localize a sensor using proposed schemes LWCD

(in chapter 5), LCD and LPO are shown in Table 6.8, when the speed of mobile sensor is

2 meter/second, r=20 meter and u=2 meter. We find the averages of minimum distances

which a sensor needs to travel for localization and divide it by speed of the sensor to find

the average localization time. Distance values are in meters. Sensor takes double time in

LPO to move same distance due to move-wait-move movement compared to LWCD and

LCD. That is why localization time is largest for LPO.
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Table 6.8: Average time taken by our proposed schemes

Algorithm → LWCD LCD LPO
Average distance (in meters) 78.4 39.7 52.2
Average time (in seconds) 39.2 19.85 52.2

In Table 6.9, we compare our results with some of the existing mobile sensor local-

ization algorithms WMCL-A [90], WMCL-B [90], MCL [33] and MCB [7]. In this table,

average errors are given in terms of communication range r. Communication range is

taken as 20 meter, beacon distance 2 meter and radio irregularity as discussed before.

Among those, WMCL-A gives best results. Results show 67% and 63% improvement over

WMCL-A for selection criterion 1 and selection criterion 2 of LCD respectively in terms

of average localization error. Table 6.9 shows 52% and 49% improvement over WMCL-A

for selection criterion 1 (SC 1) and selection criterion 2 (SC 2) of LPO respectively in

terms of average localization error.

Table 6.9: Average error (r) of our proposed algorithms LCD and LPO compared to some
existing algorithms, where r is the communication range of the anchor

Algorithm LCD LPO WMCL-A WMCL-B MCB MCL
SC 1 SC 2 SC 1 SC 2

Error(r) 0.165 0.185 0.24 0.253 0.503 0.568 0.662 0.766
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6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have proposed LCD for localization considering sensors change direction

while localization. Another algorithm LPO is proposed which localizes sensors in presence

of obstacles. LPO selects appropriate beacon points in presence of obstacles using a

different system model. Simulation results of LPO show good positioning accuracy for

different levels of obstacles. Better positioning accuracy is observed in simulation for LCD

and LPO compared to existing works.
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Chapter 7

Path Planning for Mobile Anchor in

Connected Networks

7.1 Introduction

A number of static anchors are used to localize static senors in the localization schemes [14,

20, 68, 92]. To minimize the number of static anchors and to avoid range measurements,

range-free localization schemes [46, 75, 84] using mobile anchor are proposed. One mobile

anchor with a suitable path planning is equivalent to many static anchors, which localizes

whole network. By a single mobile anchor we can save large number of static anchors with

deployment cost in the expense of the mobility of the mobile anchor. Therefore, reducing

path length of the mobile anchor becomes an important issue in the area of localization.

Range measurements are done in most of the existing works [47, 48, 36], where path

planning are proposed for connected network. Our aim is to propose a path planning

using only connectivity information which can adapt an existing range-free localization

scheme for better accuracy. In this chapter we propose a movement strategy for a mobile

anchor to localize sensors of a connected network with connectivity guided movement.

We use range-free localization scheme proposed by Lee et al. [46] which yields better

positioning accuracy.
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7.1.1 Our contribution

We introduce a hexagonal movement strategy for mobile anchors. Our proposed dis-

tributed range-free movement strategy localizes all sensors within r/2 error-bound in a

connected network, where r is the transmission range of the sensors and the mobile anchor.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work where localization and path planning

both are done using connectivity of the network without range estimation. Simulation

results show improvement over existing work [48] in terms of both path length and local-

ization accuracy. Full localization is guaranteed in absence of irregular radio propagation.

Simulation results show, also in presence of radio irregularity, all the sensors are being

localized using proposed movement strategy.

The organization of the remaining part of this work is as follows. The theoretical

results of our proposed path planning on a connected network are explained in section

7.2. The algorithm along with system model and correctness proof, complexity analysis

are given in section 7.3. Effect of irregular radio propagation is discussed in section 7.4.

The simulation results are presented in section 7.5. Finally we conclude in section 7.6.

7.2 Path Planning

In this section we discuss path planning to localize an arbitrary connected network of any

number of sensors. The mobile anchor broadcasts beacon with its position information

after every t time interval. We may use the term ‘anchor’ instead of ‘mobile anchor’ in

the rest part of this paper.

Definition 7.2.1. (Beacon distance) Distance traveled by the mobile anchor between two

consecutive broadcasts of beacon is called beacon distance and is denoted by u.

Definition 7.2.2. (Communication circle) The circle with radius r centering at the sen-

sor, where r is the communication range of the sensor.

Definition 7.2.3. (LRH) Largest regular hexagon inscribed within the communication

circle of any sensor.

Definition 7.2.4. (Beacon point) The position of the anchor that is extracted from the

beacon received by a sensor at time x is denoted as a beacon point for the sensor if and
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only if the sensor does not receive any other beacon either in time interval [x − t0, x) or

in time interval (x, x+ t0], where t0 is the waiting time such that t < t0 < 2t and t is time

interval of periodical broadcasts of beacon by the anchor.

The algorithm begins with localizing a sensor by random movement of the anchor.

The localized sensor broadcasts its position which is received by the anchor. After a

finite amount of movement, the anchor reaches at any point on the communication circle

of the localized sensor. The anchor computes vertices of the LRH inscribed within the

communication circle with that point as a vertex. Then the anchor starts moving along

the LRH broadcasting beacons with its current position along with all vertices of the LRH

at regular interval so that any sensor which receives a beacon knows the LRH. At the same

time all the neighbors of the localized sensor marks at least two beacon points according

to our scheme. Those beacon points help the neighbors to compute two probable positions

of themselves according to the scheme [46]. We briefly discuss below how the localization

scheme [46] works.

C ′

C ′′

T

T ′

Q

Q′

N

N ′

(a)Q andQ′ are the two possible positions

A

C ′

C ′′

Q

Q′

(b) Sensor chooses its position at Q

Figure 7.1: Detection of correct position using hexagonal movement pattern of mobile
anchor

Let C ′ and C ′′ be two beacon points marked by a sensor as shown in Fig. 7.1a.

Sensor lies on one of the two regions of intersection of the circular laminae with radius

(r − u) and r centering at the beacon points C ′ and C ′′, where u is the beacon distance.
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The position of the sensor is approximated as the intersection point Q of NN ′ and TT ′.

So maximum localization error is equal to max(NN ′/2, TT ′/2). Similarly, Q′ is another

possible position. A third beacon point helps the sensor to choose the correct one among

Q and Q′.

In our work we do not need the third beacon point to localize the sensor. Hexagonal

movement strategy helps to choose the correct one among those two. With the knowledge

of the LRH, the sensor can compute the set of beacons it supposed to receive for different

possible positions Q and Q′. The sensor chooses Q as its position since it received beacons

marked with unfilled circles on the LRH as shown in Fig. 7.1b. Similarly, the sensor would

choose Q′ as its position if it received beacons marked with filled circles on the LRH. This

selection method will fail only if there exist a common set of beacons for two different

sensor positions, which is not possible.

We impose a condition on the distance between two beacon points for which the error

bound of the scheme [46] remains less than r/2. This error bound ensures localization of

all sensors within r/2 error according to our proposed path planning.

Theorem 7.2.5. Using the localization scheme [46], if l ≥ (r − u) then the localization

error remains less than r/2 for beacon distance u < r/7.5, where l is the distance between

two beacon points and r is the communication range.

Proof. There are two cases depending on the length of l.

Case 1 (r − u ≤ l ≤ 2r − 2u): Fig. 7.2 illustrates the case. According to Fig. 7.2a, C ′

and C ′′ be the beacon points received by a sensor such that r − u ≤ l ≤ 2r − 2u,

where C ′C ′′ = l.

C ′ C ′′

N

N ′

M

(a) Showing the line segment
NN ′

C ′ C ′′

T T ′

(b) ∠C′TT ′ = π/2

C ′
C ′′

T T ′

(c) TT ′ < r when ∠C′TT ′ >
π/2

Figure 7.2: Illustration of case 1
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From the figure, NN ′ =
√

r2 − (l/2)2 −
√

(r − u)2 − (l/2)2 < r.

Now consider the ∠C ′TT ′ in Fig. 7.2b. Since TT ′ is parallel with C ′C ′′, so ∠C ′TT ′ =

π/2 implies ∠TC ′C ′′ = π/2. Then from 4C ′C ′′T , (C ′T )2 + (C ′C ′′)2 = (C ′′T )2.

Since the minimum value of C ′C ′′ is (r−u), so, (C ′T )2+(C ′C ′′)2 = (C ′′T )2 implies
√
2(r−u) = r, which is same as u = (

√
2−1)r/

√
2. Therefore, ∠C ′TT ′ = π/2 implies

u = (
√
2− 1)r/

√
2. Hence, u < (

√
2− 1)r/

√
2 = r/3.5 implies ∠C ′TT ′ > π/2.

C ′ C ′′T T ′

N

N ′

Figure 7.3: Illustration of case 2

From 4C ′TT ′ in Fig. 7.2c, we can say, TT ′ < r when ∠C ′TT ′ > π/2, i.e., TT ′ < r

when u < r/3.5. Hence,

max(TT ′/2, NN ′/2) < r/2 when u < r/3.5 (7.2.1)

Case 2 (l > 2r − 2u): From Fig. 7.3, NN ′ = 2
√

r2 − (l/2)2. This is maximum when l

is minimum, i.e., l = 2r− 2u. Now, NN ′ < r if 2
√

r2 − (r − u)2 < r, i.e., NN ′ < r

if u < (2−
√
3)r/2 = r/7.5. Again from Fig. 7.3, TT ′ < 2u. So, TT ′ < r if u < r/2.

Hence,

max(TT ′/2, NN ′/2) < r/2 when u < r/7.5 (7.2.2)

From the above two inequalities 7.2.1 and 7.2.2, for l ≥ (r − u), the error bound of

the scheme [46] is r/2 if u < min(r/3.5, r/7.5), i.e., error is less than r/2 if u < r/7.5.

Following theorems guarantee that all neighbors of any sensor can localize by one

complete movement of the mobile anchor along the LRH around the sensor.
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Theorem 7.2.6. If an anchor completes its movement along the LRH around a sensor Q,

then all other sensors lying inside the circle of radius 3r/2 centering at Q can be localized

with error less than r/2 for suitable beacon distance u, if Q has been localized within r/2

error.

Proof. In Fig. 7.4, Q is the calculated position of a sensor and the anchor moves along

LRH around Q. Here the LRH is ABCDEF . Due to localization error, Q may lie

A
B

C

D
E

F

G
H

J

Q′

Q

(a) Position of the sensor is within the
4QDE

A
B

C

D

C ′

C ′′

E

F

G
H

J

P ′

P ′′

Q

(b) Position of the sensor is within
the region bounded by GE, ED, DH
and the arc HJG

Figure 7.4: Position of a sensor within the sector QGH

anywhere within the smallest dotted circle in Fig. 7.4 with radius r/2 centering at Q.

We prove that if a sensor lies anywhere within the largest dotted circle with radius 3r/2

centering at Q then it marks at least two beacon points such that distance between them

is at least (r − u), where u is the beacon distance. Length of each side of the regular

hexagon ABCDEF is r and QA = QB = QC = QD = QE = QF = r. The anchor

starts its movement from a vertex of the hexagon and broadcasts beacon maintaining

beacon distance u = r/k for some integer k, which ensures that the anchor broadcasts

beacon at every vertex of the LRH along with some other points on the LRH.

We divide the largest dotted circle shown in Fig. 7.4 in six symmetric sectors by joining

each vertex of the hexagon with Q and then extending the line up to the boundary of the
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largest circle. Therefore any sensor lying within the largest circle must lie in any one of

the six symmetric sectors. If a sensor lies on the common boundary of any two sectors

then it can be considered within any of the sector. Without loss of generality, let a sensor

lie in the sector bounded by the line segments GQ, QH and by the arc HJG, where J is

the mid-point of GH on the arc. We further divide the sector in two parts i.e., 4QED

and the region GEDHJG bounded by GE, ED, DH and the arc HJG, where 4QED

defines the triangle with vertices Q,E and D. There are two cases based on the position

of a sensor belonging to 4QED or region GEDHJG.

Case 1. Q′ is the location of sensor inside 4QED as shown in Fig. 7.4a, where 4QED

is an equilateral triangle with side length r. Then irrespective of the position of Q′,

Q′E < r, Q′D < r. Hence if the communication circle of Q′ intersects CD then

it intersects EF or FA. Similarly, if the communication circle of Q′ intersects EF

then it intersects CD or CB. So distance l between two beacon points is at least

r i.e., l > (r − u). Therefore, Q′ can be localized within r/2 error using Theorem

7.2.5.

Case 2. The location of sensor is inside the region GEDHJG as shown in Fig. 7.4b.

The distance l between the beacon points decreases, if distance between the sensor

and the center Q of the LRH decreases. As any point on the arc GJH is furthest

from Q, it is sufficient to prove that l > (r − u) when Q′ lies on the arc GJH .

Due to the symmetric nature of the arcs JG and JH , we show the proof for sensor

positions on arc JG. Let J be the position of the sensor. Since JE = JD < r, circle

with radius r centering at J intersects CD and EF as shown in Fig. 7.4b. Hence

sensor marks two beacon points such that l ≥ r > (r − u). One can easily verify

that as the position of the sensor changes along the arc JG towards G, distance l

between two beacon points decreases and l is least when the sensor is at G. So,

it is sufficient to show that l > (r − u) when the sensor is at G. Communication

circle centering at G, intersects DE and EF at P ′ and P ′′ respectively i.e., GP ′ =

GP ′′ = r. Beacon points are located anywhere within the line segments P ′C ′ and

P ′′C ′′ such that P ′′C ′′ = P ′C ′ = u. Distance between the beacon points decreases

as position of beacon points move towards C ′, C ′′. Let C ′, C ′′ be the position
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of the beacon points considering the worst case. Therefore, EC ′ = EP ′ − u and

EC ′′ = EP ′′ − u. Let EP ′ = EP ′′ = L. Then from 4GEP ′′ of Fig. 7.4b,

L2 + (r/2)2 − 2L(r/2) cos(2π/3) = r2. Solving this equation, we get L = (
√
13 −

1)r/4. Now from 4EC ′C ′′, C ′C ′′ =
√

(L− u)2 + (L− u)2 − 2(L− u)2 cos(2π/3),

i.e., C ′C ′′ =
√
3
(

(
√
13− 1)(r/4)− u

)

. So, C ′C ′′ ≥ (r−u) if
√
3((

√
13−1)r/4−u) ≥

(r − u), i.e., u ≤ (
√
3(
√
13− 1)− 4)r/(4(

√
3− 1)), i.e., u ≤ r/5.

Using Theorem 7.2.5, as r/7.5 < r/5, we can conclude that for u < r/7.5, all the sensors

which lie within the circle of radius 3r/2 and centering at Q, can be localized with error

less than r/2.

Theorem 7.2.7. If a mobile anchor completes its movement along the LRH around a

sensor which is localized within r/2 error, then all its neighbors are localized within r/2

error.

Proof. If a sensor is localized within r/2 error, its neighbors lie within the circle of radius

3r/2 centering the sensor. Hence the statement follows by Theorem 7.2.6.

7.3 Distributed Algorithm for Path Planning

We assume sensors form a connected network. The number of sensors in the network is

not an input of our algorithm. Each sensor has unique id and knows the id of its one hop

neighbors. The set of one hop neighbors of a sensor i is denoted by nbd(i). We define

NLN-degree(i) as the number of non-localized neighbors of a sensor i. Initially NLN-

degree(i) = |nbd(i)|, where |nbd(i)| is the cardinality of the set nbd(i). At the beginning

of localization, a sensor i localizes itself by random movement of the mobile anchor such

that the localization error is within r/2, where r is the communication range. This can

be done by choosing beacon points such that they are at least (r−u) distance apart (Ref.

Theorem 7.2.5), where u is the beacon distance. After localization, i broadcasts its id

and position. Whenever the mobile anchor hears the position of i, it starts moving along

the sides of the LRH of i and broadcasts beacon. Each beacon has the information about

sensor id i and the LRH around i, along which the anchor is moving. Computation of LRH

is explained in section 7.2. Hence each j ∈ nbd(i) localizes itself within the error bound
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r/2 by Theorem 7.2.7 and broadcasts the position to nbd(j). A sensor localizes itself only

Algorithm 7 HexagonalLocalization

1: Mobile anchor localizes a sensor by its random movement then PUSH id of the sensor
into the STACK.

2: Computes LRH centering at the sensor whose id i is at the TOP of the STACK and
broadcasts beacons periodically with period t until the LRH movement completes.

3: The anchor moves r/2 distance towards i and sends a message to i for next destination
of its movement.

4: Sensor i sends a message to all j ∈ nbd(i) for NLN-degree(j) along with their positions.
5: On receiving the replies, sensor i selects a neighbor sensor j′ that achieves the value

max{NLN-degree(j)|j ∈ nbd(i)} and sends position of j′ with NLN-degree(j′) to the
anchor for next destination of movement.

6: If NLN-degree(j′) > 0 then the anchor PUSH j′ into the STACK and moves to the
closest point of the communication circle of j′ and executes step 2, otherwise POP
from the STACK.

7: The algorithm terminates if STACK is empty, otherwise the anchor revisits the sensor
whose id is at the TOP of the STACK and executes step 3.

if it is a neighbor of sensor i. After receiving position of a neighbor j ∈ nbd(k), sensor k

updates NLN-degree(k) by NLN-degree(k)−1. During the process of completion of LRH,

each sensor which receives a neighbor’s position, keeps updating its NLN-degree. So, when

all neighbors of sensor i are localized at the end of a LRH movement, each j ∈ nbd(i) has

computed their NLN-degree(j). After completing LRH, the anchor moves r/2 distance

towards i. Moving r/2 distance towards i is required to ensure communication between

the anchor and i because the positional error is bounded by r/2 according to Theorem

7.2.6. Then anchor sends a message to i for its next destination of movement. To do so,

i sends a request to all j ∈ nbd(i) for NLN-degree(j) along with their positions. Then i

selects a neighbor sensor j′ that achieves the value max{NLN-degree(j)|j ∈ nbd(i)} and

sends position of j′ with NLN-degree(j′) to the anchor for next destination of movement.

The anchor moves to the closest point of the communication circle of j′ and starts the

LRH movement around j′ to continue localization process. The mobile anchor maintains

a STACK along with its operations PUSH, POP and variable TOP with usual dynamic

stack data structure during its travel through the connected network. Initially the STACK

is empty. Before making LRH movement around a sensor i, the anchor PUSH id i on the

STACK. If max{NLN-degree(j)|j ∈ nbd(i)} = 0 then anchor POP i from the STACK.
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When the STACK becomes empty, the algorithm terminates, otherwise anchor revisits

the communication circle of the sensor i′ (say), which is at the TOP of the STACK and

then sends a message to i′ for its next destination of movement. Mobile anchor decides

its path according to the Algorithm 7 (HexagonalLocalization).

7.3.1 Correctness and complexity analysis

Theorem 7.3.1. Algorithm 7 ensures localization of all sensors in a connected network.

Proof. We prove correctness of the algorithm by method of contradiction. Let us assume

that one sensor i is not localized but the algorithm terminates, i.e., the STACK becomes

empty. Since all sensors are in a connected network, then there exist at least one sensor

j, which is a neighbor of i and is localized. According to the algorithm, j localizes itself

by marking beacon points on a LRH movement of the anchor around one of its neighbors

k. At this moment k is at the TOP of the STACK. As i is not localized, j would send non

zero NLN-degree(j) and its position to k. Since other sensors are localized, NLN-degree(j)

is the maximum among those received by k. Hence k should send the position of j to the

anchor for the next destination of movement according to Algorithm 7. Whenever anchor

visits j and makes LRH movements, i becomes localized. So k cannot be popped without

pushing j which implies localization of i. Hence k is in the STACK until i is localized.

It contradicts our assumption that the STACK is empty but i is not localized. Hence

proved.

Theorem 7.3.2. The time complexity of Algorithm 7 is O(|V |+ |E|).

Proof. To analyze complexity of Algorithm 7, we calculate maximum travel distance of

the mobile anchor to localize all sensors in any connected graph G = (V,E) topology

in absence of radio irregularity. Here V and E are the set of vertices corresponding to

the sensors and the set of edges of G respectively. If degree of the graph decreases then

the anchor needs to make more LRH movements. The line graph achieves lowest degree

among connected graphs and hence the anchor attends maximum LRH movements to

localize all sensors. In the worst case, for a line graph our algorithm matches with DFS

visit of G. In this case anchor has to make LRH movement around |V | − 1 sensors if it
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initiates its movement from one end of the graph. Total LRH movement is 6r(|V | − 1)

since each LRH movement equals to perimeter 6r of LRH, where r is the communication

range of the sensors. In addition to this, anchor has to move maximum 2r(|E| − 1)

distance to reach other sensors and then to return to the initiator. Hence both time

complexity and complexity in terms of distance traveled by the anchor are same and

equal to O(|V |+ |E|).

Communication Cost: We find communication cost in terms of number of messages

being broadcasted during the path planning scheme. This depends on communication

range r, beacon distance u, average degree z of the connected network and number of

LRH movements H the anchor completes. By average degree, we mean average number

of one hop neighbors each node have. During one LRH movement, anchor broadcasts 6r
u

beacons and then one message to the sensor around which the LRH movement is done.

That sensor broadcasts one message to its neighbors and receives the replies. So, for one

LRH movement, (6r
u
+ 1 + 1 + z) messages are needed on an average. Hence a total of

H × (6r
u
+ z + 2) number of messages being broadcasted during the algorithm.

7.4 Effect of Irregular Radio Propagation

Due to irregular radio propagation, sometimes signals broadcasted by the anchor may not

reach up to r distance at every direction. Consequently, few neighbors of a sensor may not

be localized even after a complete LRH movement around that sensor by the anchor. Fig.

7.5 illustrates one such case where i is the actual position and i′ is the computed position

of a sensor with id i. The distance between i and i′ is less or equal to r/2. j is a neighbor

of i and located within r distance from i. Anchor moves along the LRH computed within

the circle of radius r centering at i′. C ′, C ′′ are the beacon points as shown in the figure.

Due to radio irregularity, j may not receive beacons broadcasted by the anchor from C ′

and C ′′ but receives from P ′, P ′′ as first and last beacons, since distances from j to P ′,

P ′′ are lesser compared to C ′, C ′′. Hence j marks P ′, P ′′ as beacon points. If distance

between P ′ and P ′′ is less than (r − u) then localization of j is not possible during this

LRH movement, as r/2 error bound is not guaranteed which is necessary in our algorithm

to localize all the sensors.
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Figure 7.5: Sensor j is not localized after one LRH movement around computed position
of neighbor i

If j is not localized after anchor completed LRH movement around i′ then NLN-

degree(i) remains nonzero. Here we have to add one more condition in step 6 of the

Algorithm 7 to ensure localization of j. If max{NLN − degree(k)|k ∈ nbd(i)} = 0, then

POP is executed only if NLN-degree (i) = 0, otherwise anchor executes step 2. With this

modification, i cannot be popped from the stack until NLN-degree(i) = 0. So, eventually

j becomes localized during repeated LRH movement. Simulation results show that in

presence of different degree of radio irregularity, path length increases due to repetitions

of LRH movement around few sensors. Average error also increases as average distance

between two beacon points may decrease due to radio irregularity.

7.5 Simulation Results

MATLAB platform is used to study the performances of our proposed schemes. We

randomly generate connected graphs of sensors in a 50 meter × 50 meter square region.

According to the section 7.2, we take values of beacon distance u < r/7.5. Following

Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 7.7 show the hexagonal movement path (red solid lines) of a mobile

anchor through the network during localization, where black bold lines are transition path

between LRHs. The blue crosses and red circles are the actual and calculated positions

of the sensors respectively and pairs are joined by dotted lines. The number of sensors

n, communication range r, path length D and average positioning error are given in the

caption of each figure. All the values showing in the tables and figures are in meters. As
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the area remains fixed and connectivity is maintained by increasing number of sensors

along with decreasing communication range of sensors and the anchor, path length does

not increase much with the number of sensors. Considering irregular radio model,
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Figure 7.6: Hexagonal movement pattern in a connected network
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Figure 7.7: Hexagonal movement pattern in a connected network

path length and localization error are simulated. In Table 7.1, we show localization

error for different communication range r and beacon distance u considering 0.1 degree of

radio irregularity. According to Table 7.1, localization error decreases as beacon distance

decreases for any fixed communication range. Here, u = r/k, where k > 7.5 according

to Theorem 7.2.5 and Theorem 7.2.6. We also show path length of the mobile anchor
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Table 7.1: Showing average error (in meters) for different communication range and bea-
con distance

Beacon distance → r/10 r/15 r/20 r/25 r/30
Communication range(↓)
10 1.52 1.13 0.63 0.42 0.33
15 2.39 1.42 1.07 0.75 0.54
20 2.84 1.97 1.33 0.96 0.67
25 4.45 2.48 1.59 1.28 0.98
30 5.98 3.22 2.20 1.71 1.21

Table 7.2: Average path length (in meters) and number of messages of our scheme varying
number of sensors

No. of sensors 100 150 200 250 300
Average path length (meter) 1490 1550 1640 1675 1754
Average no. of messages 1620 1818 2017 2096 2277

for different number of sensors forming a connected network in a square region of fixed

side length 50 meter in Table 7.2. Here we keep the communication range fixed at 10

meter with 0.1 degree radio irregularity. Results show that path length does not increase

much with number of sensors. It happens since average degree increases with the number

of sensors in a fixed region and one LRH movement localizes more number of sensors

(approximately equal to the average degree). Table 7.2 also shows average number of

messages being broadcasted by anchor and sensors to localize all sensors of the network.

Fig. 7.8a shows path length for mobile anchor increases as degree of radio irregularity

increases from 0 to 0.2 to localize 100 sensors, where r=10 meter and u=1 meter. As we

discussed in section 7.4, path length increases with radio irregularity because more than

one LRHs are required to localize all the neighbors of some sensors as shown in Fig. 7.8b.

Communication circle of such sensors are marked by blue dashed line in the figure.

We compare path length and average error of our algorithm with [48]. For compar-

ison, we consider same parameters as in [48]. Sensors are randomly deployed over a

square region of side length 1000 meter forming a connected graph. Average degree of

vertices in the connected graph is varied from 7 to 35 by increasing number of sensors,

where a sensor represents a vertex. We consider 0.1 degree of radio irregularity. Li et al.

simulated four variants of DREAMS strategy in [48]. Among them DREAMS-Random
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Figure 7.8: Effect of radio irregularity
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Figure 7.9: Performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm

yields minimum average error and DREAMS-LMST-Closest yields minimum path length.

However, DREAMS-Random provides largest path length and DREAMS-LMST-Closest

provides larger average error. We compare path length of our proposed algorithm with

DREAMS-LMST-Closest as it provides minimum path length among the methods pro-

posed in [48]. Simulation results show that path length of our technique is higher than

DREAMS-LMST-Closest for average degree 7 and 10. But as average degree increases,

our method outperforms [48] in terms of path length as shown in Fig. 7.9a. The reason

behind this is that as average degree increases, one LRH movement localizes more num-

ber of sensors because all the neighbors (approximately equal to average degree of the
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network) are being localized by one such movement. So path length does not increase

much with increasing average degree according to our algorithm. Fig. 7.9b shows very

small increment of average number of LRHs (73 to 87) with respect to increasing average

degree. We compare average error with DREAMS-Random [48] and lesser localization

errors are shown in Fig. 7.9c for different beacon distances 1 meter and 0.5 meter where

r = 100 meter in presence of 0.1 degree radio irregularity. According to [48], localization

error of DREAMS-Random is independent of average degree. The average error of our

algorithm is independent of the average degree because we are using Lee’s scheme [46]

for localization, which does not depend on degree. Table 7.1 shows that average error

decreases along the main diagonal of the table, i.e., average error decreases when beacon

distance is 1 meter and communication range increases from 10 to 30. Following that

trend, our error becomes 0.6 meter when beacon distance is 1 meter and communication

range is 100 meter as shown in Fig. 7.9c.

7.6 Conclusion

In this paper we have proposed path planning algorithms for a mobile anchor using hexag-

onal movement. Our movement strategy reduces the requirement of three beacon points

for localization to two beacon points. In a connected network, once a sensor is localized,

proposed path planning is able to localize all its neighbors with one hexagonal movement

around the sensor. The novelty is that without knowing the boundary of the network, our

distributed algorithm localizes all sensors using connectivity without any range estima-

tion. We have also computed the length of the path traversed by the anchor for different

number of sensors with good localization accuracy based on simulation. Simulation re-

sults show improvement over [48] in terms of both path length and localization accuracy.

In future we will try to investigate path planning in presence of obstacles.
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Chapter 8

Path Planning for Mobile Anchor in

Rectangular Regions

8.1 Introduction

In this chapter we consider the path planning problem for a mobile anchor where the region

of interest is known beforehand like indoor networks. Our aim is to propose a movement

strategy in a bounded region for a mobile anchor such that it can use existing range-

free localization schemes which yields better accuracy while reducing the path length. In

our strategy, only boundary information is used to localize all the sensors irrespective of

deployment and underlying network topology. Comparison with existing literature shows

reduction in path length along with good positioning accuracy.

8.1.1 Our contribution

We propose a movement strategy for mobile anchor which localizes all the sensors ly-

ing within the region using hexagonal tiling to cover a rectangular region with known

boundary information. Theoretically we show that the length of the path traversed by

the anchor is lesser in the proposed strategy compared to other existing path planning

methods [25, 34, 37, 59] for covering a rectangular region. Results show 7.35% to 27.74%

improvement of our scheme over different schemes in terms of path length. Good local-

ization accuracy is also observed in simulation.
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The organization of the remaining part of the work is as follows. The theoretical

results of our proposed path planning in a rectangular region are explained in section 8.2.

The simulation results are presented in section 8.3, along with performance comparison

with existing approaches. Finally we conclude in section 8.4.

8.2 Path Planning for Rectangular Region

The mobile anchor broadcasts beacon with its position information after every t time

interval. We may use the term ‘anchor’ instead ‘mobile anchor’ in the rest of this chapter.

Definitions of beacon distance and beacon points are same as given in chapter 7. Here

also we use localization scheme [46]. How this scheme works and our hexagonal movement

strategy reduces the requirement of three beacon points to two beacon points are already

discussed in section 7.2 of chapter 7.

In this section we discuss path planning for a mobile anchor which covers a given rect-

angular region to ensure localization of all sensors deployed in that region. Let ABCDEF

be a regular hexagon with side length r and center O as shown in Fig. 8.1a. If commu-

nication circle of a sensor touches the hexagon then we say that the sensor is within the

coverage area of the hexagon. Obviously the area inside the hexagon is a part of the cov-

erage area. As shown in Fig. 8.1a, A′B′C ′D′E ′F ′ is a regular hexagon with side 2r and

center O. The communication circles of the sensors located at the vertices of the larger

hexagon touch the smaller hexagon at one vertex. Communication circle of any sensor

which lies within or on the larger hexagon except at the vertices, intersects the smaller

hexagon at at least two points. So A′B′C ′D′E ′F ′ forms a coverage area of ABCDEF .

Let the anchor moves along ABCDEF broadcasting beacons periodically with time

period t. To localize itself following the scheme [46], each sensor should mark at least two

beacon points on ABCDEF . To ensure marking of two beacon points, we reduce the

coverage area by reducing the hexagon A′B′C ′D′E ′F ′ to A′′B′′C ′′D′′E ′′F ′′ with side 2r−X

as shown in Fig. 8.1b. Now, we have to find a suitable value of X such that all sensors

located inside A′′B′′C ′′D′′E ′′F ′′ can be localized. As the vertices of A′′B′′C ′′D′′E ′′F ′′ are

the furthest points from ABCDEF , so if we find X in such a way that a sensor which

lies at any vertex of A′′B′′C ′′D′′E ′′F ′′, marks at least two beacon points, then so does
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Figure 8.1: Showing coverage area when a mobile anchor moves along the regular hexagon
ABCDEF

all other sensors which lies on or inside A′′B′′C ′′D′′E ′′F ′′ for that same X . According to

our strategy, anchor starts broadcasting beacon from some vertex of each hexagon with

beacon distance u = r/n for some integer n. This ensures that anchor broadcasts beacon

at every vertex of any hexagon.

As shown in Fig. 8.1b, let BM ′ = u. Then the sensor at B′′ marks two beacon points

at B, M ′, if B′′M ′ = r. Let BB′′ = r − X . From 4BMB′′, (r − X)2 + u2 − 2(r −
X)u cos(2π/3) = r2, which implies X = r + u

2
−

√
4r2−3u2

2
. Approximately X = u

2
as

u << r. Hence, if mobile anchor moves along a regular hexagon of side r, then all the

sensors which lie within a regular hexagon with side 2r − X , mark at least two beacon

points, where X ≥ r + u
2
−

√
4r2−3u2

2
.

As shown in Fig. 8.2, the mobile anchor moves along the blue solid lines starting from

A to cover the rectangle R1R2R3R4. Anchor broadcasts beacons with u = r/n for some

integer n, so that beacon is broadcasted from each vertex along with other positions. Each

beacon contains the information about the hexagon along which the anchor is moving.

The movement terminates at Z. The directions of movement are shown by red dashed

arrows. We now compute the path length of the movement. According to Fig. 8.2,

each hexagon with blue solid lines and side r covers one larger hexagon with black dotted
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Figure 8.2: Showing path planning to cover a rectangular region R1R2R3R4

lines whose width is equal to H2H4 =
√

(2r −X)2 + (2r −X)2 − 2(2r −X)2 cos(2π/3) =
√
3(2r − X). If L is the width of the rectangle, then the number of hexagon in a row

would be
⌈

L√
3(2r−X)

⌉

. Two rows of hexagon cover an area with height equal to H1H3 =

H1H2 +H2H3 = 3(2r −X). If L is the height of the rectangle, then the number of rows

of hexagon would be
⌈

L
3(2r−X)/2

⌉

. Then total number of hexagon with side r required to

cover a L × L rectangle is
⌈

L√
3(2r−X)

⌉ ⌈

2L
3(2r−X)

⌉

. Total path length required to reach all

the hexagons in a row by moving from one hexagon to another hexagon is at most L.

So, total distance traversed to connect the hexagons for all rows is equal to L
⌈

2L
3(2r−X)

⌉

.

Total path length required to reach all the rows by moving from one row to another row

is at most L again. In each pair of consecutive rows, an extra hexagon is needed i.e., an

extra 3r movement is required in each row on an average. So, total path traversed to

cover L× L rectangle is equal to

DHexagon =
⌈

L√
3(2r−X)

⌉ ⌈

2L
3(2r−X)

⌉

6r + L
⌈

2L
3(2r−X)

⌉

+ 3r
⌈

2L
3(2r−X)

⌉

+ L.

Number of beacons transmitted by the mobile anchor throughout the traversal is

equal to number of hexagons multiplied by 6r/u since during moving on each hexagon

6r/u number of beacons are transmitted.
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8.2.1 Comparison with existing schemes

Table 8.1: Coefficients of higher order term L2/r in the expressions of different schemes
including proposed scheme (DHexagon)

DHexagon DChia DScan DDScan DHilbert DS−curves DCircles DLMAT

1√
3

(

2k
2k−1

)(

2k
2k−1 +

1√
3

)

k
k−1

k
k−1

k
k−1

k
k−1

π
3

(

k
k−1

)

π
2

(

k
k−1

)

2√
3

Theoretical comparison with existing schemes [25, 34, 37, 59] in terms of path length

of mobile anchor is presented in this section. Let L be the length of the sides of a square

region and r be the communication range of sensors and anchor. To normalize all the

expressions of path length given in [59], we take X = r/k for some integer k > 1. We

denote path length of path planning of mobile anchor proposed in [59] by DChia. Path

lengths of mobile anchor in different schemes in [37] are denoted by DScan, DDScan and

DHilbert. Path lengths of mobile anchor in different schemes in [34] are denoted by DCircles

and DS−curves. DLMAT is the path length of the scheme proposed by [25]. We denote the

path length of mobile anchor of our proposed scheme by DHexagon. Expressions of path

lengths of different schemes are given below.

DChia = (L+ 2r)
(⌈(

L+2r
r−r/k

)⌉

+ 1
)

+ (r − r/k)
⌈(

L+2r
r−r/k

)⌉

DScan =
⌈(

L
r−r/k

+ 2
)⌉

L

DDScan = 2
(⌈(

L−r
2(r−r/k)

+ 2
)⌉

L− r
)

DHilbert =
⌈(

L+r
r−r/k

)⌉2

(r − r/k)

DS−curves =
[(

L
3(r−r/k)/2

+ 1
)

L
2
π
]

+ L+ rπ/2

DCircles = N2π(r − r/k)+L, where N = L/
√
2−r

r−r/k

Expression of DCircles is modified in such a way that it can also cover the corner points

of the rectangle.

According to [25],

DLMAT = 2√
3
L
(⌈

L
r

⌉)

+ L+ r
√
3

The path length for our proposed scheme is

DHexagon =
⌈

L√
3(2r−r/k)

⌉ ⌈

2L
3(2r−r/k)

⌉

6r + L
⌈

2L
3(2r−r/k)

⌉

+ 3r
⌈

2L
3(2r−r/k)

⌉

+ L.
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In all the above expressions, the highest order term is L2/r. So, we compare the

coefficients of L2/r as shown in Table 8.1 to decide minimality of path length theoretically.

In DChia, DScan, DDScan and DHilbert, the coefficient of higher order term L2/r is equal to

k
k−1

. For DS−curves, the coefficient of L2/r is π
3

(

k
k−1

)

. The coefficient of L2/r in DCircles

is π
2

(

k
k−1

)

. The coefficient of L2/r in DHexagon is 1√
3

(

2k
2k−1

)

(

2k
2k−1

+ 1√
3

)

. We show that

coefficient of L2/r in DHexagon is lesser than all the above mentioned coefficients for all

k. Among the existing path planning schemes Circles in [34] does best in terms of path

length to cover a circular region. But for a square region, larger circles are needed to cover

the corners of the square, which increases path length and makes Circles an inefficient

strategy for covering a square. Since π
2

(

k
k−1

)

> π
3

(

k
k−1

)

> k
k−1

for all k > 1, so if we can

show k
k−1

> 1√
3

(

2k
2k−1

)

(

2k
2k−1

+ 1√
3

)

for all k, then we can claim the minimality of path

length of our scheme as the coefficient of the highest order term L2/r of our scheme is least

among the aforesaid schemes. One can easily verify that k
k−1

> 1√
3

(

2k
2k−1

)

(

2k
2k−1

+ 1√
3

)

for 2 ≤ k ≤ 9. Again, for all k ≥ 10, 1√
3

(

2k
2k−1

)

(

2k
2k−1

+ 1√
3

)

< 1 but k
k−1

> 1. Hence for

any r, there exists L such that path length of DHexagon is minimum. Considering LMAT

in [25], coefficient of L2/r in DHexagon beats DLMAT for all k ≥ 5. So, for any r, there

exists L such that path length of DHexagon is lesser compared to DLMAT .

8.3 Simulation Results

MATLAB platform is used to study the performances of our proposed schemes. We

evaluate path length of the proposed scheme for a bounded region for X = r/20 and

compared with existing range based and range free schemes. The value of communication

range r = 10 meter and square region with side length L = 200 meter. Results are shown

in Table 8.2. We show the percentages of improvement of our scheme over various schemes

compared to path length in Table 8.3 for r = 10 and X = r/20. Results show 7.35% to

27.74% improvement over different schemes. Values of average localization error of our

scheme are shown in Table 8.4 varying communication ranges r and beacon distance u.

We take X = u in Table 8.4. Here also, localization error decreases as beacon distance

decreases for any fixed communication range.

Path planning schemes in [25, 37] localize sensors using range-based methods. Hence
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Table 8.2: Comparison of path length (in meter) of our scheme (DHexagon) with existing
schemes

DHexagon DChia DScan DDScan DHilbert DCircles DS−curves DLMAT

4271 5728 4610 4780 4620 5911 4939 4836

Table 8.3: Percentage (%) of improvement of our scheme in terms of path length compared
to existing schemes

Existing schemes DChia DScan DDScan DHilbert DCircles DS−curves DLMAT

% of improvement of
our scheme
compared to the
existing schemes in
terms of path length

25.43% 7.35% 10.64% 7.55% 27.74% 13.52% 13.22%

yields better accuracy than our proposed method as we use range-free method for local-

ization. However we have better results in terms of path length. In [59], Chia-Ho-Ou et

al. produces better localization accuracy with average error 0.5 meter when communi-

cation range is equal to 20 meter and beacon distance is 1 meter, whereas under same

condition our average error is 1.6 meter. But our scheme outperforms in terms of path

length compared to [59].

Table 8.4: Showing average error (in meter) for different communication range and beacon
distance

Beacon distance → r/10 r/15 r/20 r/25 r/30
Communication range(↓)
10 1.59 1.17 0.78 0.57 0.46
15 2.75 1.58 1.22 0.98 0.85
20 2.93 1.95 1.61 1.17 0.89
25 4.28 2.47 1.61 1.19 0.99
30 4.94 2.65 1.72 1.36 1.11
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8.4 Conclusion

With our proposed path planning strategy, it is possible to localize all sensors in a rect-

angular region with known boundary. We have compared path length of our proposed

movement strategy for rectangular region theoretically with existing literature to show

better performance. Simulation results show 7.35% to 27.74% improvement of our path

planning strategy over existing strategies in terms of path length of mobile anchor for

rectangular region. In future we will try to investigate path planning in presence of

obstacles.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

At the beginning of the thesis we have proposed two deterministic range-based localiza-

tion algorithms for static sensors in presence of NLOS signals using static anchors. The

algorithm (FindPosition(φ, w)) finds position of a static sensor based on receiving two

reflected signals from an anchor. If a sensor receives signals from different anchors, then

communication among anchors are required. The proposed technique does not need to

know the positions of those reflectors. The algorithm produces actual position of a sensor

if there are no range measurement errors. In presence of measurement errors, the algo-

rithm returns approximate position of the sensor. Simulation results show better accuracy

of our scheme compared to existing works in presence of measurement errors. The strong

point of our approach is that our algorithm works in a sparse network since only two re-

flected signals from an anchor are sufficient for finding position of a sensor. Another good

aspect of our algorithm is that the positioning error does not increase significantly with

significant increment of distance measurement error. The weak aspect of this approach

is, however, that we have put restriction on NLOS signals. We have also considered a

three dimensional space and got similar results for exact positioning of sensors. We have

proved that with accurate range measurements, anchor can detect presence of misbehav-

ing sensor under certain conditions. However, further studies are needed in this direction

for detecting misbehaving sensors in presence of measurement errors. To generalize the

above problem, we have proposed a localization algorithm (LocalizeSensor) consider-

ing multiple-bound signals. Our algorithm provides a circle within which the sensor is
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bound to reside for each received unknown-bound signal. Theoretically we have shown

that radius of this circle is lesser than the distance traveled by the signal. Hence our

algorithm outperforms trilateration in terms of positional accuracy.

Two deterministic range-free localization algorithms (LWCD and LCD) for mobile

sensors using static anchors have been proposed. In presence of obstacles we have modified

above algorithms and proposed LWCDPO and LPO respectively. The algorithms work

under irregular radio model. LWCD and LWCDPO assume that there is no change of

direction of the mobile sensor during localization. We have given bounds on localization

error of LWCD for a given communication range and beacon distance. LWCD is able

to localize sensors within any predetermined error bound by fixing appropriate beacon

distance for any given communication range. Using our technique a mobile sensor can

further reduce localization error whenever it passes through the communication circle

of different anchors by repeated calculation of the approximate line of movement. We

have shown that the upper bound of the localization error of LWCDPO remains same

as LCD. Simulation results show that in our approach, average error is very less than

the maximum possible error and the algorithm outperforms over the existing approaches

in terms of positional accuracy. LCD and LPO give a general solution where mobile

sensor can change direction of movement within communication circle of an anchor. LPO

uses two different signal strength of static anchors effectively to select appropriate beacon

points in presence of obstacles. Better positioning accuracy is observed in simulation for

LCD and LPO compared to existing works.

A mobile anchor is equivalent to many static anchors for localizing sensors in a network.

Suitable movement strategies help reducing travel path and provide better accuracy if a

good localization scheme can be used while following the path planning algorithm. A

distributed range-free path planning algorithm (HexagonalLocalization) for mobile

anchors is proposed to localize static sensors in a connected network. Proposed algorithm

localizes all sensors using connectivity without any knowledge of the deployment area.

Simulation results show improvement over existing works in terms of both path length

and localization accuracy. Another movement strategy for mobile anchors is proposed to

localize sensors in a rectangular region with known boundary. Path length of our proposed

movement strategy is lesser compared to existing literatures. The basic structure of both
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the proposed strategies is hexagonal movement. The hexagonal movement reduces the

usual requirement of three beacon points for localization to two beacon points which helps

to improve path length. Summary of the thesis work is represented in tabular form in the

Table 9.1.

Table 9.1: Tabular representation of the thesis work

Algorithm Anchor Sensor Type Assumptions Techniq-
ue used

Error
bound

Min.
No. of
signals/
beacon
points

1 Static Static Range
based

At most one re-
flection

AOA,
TOA

No One

2 Static Static Range
based

Known upper
bound on num-
ber of reflections

AOA,
TOA,
RSSI

No One

3, 4 Static Mobile Range
free

Direction un-
changed during
localization

Beacon
point
selection

Yes Four

5, 6 Static Mobile Range
free

Direction may
change during
localization

Beacon
point
selection

No Two

7 Mobile Static Range
free

Connected net-
work

Beacon
point on
LRH

Yes Two

Rectangular
region

Mobile Static Range
free

Known bound-
ary

Beacon
point on
Hexagon

Yes Two

In future we can think of a more practical approach towards multiple-bound NLOS

problem by considering measurement errors. The mobile sensor localization problem can

be extended by considering the case where mobile sensor changes direction after passing

through a communication circle of some anchor and before entering in the communication

circle of some other anchor. We have not considered presence of obstacle in any of the

path planning problems which can be an important extension. Apart from these, we can

look into anchor-free localization problems as well.
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